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Abstract

SYNTAX OF THE LANGUAGE OF THE GAVIÃO INDIANS OF RONDÔNIA, BRAZIL

by

Denny Moore

Adviser: Professor Sally McLendon

This is the first major description of the language of the Gavião Indians of eastern Rondônia, Brazil. The Zoró, the Cinta Larga, and (probably) the Aruá Indians also speak dialects of this language, which belongs to the Mondê family of the Tupi linguistic stock.

This study is primarily a syntactic description. The analysis is generative in spirit; formal phrase structure rules and transformational rules are motivated and presented. Appendixes provide informal phonological and morphological sketches and an analyzed text.

The noun phrase or person prefix subject of a Gavião clause immediately precedes an auxiliary stem, which indicates tense, aspect, mood, sentence structural type (copula/noncopula), and sentence functional type (e.g. imperative, nonassertative, postfactive, etc.). Any number of verb phrases and embedded clauses can occur in a clause. Their order can be scrambled with no change in meaning other than a loss or gain in prominence. Any predicate nominal, verb phrases, or embedded clauses occur after the auxiliary stem, but three preposing rules operate under certain conditions to front a predicate nominal (if any) and/or one verb phrase or embedded clause. These preposing
operations front WH words and discourse pronouns.

There are many particles which either occur at the beginning or at the end of a sentence. The occurrence possibilities of these particles are given, along with minor transformational rules involving them.

The three minimal syntactic units are person prefixes, elementary words, and elementary word stems. Elementary words fall into five classes: nouns, verbs, pronouns, demonstratives, and particles. Elementary word stems fall into four classes: noun stems, verb stems (transitive or cross-referencing), adjective stems, and auxiliary stems.

The Gavião system of complex words and complex word stems is highly developed. These complex units are constructed from the minimal syntactic units given above. Phrases are relatively simple in structure.

The phonological sketch presents both surface and systematic phonemes. Major phonological rules are briefly stated. Downstep is a notable feature of the tone/length system.

Gavião is a relatively isolating language. The morphological sketch describes affixation, compounding and the important stem formative processes.
PREFACE

Let me say some things which are not common knowledge.

First of all, the enlightened descriptive linguist should do his or her business in lowland South America these days. Hundreds of indigenous languages with unforeseen properties await the investigator in the fabled Amazon Basin. Indian cultures (including their linguistic aspects) are alive and functioning there.

While this may have been a hazardous area in which to work in the days of Lévi-Strauss and Nimmundajů, there is little danger now, given modern transportation and modern medicines. The common fieldwork diseases are almost all preventable or treatable, though a person must, of course, prepare in advance to cope with them. The non-Indian is awkward and inept for the first few months in an Indian village, but the process of adaptation works steadily to improve the ease of living and working.

As is well known, academic preparation tends to adversely affect personality development in North America. Living with Indians and with Latins (such as the warm and lively Brazilians) is a specific antidote for this professional malady. Argumentativeness, ethnocentrism, arrogance, self-disgust, myopia, and tired blood are all conditions which can be treated by going south to a fresh, natural, and flavorful world.

The second point to be made is that the rather celebrated 'plight' of tropical forest Indians in South America is at least in principle completely unnecessary. Indians prosper if effective measures are taken to secure their land, health, and autonomy. These measures are
reasonably simple, inexpensive, and in no way hinder the larger national society. If they are not taken the results are horrible: mass death from disease, dispossession, subjugation, and apathy. When this occurs it is due to a lack of the will or the competence to prevent it, not to cosmic fate or necessity. It is important to understand this since the defeatist notions so often become self-fulfilling prophecies.

During my stay with the Gavião Indians there were many positive things: the reserve was surveyed and marked, two land invasions were repulsed, medical care was good, nut and rubber industries were established, several people learned to read Portuguese, and indigenous religious practices reasserted themselves. The land and health measures depended largely, but not entirely, on non-Indians for their success. The other things depended mainly on Indian intelligence and creative energy, though ideas, information, and assistance from some non-Indians were very useful.

I have noticed, however, that the non-Indian often does not contribute to the concrete realization of such positive things but rather succumbs to the temptation to be a shirker, bystander, little emperor, commentator, social science theory monger, or henchman for a power prince. Several times I was pressed by the Gavião to provide a rational explanation for the peculiar fact that so many non-Indians become ve'añavëèc ('liars, false talkers') when speaking to or about Indians. This is more puzzling than overt transgressions such as land grabs.

Once I pointed out that the situation was the same in the United States, where one formulation of it was that 'the white man speaks
with a forked tongue'. The Gavião found it quite interesting that
this was a general pattern. We discussed various specific instances
of lying (or withholding information) by non-Indians. Many of these
were for immediate personal gain, but there was also an overall func-
tion of keeping Indians unaware and dependent. The discussion was
both humorous and sobering.

One of the reasons I like the Gavião so much is that they think
about things a lot.
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category Symbols:</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adj st</td>
<td>complex adjective stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj'st</td>
<td>elementary adjective stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aux'st</td>
<td>auxiliary stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>demonstrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DemP</td>
<td>demonstrative phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.E.</td>
<td>matrix S element (mostly particles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>complex noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N'</td>
<td>elementary noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N st</td>
<td>complex noun stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N'st</td>
<td>elementary noun stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>noun phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP'</td>
<td>noun phrase prime (nonpossessable NP head plus any following adjective stems)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP'st</td>
<td>noun phrase prime stem (possessable NP head plus any following adjective stems)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-S</td>
<td>node dominating M.S.E.s at the end of S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ppfx</td>
<td>person prefix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ppfx.c</td>
<td>cross-referencing/coreferential person prefix (distinguished from Ppfx in certain subsections)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-S</td>
<td>node dominating M.S.E.s at the front of S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro</td>
<td>pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prt</td>
<td>particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prt.q</td>
<td>qualification particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S (plural: Ss)</td>
<td>maximal sentence, potentially containing M.S.E.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S' (plural: S's)</td>
<td>clause contained in S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-ā (plural: S'-ās)</td>
<td>a S' clause marked with the syntactic marker -ā</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sfx
V
V'
V st
V st.c
V st.t
V'st
V'st.c
V'st.t

Formal Rule Symbols:

X → Y
Rewrite X as Y.

X → (Z)
Rewrite X as nothing or as Z.

X → Z*
Rewrite X as nothing or as any number of Zs.

X → Z^1
Rewrite X as one or more Zs.

X → {Y}
Rewrite X as Y or as Z.

X → {Y, Z}
Rewrite X as Y or as Z (same as the above).

X → {Y, Z}*
Rewrite X as zero or more Ys and zero or more Zs, in any order.

X → αZ
Rewrite X with the value α for feature Z as Y with the value α for feature Z.

X → Y
Rewrite X with the value a for feature Z as Y with the value j for feature Z. Rewrite
X with the value b for feature Z as Y with the value k for feature Z.

Syntactic Features and their Glosses:

Syntactic features are written all in upper case. Their values are written in lower case. When the values are referred to in the
text they are underlined. Values may be simply plus (p), negative (n), or unmarked (u), or they may be descriptive (e.g. imp 'imperative').

Auxiliary stem features and their values are given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features:</th>
<th>Values:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tense:</td>
<td>PST 'past'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect:</td>
<td>DEF 'definite'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DUR 'durative'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence Structural Type:</td>
<td>COP 'copula'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood:</td>
<td>SJV 'subjective'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion:</td>
<td>MOT 'motion'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence Functional Type:</td>
<td>S.F.TY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is cumbersome and unnecessary to indicate all of the auxiliary stem features and their values in the glosses. So features which have descriptive values are not indicated; only their values are given (e.g. des instead of desS.F.TY). In auxiliary stem glosses only the sentence functional type of the auxiliary stem is always indicated. For other features one or more values are considered usual or predictable and are not ordinarily indicated in the gloss. Those not indicated are:

Tense: uPST or nPST

Aspect: uDEF occurring with uDUR or with nDUR
uDUR occurring with uDEF
nDUR occurring with pDEF

(That is, absence of any aspect gloss implies uDEF, uDUR; nDUR implies nDUR, uDEF; and pDEF implies pDEF, nDUR.)

Sentence Structural Type: nCOP

Motion: uMOT

Other Syntactic Features:

ALN 'alienably possessed'
ARG 'takes preceding immediate constituent as its argument'
CTRL 'control'
EVENT 'event' (a feature of nouns and noun stems)
FIN 'finite' (contains an Aux stem)
INAL 'inalienably possessed'
MA 'accepts the prefix má-'
MOD 'modified by preceding immediate constituent'
PROX 'indicates proximity' (a feature of demonstratives)
SB 'substantive'
S.I. 'sentence initial'

Transcription and Glosses:

Examples in Gavião, illustrations, tables, and rules each are assigned a number in parentheses. The digit or digits preceding the decimal point indicate the section in which the illustrative material or rule appears. In the case of Gavião examples, the letter 'T' appears after the parentheses if the example is from a text; the letter 'A' appears if the example is approved by one or more informants. Gavião examples in the text are underlined; those which are numbered are not. Sometimes the base forms of morphemes are indicated with double slashes, especially if there is irregular allomorphy, e.g. //yâ//, an auxiliary stem morph.

The orthography is explained in Appendix A. Hyphens are used to roughly indicate morpheme boundaries in Gavião examples. The very common stem formative morphemes are not segmented with hyphens, however. For example, the reduplicated stem formative vowel in ñgì 'remove' is not separated from the root (base form //ñk//). A double hyphen indicates an open internal juncture as well as a morpheme boundary. When a glottal stop occurs as the phonetic manifestation of open internal juncture it is placed between the hyphens, e.g. e-'-ñgì 'remove you'. Hyphens can only roughly indicate boundaries because tones, fused vowels, and voicing cannot be segmented. There is no harm in this since the exact form of morphemes is never at issue and
the pronunciation of the whole word is preserved. Example:

Base Form: //yā-eē-na// 'past nondefinite nonassertative auxiliary stem - that - like'
Surface Form: jēena
Hyphenated Orthography: jē-e-na
Gloss: pPST+nDEF+uDUR+nasr-th-1k

Each Gavião segment between hyphens has a corresponding gloss, and the glosses are separated by hyphens also, producing a one-to-one correspondence. Occasionally two Gavião morphemes form one segment. Then the glosses of the two morphemes are joined with a plus (+) to preserve the one-to-one correspondence of hyphenated segments and glosses. Example where a rising short tone indicates 'my':

zāp
Is+house 'my house'

When two English words are used to gloss one Gavião morpheme they are joined by a plus:

ma'ā
Took+for 'look for'

A period is used instead of a plus in the case of abbreviations:

kī-nap
ev-ndef.tm 'indefinite time of evidence'

When two pieces of form (morphs) can be distinguished but only the combination has glossable meaning, not the parts, then the parts are joined by a plus and the combination receives one gloss, e.g.

des below:
The gloss for a morpheme which has no overt expression is placed in parentheses:

\[ \text{páñá} \]
\[(3s)\text{-tickle}\]  
'tickle him'

When structural detail in tree diagrams is irrelevant it is not shown. Triangles indicate this:

\[ \text{qó-bí} \quad \text{pogò-p} \quad \text{sérèk} \]
\[\text{is-face} \quad \text{cover-nz} \quad \text{cloth} \quad \text{'my blanket'} \]

Glosses are only approximate. Auxiliary stems are glossed only by their features rather than by their translation in context as 'is', 'do', 'say', 'think', 'there is', etc. Verbs or verb stems which, very strictly, mean, e.g. 'be easy', 'be at', 'be in today', are glossed more simply as 'easy', 'at', 'today'. Initial demonstrative phrases can translate as time or as place. Quotes and thoughts in Gavião are marked with quotation marks ("), but these may translate as indirect quotes or thoughts. Many myth text sentences are formally sentence fragments: quotes followed by a time-of-evidence particle. The word té-teé is glossed as 'only' since the morpheme-by-morpheme gloss, 'exact-continuing', is unenlightening. Likewise, the word ma-teé is glossed as 'cause' instead of 'transitivization-flow'.

**Person Prefix Gloss Abbreviations:**

1s  first person singular
2s  second person singular
3s  third person singular, noncoreferential
3c  third person cross-referencing (on cross-referencing verb stems)
    third person coreferential (on transitive verb stems, noun
    stems, and auxiliary stems)
1pi  first person plural inclusive
1pe  first person plural exclusive
2p  second person plural
3p  third person plural

Morphological Gloss Abbreviations:
dm  diminutive
intr  intransitivizing prefix
1k  'like', manner suffix
nz  nominalizing suffix
pl.o  plural object
pl.s  plural subject
pl.X  plural times or plural action
poss  prefix forming possessable noun stem
sg.o  singular object
sg.s  singular subject
sg.X  singular times or singular action
th-1k  'like that', common suffix and verb
tr  transitivizing prefix
w  prefix which derives words from word stems

Shape Noun Gloss Abbreviations:
ft.o  fruit-like object
holw.o  hollow object
hr.o  hair-like object
lf.o  leaf-like object
liq  liquid
l.t.o  long, thin object
s.r.o  small, round object

**Particle Gloss Abbreviations:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adrs</td>
<td>address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adrse</td>
<td>addressee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aff</td>
<td>affirmative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conj</td>
<td>conjunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont</td>
<td>continuing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ev-ndef.tm</td>
<td>indefinite time of evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ev-prox.tm</td>
<td>proximate time of evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ev-rcl</td>
<td>recalled evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ev-rm.pst</td>
<td>remote past time of evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exct</td>
<td>exact(ly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explan</td>
<td>explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fut</td>
<td>future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ints</td>
<td>intensification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasr</td>
<td>nonassertative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasr.tz</td>
<td>nonassertative topicalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neg</td>
<td>negation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nsb.nz</td>
<td>nonsubstantive nominalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl</td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl.adrse</td>
<td>plural addressees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poss</td>
<td>possession dummy noun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Gavião Indians

The Gavião identify themselves as 'hawks', (singular: Ikôlô, plural: Ikôlêc). Harald Schultz (1955) refers to them as the 'Digüt', but this is merely a personal name of one of the Gavião. Likewise his term for the Arara Indians, 'Urukú', appears to have no valid basis.

The Gavião live on the Posto Indígena Lourdes in several settlements near the Igarapé Lourdes, a stream which flows westward into the Ji-Paraná (or Machado) River. The Arara live about five hours walk to the south on the same reserve. The P.I. Lourdes is approximately sixty-five kilometers from the nearest town, Ji-Paraná (formerly Vila de Rondônia). The area of the reserve in eastern Rondônia (see Maps 1 and 2) is dense tropical forest with low mountains.

There were 144 Gavião at the end of 1977, half of whom were below the age of fourteen. There were 77 Arara. The population was growing at a rate of five percent per year. There were 188 Gavião in 1983 (Mello Leonel 1983: 84), including a few women from other tribes (but excluding all Zorô). The Arara numbered 92 in 1983 (Mindlin 1983: 124). Some Zorô also live on the P.I. Lourdes. The total Zorô population was about 190 and increasing in 1982.

The Gavião and Zorô Indians migrated westward together sometime early in this century because of military pressure from neighboring Indians, probably the Cinta Larga. They entered into peaceful contact with the Arara Indians, who occupied the territory between the Ji-Paraná River and the Rio Branco (a major river between the Ji-Paraná and
Map 1. Location of the Gavião Indians (X).
Adapted from Cultural Survival, Inc. 1981:32
Map 2. Location of Indian groups speaking languages of the Mondé family. Adapted from Cultural Survival, Inc. 1981:32.
Roosevelt Rivers). Shortly before World War II there were four malocas (big houses) of Gavião near the Rio Branco and four malocas of Zoró a bit farther downstream.

The World War II demand for rubber brought non-Indians into the area. The Arara were contacted first, but the Gavião and Zoró also made trips to the Ji-Paraná River for trade goods. Shortly after the war a feud caused the Zoró to move to the east side of the Rio Branco and the Gavião to move westward into closer association with the Arara. The Gavião attacked the Arara in 1959, killing some and driving the others into contact with Brazilian society. The Arara contracted measles, and the survivors became debt peons on a rubber plantation. Many Gavião died from pneumonia complications of colds and influenza.

When an Indian agent and some New Tribes missionaries arrived in 1966 there were fewer than 100 Gavião and 50 Arara. After the arrival of these new protectors the Arara returned to the reserve and the population of both groups began to rebound.

The Gavião, like other Indian groups in the area, are primarily slash-and-burn horticulturalists and hunters. They sometimes fish in the streams, but seldom in the large rivers. In the dry season (June through September) they fish with bow and arrow and also poison fish with timbó. Gavião dugout canoes are small and simple.

The question of the original point of dispersal and the subsequent migration routes of Proto-Tupi speakers is recognized as a central issue in the prehistory of indigenous South America (Lathrap 1970, Meggers 1975). Sometimes it is assumed that migrations followed major rivers, but in eastern Rondônia known migrations have been
overland and settlements have been on smaller streams.

The Gavião grew sweet manioc but not bitter manioc before contact. Maize was an important food source. Sweet potatoes, cará, scarlet runner beans, peanuts, cotton, gourds, and tobacco were also grown. Some Gavião claim they got bananas, sugar cane, pineapples, and papaya from the Arara, though this hasn't been verified.

Kinship investigations among the Gavião are complicated by their post-mortem name taboo and by their recognition of copaternity. According to informants, a man may marry his classificatory sister's daughter (first person singular: ọbarapit) or his classificatory father's sister (bojá). Gavião men have a close, joking relationship with mother's brother (first person singular: zērat), who is often a potential father-in-law. They respect father's brother (called papá 'father'). A man begins working for his prospective father-in-law as soon as he is engaged. The married couple resides with the wife's family, though it's not clear how permanent this is. Most men are monogamous, though traditionally a man might have two wives if they were sisters or if one had no living father. The status of women is generally very good.

A traditional maloca was founded by a respected man and contained his unmarried children, his married daughters, their husbands, and whichever other relatives opted to live there. The head of the house was referred to as zavijaác ('house-owner'). Malocas are no longer built, but houses containing nuclear families still tend to cluster into groups, each informally headed by an influential man.

In 1977 there was one Gavião shaman still practicing. Indigenous religious notions show Christian influence after years of missionary
activity. Sometimes the Gorá spirits are equated with the Christian God and the Zagapōc spirits, who assist the shaman, are equated with the devil. The Goñát ('thunder') spirits, associated with maize, and the nefarious Zerebaac spirits seem to have no Christian equivalents. The Gavião learned to call the Olicicia spirits from the Arara. These usually speak Arara when they appear (in the dark), as I was able to confirm by observation.

The cultures of the Indians of eastern Rondônia have not been studied in depth until recently. Lévi-Strauss and Wanda Hanke did (independently) encounter the Mondé Indians, speakers of a sister language to Gavião. Both (independently) were struck by the charm and intelligence of the Mondé (Lévi-Strauss 1967: 327, Hanke 1950: 216). (Interestingly, the Gavião, Zoró, and Cinta Larga Indians are noted for this same peculiar charm and cleverness, in spite of their formidable reputation as warriors.)

Recently (1979-81) the Gavião and Zoró have been intensively studied by two Norwegian anthropologists from the University of Oslo, Lars Løvold and Elizabeth Forseth. Dr. Carmen Junqueira of the Pontífica Universidade Católica de São Paulo has visited the Cinta Larga regularly since 1979.

The situation of the Gavião in 1977 was very good (Moore 1981): their reserve was demarcated, the mortality rate was very low in spite of a high incidence of malaria and some tuberculosis, native festivals were again being held, and the Indians earned what cash they needed through their own Brazil nut and rubber industries. People generally did as they pleased and organized their own activities.
In 1978 the Zoró Indians, recently recontacted, came to live with the Gavião for a couple of years. This was fortunate because the Gavião, the New Tribes missionaries, and the P.I. Lourdes personnel all assisted the Zoró, and--a relative success story--most of the usual postcontact depopulation and misery was averted.

The Polonoroeste development project is currently accelerating the pace of non-Indian settlement in Rondônia. The P.I. Lourdes received considerable attention and resources as a part of the Polonoroeste project area, but the effects of this were not very favorable to the Indians. The Gavião were required to work as laborers on large agricultural projects on their reserve. According to Mello Leonel (1983) those projects were unsuccessful. The Gavião now earn what cash they need by tapping rubber on an individual basis. The New Tribes Mission was expelled from the reserve in 1981. There are now two practicing shamans and some novices.

A road passing near the Gavião and Arara land has brought in non-Indian settlers. The predictable incursions were ignored for some time, and in 1983 there were about 350 invaders occupying the southeast corner of the reserve. It will now require a very serious effort to remove these people from Indian land.

1.2 Linguistic Studies of Gavião and Related Languages

A detailed classification of the languages of the Tupi linguistic stock has been presented by Rodrigues (1958 and 1962). This was slightly amended later to give Munduruku status as a separate family. The newer classification (Rodrigues 1974: 53) divides the Tupi linguistic stock into eight linguistic families: (1) Tupi-Guarani, (2)
Munduruku, (3) Juruna, (4) Arikém, (5) Tupari, (6) Ramarama, (7) Mondé, and (8) Puruborá. The last five of these are spoken in Rondônia.

Until recently there had been intensive studies of languages of the Tupí-Guaraní family (Firestone 1965, Gregores and Suárez 1967, Bendor-Samuel 1971 and 1972, and Harrison 1975) and of the Munduruku family (Crofts 1973), but the Tupian languages of Rondônia were known only through wordlists. This situation has been improved by the Summer Institute of Linguistics. Landin (1980) has studied the Karitiana language of the Arikém family and Bontkes (1978) has worked for years with the Surui language of the Mondé family. Clive Sandberg worked for several years with the Cinta Larga Indians of the P.I. Roosevelt, and was, I think, the first person to conclude that the language was tonal. Horst Stute of the New Tribes Mission has worked since about 1967 on the Gavião language, though he has not published his many manuscripts.

The current locations of Indian groups speaking languages of the Mondé family are shown in Map 2. According to Mindlin and Junqueira (1983) there are about 300 Surui and probably 500 or more Cinta Larga Indians. The population of the Surui is increasing, but no effort has been made to vaccinate the Cinta Larga who do not live on FUNAI (Fundação Nacional do Indio, the Brazilian Indian agency) posts, and many of these are dying. There are some Aruá Indians living on the P.I. Guaporé. This is their location as shown in Map 2, but they appear to have previously lived considerably to the east on the headwaters of the Rio Branco (tributary of the Guaporé River in southern Rondônia, not the Rio Branco east of the Ji-Paraná River). There are perhaps
a dozen families of Mondé Indians in the general vicinity of Pimenta Bueno in Rondônia.

It appears to me that there are three languages in the Mondé family. The first of these is spoken by the Gavião, Zoró, Cinta Larga, and Aruã Indians. The Gavião can easily speak to the Zoró and the Cinta Larga, though there are dialect differences between the three groups. Their cultures are very similar. The Aruã wordlist taken by Campbell (1968) on the Rio Branco indicates to me that their speech would be intelligible to the Gavião also, after a bit of adjustment.

The second language of the Mondé family, that of the Suruí Indians, is not really intelligible to the Gavião or to the Cinta Larga. As an impression, Gavião and Suruí are about as different as, say, Spanish and Italian. Although the Suruí live near the Gavião, Zoró, and Cinta Larga they are rather different in culture.

The language of the Mondé Indians themselves (Hanke 1950) appears to be different from either Gavião or Suruí, and, as a guess, this is better considered to be a separate language. The Mondé seem to belong to the culture area of the Guaporé.

In general, the degree of genetic relatedness among languages and language families in Rondônia remains to be established with certainty. More linguistic research in the area could improve this situation greatly and provide interesting evidence about the prehistory of the region.

1.3 The Present Study

Field research was conducted among the Gavião on the P.I. Lourdes from June 1975 to January 1978. About eighty percent of this period
was spent actually in the village conducting linguistic research. The other twenty per cent of the period was spent on occasional trips to resupply, seek medical treatment, and take care of business matters.

The Gavião were selected for this study because there were no published studies of their language or culture except for Schultz (1955). About six of the Gavião men were fluent in Portuguese, which facilitated linguistic work. Conditions for the study were excellent except that the best informants were sometimes unavailable, and after June of 1976 I was sick (with serum hepatitis, malaria, and tropical sprue) more often than healthy.

The primary purpose of the project was to gather data for a grammar of the Gavião language. This was done by traditional linguistic field methods. A working orthography was established only after several months of research mapping out syllable tone and length. After transcribing a few elementary texts and eliciting simple sentences, embedded clauses, and phrases, I was bothered by the lack of adverbs and postpositions, and more bothered by a feeling that the syntax of the language was too radically simple and elegant to be real.

As more texts were transcribed it became clear that the few earlier texts had been kept simple by kindly informants. Much of the syntactic complexity of the language was in the system of particles. These are sufficiently inscrutable that the meaning and syntactic behavior of many of them were only determined after leaving the field. A few are still not understood.

The other major area of syntactic complexity was the system of complex words and complex word stems. The enterprise of writing explicit rules eventually led me to decide that a complex/elementary
distinction and a stem/nonstem distinction were needed to account for Gavião constructions smaller than phrases.

Twenty-three texts of various types were transcribed. This was slow and laborious because whistled comparisons were necessary to establish syllable tone and length for almost every word. The texts average slightly over one hundred sentences each. These have all been selectively slip-filed and provide the primary basis for the analysis of the syntax.

In addition to this work on the Gavião language a few days were spent investigating the language of the Arara Indians and the dialect of the Cinta Larga Indians. A certain amount of data on the culture of the Gavião was obtained, but time limitations prevented thorough research and verification in this area.

The following sections describe the syntax of the Gavião language. Originally I hoped to present a full, explicit description of the phonology and morphology also. Instead, bowing to real-world considerations, I shall present only informal sketches of the phonology (Appendix A) and morphology (Appendix B).

The analysis of Gavião syntax given here is meant to be a comprehensive and explicit description without theoretical commentary. Formalisms are employed, but these are not particularly exotic and the meaning of a formal rule should be clear from the discussion of its motivation and from the explanation of formalisms provided in the Symbols and Abbreviations section. The analysis is not very abstract. Surface structure facts and the motivation for the analysis adopted are given.

The style of analysis is eclectic, following anthropological
tradition. For the most part it follows a style of rather orthodox transformational grammar represented by, for example, Akmajian and Heny (1975). However, there is no reliance on the idea of linguistic universals. In particular, form classes and other syntactic units are defined on a strictly language-internal basis, though with a view to customary usage.

Syntactic features and feature percolation rules are perhaps used more extensively than usual. This was inspired by the practices of Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar, as exemplified in, for example, Gazdar, Pullum, and Sag (1982). This use of syntactic features seems to me to make possible a formal account of a variety of syntactic matters related to Gavião sentence functional types and sentence structural types which is more elegant and natural than would otherwise be possible.

In general, larger constructions are analyzed before their constituents. Phrase structure rules are given for a construction before any transformations affecting it. When crucial data is lacking or when analysis is uncertain this is pointed out and what can be said is said. Certain aspects of the morphology are discussed along with the syntax when these are particularly relevant.

Section 2.0 presents a quick, general overview of major aspects of the syntax of Gavião sentences: sentence/clause composition, the large array of sentence-level particles and other items called 'matrix S elements', sentence structural types, and the elaborate system of sentence functional types and auxiliary stems.

Section 3.0 presents an overview of the syntax of Gavião words, word stems, person prefixes and phrases. Elementary words, elementary
word stems, and person prefixes are defined and illustrated. Complex words, complex word stems, phrases, and form classes are briefly characterized in Section 3.0 (and fully explained in Sections 9.0, 10.0, 11.0, and 12.0.)

Section 4.0 gives the composition of noncopula sentences or clauses in detail (excluding the matrix S elements) and presents a preliminary formulation of the preposing movement transformation which operates within them.

Section 5.0 explains sentences or clauses of the copula structural type and the auxiliary stems which occur in them. A preliminary formulation of preposing within copula sentences is given.

Sections 4.0 and 5.0 are mainly concerned with the common properties of all clauses and their auxiliary stems. Section 6.0, by contrast, discusses in detail the differences in clauses and their auxiliary stems associated with each of the sentence functional types. The meaning and syntactic behavior of matrix and embedded clauses of each of the many sentence functional types is discussed. The feature composition of auxiliary stems of each of the sentence functional types is given.

Section 7.0 returns to matrix S elements in the Pre-S and Post-S nodes. The composition of those nodes and the rules for inserting WH words and discourse pronouns are given. The two preposing operations described earlier are revised and a third preposing operation is formulated. Other, minor, transformations involving matrix S elements are explained.

The sentence-level syntactic rules presented in Sections 4.0 through 7.0 are summarized in Section 8.0.
Section 9.0 explains noun phrases and the form classes which occur in them. Section 10.0 does the same for verb phrases. What can be said about conjunction is presented in Section 11.0.

Section 12.0 first defines phonological words, providing a basis for formally distinguishing complex words and word stems from their elementary counterparts. Then the various types of derived and compound complex words and word stems are examined.

Appendix A is a sketch of Gavião phonology. Appendix B is a sketch of the morphology. Appendix C is an analyzed text.
2.0 OVERVIEW: SENTENCES, MATRIX S ELEMENTS, SENTENCE FUNCTIONAL
TYPES, AND SENTENCE STRUCTURAL TYPES

Some of the most basic aspects of Gavião sentence syntax are
characterized briefly in this section so as to introduce concepts and
present a preliminary overall picture.

2.1 Matrix and Embedded Sentences, S and S'

A matrix S is composed of a shell of matrix S elements (mostly
particles) and a matrix S'. The matrix S elements occur in the Pre-S,
before the matrix S', or in the Post-S, after the matrix S'. The
matrix S' contains a subject NP or a subject person prefix, an aux-
iliary stem, a predicate NP (if any), verb phrases (if any), and em-
bedded clauses (if any). Example:

(2.1)T
eẽ bó tã-mãga aa-ja'-jĩ a-jã-bõc ee abî a-volô-ã
then tz 3p-asr 3c-face-enter 3c-pPST that after 3c-come-s.m
\[ (=\text{grow}) \quad \text{+psf} \]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Dem} \\
\text{Ppfx} \quad \text{Aux't} \\
\text{Ppfx} \quad \text{Aux't} \\
\text{Pre-S} \quad \text{S'} \\
\text{S'} \\
\text{S} \\
\text{Post-S}
\end{array}
\]

'Then they will arrive after they are already grown.' (The boys who
left to hunt the Giant Lizard were gone so long they became adults.)

In example (2.1) the Pre-S and Post-S nodes contain matrix S ele-
ments: eẽ 'then', bó 'topicalization', and -ã, a syntactic boundary
marker. Such elements (except -ã) each occur only once in each S; they
do not occur in any S'. So a S can be distinguished from a S' by the
potential occurrence of M.S.E.s in the former. Any construction which
does not contain an auxiliary stem and which is not a subpart of a
construction which does is considered a sentence fragment.

There are three primary reasons for giving the same S' status to both nodes S'1 (a matrix S') and S'2 (an embedded S') above:

(a.) Neither of these clauses can contain M.S.E.s such as eé, a S-initial demonstrative phrase.

(b.) The rules of composition for a matrix S' such as S'1 and for an embedded S' such as S'2 are essentially the same. Notice that S'1 and S'2 in sentence (2.1) both contain a subject person prefix, auxiliary stem, and one or more VPs.

(c.) Two Gavião movement rules, \{VP, S', $S'$-á\} Preposing within S', and Predicate NP Preposing within S', operate in similar fashion inside a matrix S' such as S'1 and inside an embedded S' such as S'2 above. As an example of preposing, notice that the VP aa-ja-íí 'grow (up)' has been preposed to the front of S'2, but no preposing has occurred in S'1, which begins with a prefixed auxiliary stem. The boundaries of an S' are determined by the potential application of the two preposing rules mentioned above.

2.2 Matrix S Elements

There are forty-five M.S.E.s, most of which are particles. Of these, fifteen occur in the Pre-S position and thirty occur in the Post-S. All M.S.E.s are optional in the sense that they can all be dispensed with except in nonassertative sentences. Diagram (2.2) below gives a rough overview of the semantic notions represented in the Pre-S. Of course only a small subset of these can occur in a given sentence. When the S-initial position is vacant a phrase or clause can be preposed into it.
Overview of the semantic notions represented in the Post-S:

The cocurrence patterns of the M.S.E.s are rather complicated. The main syntactic factor determining which M.S.E.s can occur and cooccur in a sentence is its sentence functional type. For example, certain M.S.Es can occur in nonassertions while others are precluded from occurring.
2.3 **Sentence Functional Types**

Eleven sentence functional types have been distinguished. They are represented formally as values of the syntactic feature S.F.TY. The features are spread in the expansion of S to its constituent Pre-S, matrix S', and Post-S. When S' is rewritten its S.F.TY value is spread to its Aux stem. This is diagrammed below.

![Diagram of sentence functional types]

Some illustrative examples of each of the sentence functional types are given below. For each Aux stem all the aspect, mood, and sentence functional type features and their values are indicated. However, all examples are noncopula (nCOP) and unmarked for motion (uMOT), and these features are not indicated. A sentence-initial demonstrative begins the matrix Ss except in the prohibitive and exhortative Ss, where it is prohibited. The simulative, postfactive, and nominal examples are just embedded clauses; that is, each is just a S' with no matrix S or matrix S'.

**Assertative:**

(2.5) eé zâno māā ga tiri
there 1s+bro pPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSJV+asr w+field burn

'My brother was burning the field there.'
Nonassertative:

(2.6) ee té zâno já ga tirî
  there 1s+bro ppST+nDEF+nDUR+nasr w+field burn
'My brother was burning the field there.' (Suggestion)

Imperative:

(2.7) ee e-jâ ga tirî âle
  there 2s-nPST+nDEF+nDUR+imp w+field burn fut
'Burn the field.'

Prohibitive:

(2.8) e-jâ ga tirî âle
  2s-nPST+nDEF+nDUR+proh w+field burn fut
'Don't burn the field.'

Exhortative:

(2.9) e-béré ga tirî
  2s-nPST+uDEF+uDUR+exh w+field burn
'Burn the field.'

'Let':

(2.10) ee zâno já-ät ga tirî
  there 1s+bro uPST+uDEF+uDUR-let w+field burn
'Let my brother burn the field there.'

Preventative:

(2.11) ee zâno já ga tirî
  there 1s+bro uPST+uDEF+uDUR+prev w+field burn
'Don't let my brother burn the field there.'
Desiderative:

(2.12) eé zāno jā-r+a va ga tīrī
there 1s+bro nPST+uDEF+nDUR-des w+field burn

'it would be good if my brother burns the field.'

Simultative:

(2.13) zāno sā-ā t ga tīrī
1s+bro uPST+uDEF+uDUR-sim w+field burn

'when my brother burns the field'

Postfactive:

(2.14) zāno jā-bōc ga tīrī
1s+bro pPST+uDEF+uDUR-psf w+field burn

'after my brother burned the field'

Nominal:

(2.15) zāno jā-nēē ga tīrī māt
1s+bro pPST+uDEF+uDUR-psf w+field burn sb.nz

'my brother who burned the field', or, 'the field my brother burned'

These sentence functional types differ from each other semantically or pragmatically, as can be seen by the translations. These sentence functional type distinctions are needed to account for a wide range of grammatical facts:

(a.) Auxiliary stem morphology. Several sentence functional types manifest themselves on Aux stems as overt final segments (e.g. the -bōc of jā-bōc in (2.14) above).

(b.) The cooccurrence of auxiliary stem features. For example, the imperative, prohibitive, and exhortative auxiliary stems are
always nCOP and cannot occur in copula sentences, but auxiliary stems with the other sentence functional type values can. Auxiliary stems of these same three sentence functional types always have nPST tense. Most sentence functional type values restrict which other feature values can cooccur with them on auxiliary stems.

(c.) Clause (S') distribution. For example, a S' of the simult
factive, postfactive, or nominal sentence functional type (2.13-15) can only be immediately dominated by S', not by S. Of these, the nominal is obligatorily nominalized. The sentence functional type dis-
tinctions allow such facts to be stated in a straightforward way.

(d.) Cooccurrence of matrix S elements with the auxiliary stems and with each other. For example, the set of time-of-evidence par-
ticles contains two subsets: one occurring in assertative sentences and the other occurring in nonassertative sentences.

(e.) Preposing of predicate phrases and clauses. For example, this is disallowed in the case of prohibitives, but is obligatory if necessary to prevent an assertative Aux stem prefix from becoming matrix S initial.

2.4 Sentence Structural Types

There are three Gavião sentence structural types. The first of these, the noncopula type, is far more frequent than the other two. The Aux stem in a noncopula S' is marked nCOP, and there is no predi-
cate nominal in the S'. The S' optionally contains VPs and embedded clauses. When there is no VP the sentence asserts the existence of the subject or indicates that the subject is doing something. A nega-
tive example with no VP:
'There is no clay.'

Example with one VP:

'I'll go get clay yet.'

The copula sentence structural type contains an Aux stem marked pCOP and a predicate nominal. A copula sentence equates the subject NP or subject person prefix with the predicate NP. Some VPs can occur in copula sentences, but many cannot. This sentence structural type is rather uncommon. Example with the predicate NP preposed:
'This is Peēt.'

The third sentence structural type is very rare. It contains no predicate nominal, and it is not clear if VPs can occur within it or not. I will assume that there is a feature, pCOMING, which occurs on Aux stems in sentences of this structural type. Sentences which are pCOMING assert that the subject is coming. Informants insist on this meaning although there is no overt morpheme meaning 'come' in such sentences.

Auxiliary stems which are pCOMING may be assertative or nonassertative:

(2.19) //māā// //yā//
pCOMING+asr pCOMING+nasr

These pCOMING Aux stems are phonetically identical to several other Aux stems (see the Aux stem tables in Sections 5.0 and 6.0), creating serious problems of ambiguity. The pCOMING interpretation seems to be dependent on context and seems to be much less likely if VPs are present. This sentence structural type is very marginal, and no more will be said about it. One naturally occurring example from a soccer game is given below.

(2.20)T

`'Here he comes.'
3.0 OVERVIEW: WORDS, WORD STEMS, PERSON PREFIXES, AND PHRASES

The three basic minimal units of Gavião syntax are elementary words, elementary word stems, and person prefixes. These are characterized quite fully in this section.

A phonological word in Gavião is a construction of one or more morphemes which is bounded by external open junctures and which contains no external open junctures within itself. (Phonological words and juncture types are explained in Section 12.0.) A phonological word corresponds to the usual intuitive notion of a word as a unit which is a minimal free form: it is readily pronounceable in isolation and enters freely into syntactic constructions with other words (i.e. is not bound). A phonological word may be an elementary word, an elementary word stem, or an elementary word stem with attached person prefix.

Both words and word stems may be either elementary (marked with a prime, e.g. V') or complex (unmarked, e.g. V). The system of complex words and word stems in Gavião is quite complicated. By contrast, Gavião phrases are rather simple in structure. Phrases are discussed in detail in Sections 9.0 and 10.0; complex words and complex word stems are treated in Section 12.0. So these will receive only a preliminary characterization in this section.

3.1 Elementary Words

Elementary words are single phonological words which do not contain person prefixes, which cannot be prefixed for person, and which (with the exception of some particles) do not form constructions with immediately preceding nominal expressions (e.g. noun phrases, noun stems, etc.). There are five classes of elementary words: nouns (N'),
verbs (V'), pronouns (Pro), demonstratives (Dem), and particles (Prt). The classes are mutually exclusive. The first four are minimal free forms in the fullest sense: they can be short answers or minimal phrases. Particles are pronounceable in isolation but are less acceptable as free forms since their meaning is usually grammatical.

Of the elementary words, pronouns, demonstratives, and particles never have corresponding elementary word stems. However, all non-derived elementary nouns and some elementary verbs do. Many elementary nouns have phonetically identical corresponding noun stems:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(3.1) N'</th>
<th>NP N'st</th>
<th>2s-N'st</th>
<th>Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ákápe</td>
<td>gaác</td>
<td>ákápe</td>
<td>eé-kápe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mat</td>
<td>mother mat</td>
<td>2s-mat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'mat'</td>
<td>'mother's mat'</td>
<td>'your mat'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ini</td>
<td>gaác</td>
<td>ini</td>
<td>eé-ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hammock</td>
<td>mother hammock</td>
<td>2s-hammock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'hammock'</td>
<td>'mother's hammock'</td>
<td>'your hammock'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In these cases morphemes such as ákápe and ini are considered to be both elementary nouns and elementary noun stems.

Some elementary nouns are derived from elementary noun stems of the //e//- prefix class by voicing of the initial obstruent:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(3.2) N'</th>
<th>NP N'st</th>
<th>2s-N'st</th>
<th>Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dābe</td>
<td>gaác</td>
<td>tābe</td>
<td>e-dābe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w+axe</td>
<td>mother axe</td>
<td>2s-axe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'axe'</td>
<td>'mother's axe'</td>
<td>'your axe'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bosap</td>
<td>gaác</td>
<td>pósap</td>
<td>e-bósap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w+pot</td>
<td>mother pot</td>
<td>2s-pot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'pot'</td>
<td>'mother's pot'</td>
<td>'your pot'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In these cases the elementary nouns are considered to consist of a word-deriving prefix, w, and an elementary noun stem. Elementary nouns are less numerous than elementary noun stems since many elementary noun stems do not have corresponding elementary nouns. For example, some of these stems are inalienably possessed:

(3.3) *N' NP N'st 2s-N'st Base

*zac vaavågå sac ê-zac //say/
wife shaman wife 2s-wife

*'wife' 'shaman's wife' 'your wife'
*ádâåt vaavågå ádååt ee-dâåt //ádååt/
head shaman head 2s-head

*'head' 'shaman's head' 'your head'

Elementary verbs differ from elementary nouns in that the verbs do not generally have corresponding elementary verb stems:

(3.4) V' *V'st

bågå 'darken' (no corresponding stems)
ibåå 'dance'
påå 'blow'

Elementary verb stems do not generally have corresponding elementary verbs, but a few elementary verbs are formed from elementary verb stems preceded by the w derivational prefix (voicing):

(3.5) V' 2s-V'st Base

basanå 'steal' e-båsanå 'steal from //påså+a//
w+steal+from 2s-steal+from you

gerå 'sleep' e-gerå 'you sleep' //kå+è//
w+sleep elsewhere' 2s-sleep
In the above, pásanə is an elementary transitive verb stem and kerê is an elementary cross-referencing verb stem.

3.2 Elementary Word Stems

An elementary word stem is a single phonological word which can be prefixed for person or which can form a construction with a preceding nominal expression. When prefixed for person the person prefix plus stem is a single phonological word. For example, the following NP contains three phonological words, but four minimal syntactic units: one prefix and three elementary word stems:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
(3.6) \text{eē-dāāt sērēk atōō} \\
2s\text{-head cloth tall} \\
\text{Ppfx N'st N'st Adj'st} \\
\text{N s t} \\
\text{NP'st} \\
\text{NP}
\end{array}
\]

'your tall hat'

Unlike elementary words, elementary word stems are not minimal free forms in the fullest sense. They are pronounceable in isolation but cannot be short answers or minimal phrases. If the word 'tall' or 'cloth' is elicited an informant never gives atōō or sērēk as in (3.6), but rather:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
(3.7) \text{taa-tōō} \\
3s\text{-tall} \\
\text{zērēk} \\
\text{w+cloth} \\
\text{ '(something) tall'} \\
\text{'cloth' (noun)}
\end{array}
\]

Notice that a person prefix plus an elementary word is a phonological word but not a syntactic word. In (3.6) above the prefix does
not form an immediate constituent with the elementary word stem 'head', but rather with a syntactic unit (NP'st) composed of three elementary word stems: 'head', 'cloth', and 'tall' ('tall hat', a complex noun stem modified by an adjective stem).

There are four mutually exclusive classes of elementary word stems: noun stems (N'st), verb stems (V'st), adjective stems (Adj'st), and auxiliary stems (Aux'st). Verb stems may be transitive (V'st.t) or cross-referencing (V'st.c). Unlike a word, a word stem must be preceded by a person prefix (possibly a zero morpheme) or by a nominal expression. Each elementary word stem belongs to one of four person prefix classes, most conveniently designated by their second person singular forms: //e-//, //é-//, //éé-//, and //ée-//. Examples (all of the //e-// prefix class) showing the parallelism of person prefixation across the four elementary word stem classes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(3.8)</th>
<th>2s-stem</th>
<th>Postnominal Stem</th>
<th>Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N'st</td>
<td>e-bábe</td>
<td>vṑavāa pábe</td>
<td>//pābe//</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2s-hand</td>
<td>shaman hand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'your hand'</td>
<td>'shaman's hand'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V'st.t</td>
<td>e-díří</td>
<td>vṑavāa tíří</td>
<td>//tíř+t//</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2s-burn</td>
<td>shaman burn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'burn you'</td>
<td>'burn shaman'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj'st</td>
<td>e-bōōc</td>
<td>vṑavāa pōōc</td>
<td>//pō+ō+y//</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2s-big</td>
<td>shaman big</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'you, big'</td>
<td>'big shaman'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aux'st</td>
<td>e-zá</td>
<td>vṑavāa sá</td>
<td>//sá//</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2s-nasr</td>
<td>shaman nasr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'you are'</td>
<td>'shaman is'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Farson prefix class membership is a property of the whole
elementary word stem, not of its leftmost morpheme. Compare:

\[(3.9) \quad ëë-baât \quad ë-bâr-âpit \\
\quad \quad \quad 2s-sister \quad 2s-sister-child \\
\quad 'your sister' \quad 'your sister's daughter' \\
\quad (//ëë-// class) \quad (//e-// class) \\
ë-jiît \quad e-jîr-alâ \\
\quad 2s-blood \quad 2s-blood-fall \\
ë-jiît \quad e-jîr-alâ \\
\quad 'your blood' \quad 'you menstruate' \\
\quad (//ë-// class) \quad (//e-// class)\]

Elementary noun stems are subcategorized for 'nominal construction type'. These subcategorization features are also properties of the elementary noun stem, not of its leftmost morpheme. Compare:

\[(3.10) \quad ëë-dâât \quad *âdāât \\
\quad \quad \quad 2s-head \quad head \\
\quad 'your head' \quad *'head' (inalienably possessed) \\
ë-ðâr-âáp \quad âdâr-âáp \\
\quad 2s-head-holw.o \quad head-holw.o \\
ë-ðâr-âáp \quad âdâr-âáp \\
\quad 'your headdress' \quad 'headdress' (alienably possessed)\]

3.3 Person Prefixes

Person prefixes are phonologically bound morphemes which specify person and number. They constitute a closed set specifiable by enumeration (given in Appendix B). Membership of a stem in a prefix class is in part phonologically determined, in part arbitrary. Each of the prefix classes is briefly illustrated below, though only a few prefixes are shown at this time. Words formed from word stems with the \_w_ prefix are given in parentheses. The third person singular and postnominal forms of cross-referencing verb stems are given in parentheses because these forms only occur when the stem is part of a
complex word stem. Otherwise only cross-referencing prefixes occur.

(3.11) //e//- Class Prefixes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N'st</th>
<th>V'st.t</th>
<th>V'st.c</th>
<th>Adj'st</th>
<th>Aux'st</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'path'</td>
<td>'rob'</td>
<td>'get dry'</td>
<td>'burning'</td>
<td>asr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2s</td>
<td>ɕ-ɓɛ</td>
<td>ɕ-ɓasɑnɑ</td>
<td>ɕ-gɑɡɑɑ</td>
<td>ɕ-gɑɑc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3s</td>
<td>ci-pe</td>
<td>pɑsɑnɑ</td>
<td>(kɑɡɑɑ)</td>
<td>kɑɑc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c</td>
<td>a-pe</td>
<td>a-pɑsɑnɑ</td>
<td>a-kɑɡɑɑ</td>
<td>a-kɑɑc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-nominal</td>
<td>pé</td>
<td>pɑsɑnɑ</td>
<td>(kɑɡɑɑ)</td>
<td>kɑɑc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>(be)</td>
<td>(basanɑ)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(3.12) //e’// Class Prefixes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N'st</th>
<th>V'st.t</th>
<th>V'st.c</th>
<th>Adj'st</th>
<th>Aux'st</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'wife'</td>
<td>'cover'</td>
<td>'sleep'</td>
<td>'old'</td>
<td>pPST+asr-go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2s</td>
<td>ɕ-ζac</td>
<td>ɕ-bogɔ</td>
<td>ɕ-ɡɛrɛ</td>
<td>ɕ-gɑɑc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3s</td>
<td>ci-sac</td>
<td>pɔɡɔ</td>
<td>(kɛrɛ)</td>
<td>kɑɑc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c</td>
<td>a-sac</td>
<td>a-pɔɡɔ</td>
<td>a-kerɛ</td>
<td>a-kɑɑc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-nominal</td>
<td>sac</td>
<td>pɔɡɔ</td>
<td>(kɛrɛ)</td>
<td>kɑɑc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>(gerɛ)</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(3.13) //e’e//- Class Prefixes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N'st</th>
<th>V'st.t</th>
<th>V'st.c</th>
<th>Adj'st</th>
<th>Aux'st</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'mortar'</td>
<td>'follow+plX'</td>
<td>'shout'</td>
<td>'standing'</td>
<td>pPST+pDEF-nom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2s</td>
<td>e’e-kabii</td>
<td>ɡe'-beemɑɑ</td>
<td>ee-pɛɛ</td>
<td>ɡɛ-dɔo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3s</td>
<td>saa-kabii</td>
<td>saa-beemɑɑ</td>
<td>(saa-pɛɛ)</td>
<td>taa-dɔo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c</td>
<td>aa-kabii</td>
<td>aa-beemɑɑ</td>
<td>aa-pɛɛ</td>
<td>aa-dɔo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-nominal</td>
<td>akabii</td>
<td>abemɑɑ</td>
<td>(ɑpɛɛ)</td>
<td>ɑdɔo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>akabii</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(3.14) //ēē//- Class Prefixes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N'st</th>
<th>V'st.t</th>
<th>V'st.c</th>
<th>Adj'st</th>
<th>Aux'st</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2s</td>
<td>ēē-zaā</td>
<td>ēē-gāā</td>
<td>ēe-gaā</td>
<td>ēē-tōō</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3s</td>
<td>cii-saa</td>
<td>saa-gāā</td>
<td>(kaā)</td>
<td>taa-tōō</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c</td>
<td>aa-saa</td>
<td>aa-gāā</td>
<td>aa-kaā</td>
<td>aa-tōō</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>saā</td>
<td>agāā</td>
<td>(kaā)</td>
<td>atōō</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post-nominal

Word

The prefix abbreviated '3c' is a cross-referencing prefix on cross-referencing verb stems and a coreferential (with subject) prefix on transitive verb stems, nominal expression stems, and auxiliary stems. (Coreference and cross-reference are discussed in Section 6.4.)

Prefixes are introduced as syntactic units in the same way as, say, NPs. The prefixes eventually are attached to their stems, but this attachment will be considered a phonological matter and will not be dealt with in this paper.

Cross-referencing verb stem prefixes only indicate agreement. They are not functionally equivalent to pronouns since cross-referencing verb stems do not form constructions with pronouns. Other prefixes are functionally equivalent to pronouns. Auxiliary stem prefixes are S' subjects; noun stem prefixes are possessors or arguments of the noun stem; adjective stem prefixes are NP heads modified by the adjective stem; and transitive verb stem prefixes are direct objects.

Notice that the third person singular prefix translates as 'his, her, its' on noun stems, as 'something' on adjective stems, and as either 'him, her, it' or 'something' on transitive verb stems:
(3.15) saa-kabîl  'his or her mortar'
     3s-mortar

taa-dôô  '(something) standing'
     3s-standing

saa-bemâa  'follow him, her, it, or something,'
     3s-follow+plX  plural action'

The 'postnominal' form of a stem is the form which appears following a nominal expression. In, for example, nekô saâ 'cat's liver', saâ 'liver' is postnominal. The initial syllable of an //e//- or //eê//- class stem has high tone in postnominal form, even if this tone is nonhigh in the base form of the stem.

3.4 Complex Words and Complex Word Stems

Complex words and word stems distribute within the phrase like elementary words and word stems, respectively. One type of complex noun can consist of a single phonological word containing a person prefix; otherwise all complex words and word stems are composed of two or more phonological words. A compound complex noun stem (N st) in a NP:

(3.16) T eé-ja-kââp  sâbêê  pêêp  'your dark eyeglasses'
     2s-eye-ball bark dark
     Ppfx N' st N' st Adj' st

An example of a derived complex adjective stem (Adj st) in a NP:
3.5 Verb Phrases, Verbs, and Verb Stems

A verb phrase may be defined syntactically as any construction which can be preposed by the rule \( \{ \text{VP}, S', S-\text{á} \} \) Preposing within \( S' \) and which is not an embedded clause. That is, one VP can be preposed to the front of a noncopula \( S' \), and this provides an excellent operational means of identifying VPs and their boundaries. All VPs can be nominalized with the particles \( \text{mát} \) or \( \text{méne} \), and probably all VPs can be negated with the particle \( ḡopp \) under the right semantic circumstances.

There are three types of VPs in Gavião: transitive VPs, cross-referencing VPs, and VPs consisting of a verb. A transitive VP consists of a direct object NP or person prefix followed by an elementary or complex transitive verb stem:

\[
(3.18) \text{T bāā-ssēēp īgī}
\]

\[
\text{?-leaf bring+out 'bring out leaves' (for thatch)}
\]

A cross-referencing VP consists of a cross-referencing person
prefix (which agrees in person and number with the clause subject) followed by an elementary or complex cross-referencing verb stem:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{e-bákoó} \\
\text{2s-awaken} \\
\text{Ppfx} \\
\text{V'st.c} \\
| \\
\text{VP}
\end{array}
\]

'you wake up'

The third type of VP contains a single elementary or complex verb (not a verb stem):

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{fíná} \\
\text{have+a+cold} \\
\text{V'} \\
| \\
\text{VP}
\end{array}
\]

'have a cold'

Any of these three types of VPs can be modified by following qualification particles, such as téét 'exactly'.

3.6 Noun Phrases, Nouns, Noun Stems, Demonstratives, and Adjective Stems

A noun phrase is defined as any unit or construction which can occur before the auxiliary stem as the subject of a sentence or which can occur as a direct object before a transitive verb stem and which is not a person prefix. All NPs, and only NPs, can be verbalized with the particle ná.

Some NPs contain a possessor constituent (a NP or person prefix) immediately preceding the head of the NP, and some do not. If a possessor is present, then the head of the NP is an elementary or complex noun stem. It can be followed by one or more elementary
or complex adjective stems. The noun stem head of the NP and any following adjective stems form a constituent which will be called a NP' stem. This and its preceding possessor form a NP':

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NP'} \\
\text{Ppfx} \quad \text{N'st} \quad \text{Adj'st} \\
\text{NP'st} \\
\end{array}
\]

A NP' which does not contain a possessor element has as its head either an elementary or complex noun, a pronoun, a demonstrative or a person prefix. The head can be followed by one or more elementary or complex adjective stems, obligatorily if the head is a person prefix. A NP' example with an elementary noun head:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NP'} \\
\text{Adj'st} \\
\text{NP} \\
\end{array}
\]

A NP' may be modified by a preceding demonstrative, and a NP may be modified by a following qualification particle:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Dem} \quad \text{NP'} \\
\text{NP'} \\
\text{NP} \\
\end{array}
\]
Demonstratives are distinguishable from pronouns in that the former can modify a NP but the latter cannot. Both of these are closed sets, specifiable by enumeration. Elementary nouns are elementary words which can be NP heads or minimal NPs by themselves, but which are neither demonstratives nor pronouns. An elementary noun stem is distinguishable from an elementary noun in that the former can stand in construction with a preceding person prefix or nominal expression. Elementary adjective stems can occur (in potentially large numbers, one following the other) modifying the preceding head of the NP which contains them. Noun stems and adjective stems can easily be distinguished from verb stems since noun or adjective stems prefixed for person are NPs, whereas verb stems prefixed for person are VPs.

3.7 Auxiliary Stems

Auxiliary stems constitute a closed set and can be defined by listing. A table of these is given in Section 6. Auxiliary stems can also be defined as words which occupy a fixed position in a S after the subject NP or subject person prefix.

Auxiliary stems and transitive verb stems share some properties. Both occur after a NP or person prefix. The nonsubjective, nonpast, assertative Aux stem, māga, has the same phonetic form as the transitive verb stem māga 'make, put'. These can both be contracted to māa.

However, there are many reasons for considering auxiliary stems and verb stems as different categories. The syntactic arguments are as follows:

(a.) The Aux stems occupy fixed positions within the sentence. Verb stems occupy a fixed position within the VP, but the VPs can
occur in any order and can be preposed within S' and also into S.

(b.) Aux stems cannot generally be immediately followed by the negative particle, ḍōp, though verbs stems can be. Likewise, Aux stems cannot in general be immediately followed by the nominalization particles, máṭ and méne, as can all verb stems.

(c.) There are no transitive verb stems in Gavião which take unnominalized VP complements, so if an Aux stem were a verb it would not take the following VPs as complements in the manner proposed by some analyses of English auxiliary verbs.

The morphological arguments indicating that Aux stems are a separate category from verb stems are as follows:

(d.) Aux stems are marked for tense, aspect, mood, motion, and sentence functional type, but verb stems are not. This is in some ways the reverse of the case for English.

(e.) Aux stems are not marked for plural, whereas many verb stems are. For example, mága 'make, put', takes singular objects, its suppletive form for plural objects is mákiī. The Aux stem, mága, has no plural.

(f.) Aux stems do not take the intransitivizing prefix, -vé-, as transitive verb stems do. They lack the stem formative vowel reduplication which is usual for verb stems. They do not take the nominalizing suffixes //t//, //-p//, and //-ve//, which verb stems usually take.

It would be difficult to consider the Aux stems to be a concatenation of particles because M.S.E. particles neither accept person prefixes nor occur sentence medially, and some Aux stem features do not have consistent overt expression.
There seems to be no one feature or segment which is clearly the head of an Aux stem. Semantically it seems to have no meaning other than that of its features. The category could just as well be called 'sentence feature cluster', but 'auxiliary' is more traditional and more intelligible.

3.8 Particles

A particle can be defined as an elementary word which cannot be a minimal phrase. That is, it is neither a noun, pronoun, demonstrative, or verb. The matrix S elements are mainly particles, all of which occupy fixed positions in the sentence. There are six qualification particles which occur only phrase finally. There are also ten derivational particles, which derive complex words, and one conjunction particle.
4.0 NONCOPULA S' COMPOSITION

Each matrix S must contain at least one S', that which is introduced by rewriting S:

(4.1) S' Composition:

\[
\begin{align*}
S & \rightarrow \text{Pre-S} & S' & \rightarrow \text{Post-S} \\
\alpha S.F.TY & \alpha S.F.TY & \alpha S.F.TY & \alpha S.F.TY
\end{align*}
\]

Where \( \alpha \) can be asr, nasr, imp, proh, jet, prev, or des.

Rule (4.1) introduces a matrix S'. Some S's also occur as embedded clauses in the predicate of another S', functioning much like a VP. Others occur in complex nouns which function as relative/complement clauses. All of these S's, matrix or embedded, have the same structure, which is discussed in this section. Only noncopula S's will be discussed at this point, however.

4.1 Multiple, Independent VPs, S's, and S'-áš

Verb phrases will be discussed first. The most striking fact about the Gavião S' is that it can optionally contain any number of VPs, which occur in any order. There is no change in meaning when the order of the VPs is scrambled, except that any VP occurring before the subject NP or subject prefix is more prominent. The VPs are underlined in the examples below. In each of these sentences any VP can be interchanged with any other with no change in meaning except loss or gain of prominence.

(4.2)T eé bò pa-zé-e-na pa-ván-ga
then tz lpi-pSJv+asr-th-1k lpi-running-cause

ma'é-e-na sa-ge-é-na kí-nap
(3s)-get-th-1k 3s-kīT-th-1k ev-ndef.tm
'Then we run after it, killing it.'

(4.3)T peja teé pa-å mé-e ná aza aka åka
fan cont lpi-pSJV+asr other-pl vz paca kill
má va ká kí-nap
some hole in ev-ndef.tm

'Another way to kill paca in the burrow is by fanning.' (or: 'We also fan (smoke) to kill paca in the burrow.')

(4.4)T aav-á. biçañ-i eé pát sé-e-na
yes-s.m night-use that type pSJV+asr-th-lk
a-vere-té-e-na dará kí-nap
3c-walking-be-th-1k easily ev-ndef.tm

'Yes. At night that type walks (around) a lot.'

In sentence (4.3) 'fanning' is proposed because it is being introduced as another hunting method. In sentence (4.4) 'at night' is proposed to foreground the fact that the animal can be readily encountered at night as opposed to during daylight.

The multiple, independent VPs give rise to a certain amount of ambiguity since it is not always clear (to a non-Gavião) whether a VP applies to the subject or to the direct object. In example (4.5) below the subject is in the tree, but in (4.6) the direct object is in the tree, rendering the sentence semantically unacceptable:

(4.5)A ñíp ká e-máå
tree in 2s-pPST+asr 'You were in a tree.'

(4.6) *ñíp ká e-máå iitiñ aka
tree in 2s-pPST+asr deer kill in a tree.'

Sentence (4.6) would be acceptable if 'from' were substituted for 'in'. Apparently there are conventions of construal to
disambiguating such matters, but these do not depend on the ordering of the VPs: (4.6) is still bad even if the VPs are exchanged. The interchangeability of VPs indicates that these are not serial verbs or sequentially chained clauses. There seems to be some kind of restriction that all the cooccurring VPs in one sentence must be part of the same event in some sense. For example, one cannot go to the forest and return in the same simple sentence.

In a noncopula sentence a NP must be either the subject or the direct object of a verb. Indirect object NPs appear as the objects of the postpositional transitive verb stem kac 'involving':

(4.7)T e-géré sep moó kai-á
2s-exh+go 1f.o give (3s)-involve-s.m

'Go give him the photo.'

The verb stem kac takes as its object not only indirect objects, but, much more generally, almost any NP which is involved in some way in the action but which is neither the object of another, more specific, verb stem nor the subject of the sentence:

(4.8)T "'maa-kâap ígí-i kalâ māga jī-ic
1s+pea-nut remove-nsb.nz want 1s+asr 3s-pl
kaj-á': māâ kaj-á" kf-ip
involve-s.m (3s)-pPST+asr (3s)-involve-s.m ev-rcl

"I want them to harvest my peanuts", he said to him.'

(4.9)T pa-vít vii té pa-zá ee pi kac
1pi-food cook nasr 1pi-nasr that after (3c)-involve

'We cook our food with it after that.' (after making the pot)

The only significant movement operations of major lexical
categories in Gavião syntax are three transformations preposing phrases or clauses. Much of the syntactic work of the language is done in the complex words instead of in the composition of clauses or movements within them.

S's of four sentence functional types (sim, psf, let, and des) can occur as embedded clauses, directly dominated by another S'. Of these, the simulactive and postactive S's can only occur as embedded S's. The 'let' and desiderative S's can occur as embedded clauses marked with the syntactic marker -ā, or they can appear as matrix S's dominated by S. The possibilities under S' are diagrammed below:

\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \quad \text{Aux'st} \\
\alpha S.F.TY \\
\text{Pre-S} \quad \alpha S.F.TY \\
\end{array}\]

\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{(VP)} \\
\text{(S')} \\
\text{(VP)} \\
\text{(S'-ā)} \\
\text{Post-S} \quad \alpha S.F.TY \\
\end{array}\]

\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{S'} \\
\alpha S.F.TY \\
\text{S} \\
\alpha S.F.TY \\
\end{array}\]

In (4.10) the positions of the VPs and embedded clauses are completely interchangeable with each other. The embedded clauses (S's) exhibit the same free movement possibilities as VPs. Below are two examples of embedded S's dominated by matrix S's. Notice that the third person coreferential prefix is used within the lower S' to indicate coreferentiality with the subject of the higher S'. The lower S' is underlined:

\[(4.11)\text{T Ȧo māā bip tā a-sā-āt jē-na kāre-ā ŋeg (3s)-pPST+asr child with 3c-sim that-1k yet-s.m simulactive S'}\]

'She wasn't pregnant yet when she was there.'
(4.12) T mā aka té jī-īc já
other kill nasr 3s-pl pPST+nDEF+uDUR+nasr
vē-įgi vā-boc a-pi
1s+intr-remove 1s+pPST-psf 3c-from
postfactive S'
'They killed the other (person) after I left them.' (This is Cinta Larga usage. In Gavião the assertative sentence functional type would be used.)

In sentence (4.11) the positions of the VP jē-na 'like that' and of the embedded simulactive S' could be reversed with no change in meaning. Likewise, in sentence (4.12) the positions of the VP mā aka 'kill other' and of the postfactive S' could be reversed.

Two examples of S'-ā embedded clauses dominated by S' are given below. Again, the 'let' and desiderative S'-ā embedded clauses in (4.13) and (4.14) could switch positions with any VP in the sentence.

(4.13) T āv-ā. pa-jā-āt diá āā mákiį-ā
yes-s.m 1pi-let soon ft.o (=rubber) make+pl.o-s.m
'let' S'-ā
pa-māa-ka, ēe koc teē kį āle
1pi-asr-go that at cont again fut
'Yes. To (let us) make rubber quickly we'll go there together again.'

(4.14) A e-gerē e-jā-r-ava diá teē-ā mā
2s-sleep 2s-uDEF+nDUR-des soon cont-s.m 1s+pPST+asr
desiderative S'-ā
ē-gaj-ā
2s-involve-s.m
'I wanted you to sleep soon.'

Aside from coreferential anaphora no syntactic process operates across embedded clause boundaries. There is no extraction from an embedded clause; it moves as a unit.
4.2 Noncopula S' Composition Rule

The composition of noncopula S's is given below:

\[ S' \rightarrow \begin{cases} \text{Ppfx} \\ \alpha S.F.TY \end{cases} \rightarrow \begin{cases} \text{Aux'st} \\ \text{npCOP} \rightarrow \begin{cases} \sim S.F.TY \\ \text{psf} \end{cases} \rightarrow \begin{cases} S' \rightarrow \begin{cases} \text{let} S.F.TY \\ \text{des} \end{cases} \end{cases} \rightarrow \begin{cases} \text{VP} \end{cases} \rightarrow \begin{cases} \text{kí} \rightarrow \text{(kāre)} \end{cases} \]

This rule states that a S' of a certain sentence functional type must contain a subject person prefix or NP followed by an Aux stem marked for the same sentence functional type. Optionally any number of VPs, S's, and S'-âs can follow. An embedded S' is simulactive or postfactive, and a S-â is of the 'let' or desiderative type. Two optional aspectual particles, kí 'again', and kāre 'yet, still', seem to occur within the S', based on the following example where kāre immediately precedes the -â of a S'-â embedded clause:

(4.16)A jā-ât a-kerè kāre-â tā-mââ kaj-â (3s)-let 3c-sleep yet-s.m 3p-pPST+asr (3c)-involve-s.m

'They let him sleep.'

I will assume that rule (4.15) is fully iterative, permitting in principle the generation of indefinite levels of embedding. This assumption seems safe although there are no text examples which prove the necessity for vertically stacking more than two S's.

Under a certain set of conditions, one VP, S', or S'-â can occur to the left of the subject. It is much easier to generate these items
to the right of the Aux stem and then prepose one by transformation than it is to try to generate one to the left of the subject under the correct set of conditions. This will be seen more clearly in the discussion of preposing below.

It is not certain that the S' constituent structure is correctly given by rule (4.15) although it places items in their proper linear order. Below are diagrams showing three possible analyses of S' structure (omitting the aspectual particles). The first, (4.17), is that specified by rule (4.15) and adopted here.

\[ (4.17) \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\text{nCOP} \\
\text{S'} \\
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{Aux'st} \\
\text{(VP)} \\
\text{(S')} \\
\text{(VP)} \\
\end{array} \]

\[ (4.18) \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\text{nCOP} \\
\text{S'} \\
\text{VP} \\
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{Aux'st} \\
\text{(VP)} \\
\text{(S')} \\
\text{(VP)} \\
\end{array} \]

\[ (4.19a) \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\text{nCOP} \\
\text{S''} \\
\text{S'} \\
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{Aux'st} \\
\text{(VP)} \\
\text{(S')} \\
\text{(VP)} \\
\end{array} \]

\[ (4.19b) \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\text{pCOP} \\
\text{S''} \\
\text{S'} \\
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{Aux'st} \\
\text{NP} \\
\text{(VP)} \\
\text{(S')} \\
\text{(VP)} \\
\end{array} \]

As far as I can see, there is no clear empirical evidence ruling out either (4.18) or (4.19a and b). Of these, (4.18) seems the least
attractive since there is no evidence for an overarching VP node: the Aux stem plus what follows it together never act like a unit with respect to movement or scope of particles as does an individual VP or embedded clause.

Diagram (4.19a) is another option for the structure of a non-copula S'. This is more attractive since a case can be made for a close relationship between the subject and the Aux stem. First, the subject can be a person prefix attached to the Aux stem. Second, nothing can intervene between the subject and the Aux stem; if the subject NP is raised into S (e.g. in WH questions) a third person singular person prefix replaces it, maintaining a subject in front of the Aux stem. Third, in the case of copula sentences as in (4.19b), the analysis with S' suggests a natural reason why a predicate NP can occur immediately after the Aux stem but no farther to the right: there is an S" boundary before the following VPs, etc., which are adjuncts modifying the S". (If (4.17) were a copula S', a NP dominated by S' would follow the Aux stem. If (4.18) were a copula S', a NP dominated by VP would follow the Aux stem.) These arguments are appealing, but they do not seem to me to be strong enough to warrant the increased complexity of adding a S" to the inventory and having three sentence levels even for a minimal sentence consisting of just a NP and an Aux stem.

4.3 VP, S', and S'-ā Preposing within S'

Within a S' one VP or one S' or one S'-ā can be foregrounded by preposing it to the front of the S'. In general this limit of preposing only one such item is strictly insisted upon and provides an
excellent operational means of determining the boundaries of these preposable constructions. There are some text examples with more than one VP preposed, however. Some of these involve sentence fragments, but others seem to involve a kind of listing, with comma pause, which supersedes the usual one VP limit:

(4.20)\text{\textit{T}} \ jāp \ \text{māga, bebe-kot} \ \text{śe}p \ \text{sāā,} \ \text{eē-ve} \ \text{mākiī} \ \text{arrow make} \ \text{pig-grey} \ \text{hair} \ \text{weave} \ \text{that-pl} \ \text{make-pl.o}

\text{tēteē} \ \text{bō oōc} \ \text{śe-e-na} \ \text{ki-nap}
\text{only} \ \text{tz male pSJV+asr-th-1k ev-ndef.tm}

'Make arrows, weave caititu hair, make those things is what a man does.'

Quoted utterances marked with -ā are complex verbs. If one is preposed no other VP can be preposed. Occasionally this appears to be violated, but in such cases the quote has not been preposed, but rather occurs before the S. In the example below the quote precedes the DemP in the Pre-S:

(4.21)\text{\textit{T}} \ "\text{e-gērē} \ \text{ki-ā}" \ \text{eē} \ \text{tēēt} \ \text{tā-māā} \ \text{2s-exh+go} \ \text{again-s.m then excpt} \ \text{3p-pPST+asr}
\text{kac} \ \text{ki-ā} \ (3c)-\text{involve} \ \text{again-s.m}

"Go again!" they said to him again.'

Cases like (4.21) are not covered in the rules of this paper. What might be termed 'sound effects' occur in Gavião narratives, generally preceding a sentence, but sometimes between sentence fragments. Quotes like those in (4.21) seem to fall into this category of sound effects. Some ideophones also occur as sound effects:

(4.22)\text{\textit{T}} \ \text{gō sóōk} \ \text{eē} \ \text{tēēt} \ \text{ēēt} \ \text{jump} \ \text{then excpt} \ (3s)-\text{pPST+pDEF+pSJV+asr}
a-sāvāt--tēē   kī-nap
3c-jumping-become ev-ndef.tm

'Sōōk! Then he jumped up.'

These are not involved in preposing.

In Gaviāo certain items can only occur sentence initially, others cannot occur sentence initially, and most are unmarked in this regard. This is represented formally by a three-valued feature, pS.I., nS.I., or uS.I. This governs preposing. The preposing of a VP, S', or S'-ā within embedded clauses (S's or S'-ās) is examined immediately below. Following that preposing within matrix clauses (S's) is explained.

In embedded clauses preposing is obligatory if the subject person prefix of the Aux stem is nS.I. This is determined by the sentence functional type of the Aux stem. The person prefixes of prohibitive and exhortative Aux stems are pS.I. (though this is not relevant here since these do not occur in embedded clauses). The prefix of the 'let' Aux stem is uS.I., and the prefixes of all other sentence functional type Aux stems are nS.I. So preposing within embedded clauses is:

(4.23) (i.) obligatory if the subject is a nS.I. person prefix, and
(ii.) optional otherwise.

For example, in the embedded S' of example (4.14) above (given as (4.24) below) preposing has obligatorily occurred, but in the embedded S' of sentence (4.13) above (given as (4.25) below) preposing was optional and did not occur:
(4.24) Preposing obligatory:

(4.25) Preposing optional, did not occur:

'...it would be good if you sleep..

'...to let us make rubber quickly...'  

The conditions on preposing within a matrix $S'$ are somewhat different from those on preposing within an embedded $S'$. One difference is that a nS.I. Aux stem person prefix can be $S'$ initial as long as something else precedes it within the Pre-S.

A second difference is that, so far as is known, preposing is blocked by all pS.I. M.S.E. particles in the Pre-S. There are three M.S.E.s which can occur S initially and which also permit preposing: the two nonparticle M.S.E.s, the sentence-initial demonstrative phrase and the abstract question marker $Q$; and the uS.I. M.S.E.
particle de...ki 'tentative negation'.

A third difference is that preposing within a matrix S' feeds the transformation Preposing into S (discussed in Section 7), which moves a phrase from S'-initial position into S-initial position, obligatorily if necessary to prevent a nS.I. M.S.E. from being S initial. So preposing within a matrix S' must ensure that a phrase is S' initial if only nS.I. M.S.E.s are in the Pre-S.

In summary then, \{VP, S', S'-á\} preposing within a matrix S' occurs:

(4.26) (i.) obligatorily if the Pre-S is null and a nS.I. Aux stem person prefix is the subject, or

(ii.) obligatorily if the Pre-S contains only nS.I. M.S.E.s and the subject is a person prefix, or

(iii.) optionally if the Pre-S is null and the subject is a NP or uS.I. person prefix, or

(iv.) optionally if the Pre-S contains DemP, Q, or de...ki 'tentative negation'.

The operation of preposing under these conditions is illustrated in diagrams (4.27-4.31) below. The S.I. status of person prefixes and M.S.E.s is indicated:

(4.27)T Preposing obligatory by (4.26.1) since Pre-S is null and the subject is a nS.I. prefix:
'I made pots long ago.'

(4.28) Preposing obligatory by (4.26.ii) since Pre-S contains only n.S.I. M.S.E.s and the subject is a person prefix. The VP was preposed into S'-initial position, then, by Preposing into S was moved again to S-initial position.

After that he left them again.'

(4.29) Preposing optional (but did not occur) by (4.26.iii) since Pre-S is null and the subject is a u.S.I. NP:

'There's Sê'bîrôôp like that.'

(4.30) Preposing optional (and occurred) by (4.26.iv) since DemP occurs in the Pre-S:
(4.31)T Preposing prohibited since the M.S.E. in the Pre-S does not permit it:

\[
\text{Pro-le} \quad \text{tā-ma-ālō} \quad \text{diá} \quad \text{eē} \quad \text{abī kāre -ā}
\]

\[
\text{3p-pPST+asr-come} \quad \text{soon cont there from yet -s.m}
\]

Pre-S S' VP VP Post-S

\[
\text{S}
\]

'They didn't return soon from there.'

The rules for preposing a VP, S', or S'-ā within an embedded S' under conditions (4.23.i-ii) and within a matrix S' under conditions (4.26.i-iv) are collapsed into rule (4.32) below:

(4.32) \{ VP, S', S'-ā \} Preposing within S' (first approximation):

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ \text{Pre-S} \} & - \left[ W - \text{Aux'st} - X - \left\{ \begin{array}{c} \text{VP} \\
\text{S'} \end{array} \right\} - Y \right] - Z \\
\text{s'ā} & \\
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7
\end{align*}
\]

Conditions:
(a.) 5 must be immediately dominated by S'.
(b.) obligatory:
   (i.) if 1 is K or a null Pre-S and W is just a nS.I. person prefix (conditions (4.23.i) and (4.26.i)), or
   (ii.) if 1 is a Pre-S containing only nS.I. M.S.E.s and W is just a person prefix (condition (4.26.ii))
(c.) optional:
   (i.) if 1 is K or a null Pre-S and W contains a NP or uS.I. person prefix (conditions (4.23.ii) and (4.26.iii)), or
   (ii.) if 1 is a Pre-S containing DemP, Q, or de...kī (condition (4.26.iv))
Application: Applies once to any $S'$ with no order of application.

This rule picks out any VP, $S'$, or $S'\-\bar{a}$ immediately dominated by $S'$ and prepenses it to $S'$-initial position, where it is still dominated by $S'$. The upper option in position 1 represents a Pre-$S$ which can be null or can contain any string of M.S.E.s. If this option obtains the $S'$ is a matrix $S'$. In the lower option in position 1, $K$ represents any formatives or boundary symbols which are not contained within a Pre-$S$. If this option obtains the $S'$ is an embedded $S'$.

Position 2 is the subject position. The variable string symbols $X$ and $Y$ in 4 and 6, respectively, permit any VP or embedded clause to be selected. The restriction that 5 be immediately dominated by $S'$ is necessary so that only a maximal phrase or embedded clause can be selected, not one of their subparts, which may well be another VP or $S'$ or $S'\-\bar{a}$. 
5.0 COPULA S' COMPOSITION

Copula sentences are much less common in texts than are noncopula sentences, and their analysis is correspondingly less certain. Informant grammaticality judgments about copula sentences are oddly vague and inconsistent. Some examples of copula sentences are given below with the predicate (pred) NP and subject (subj) NP or person prefix underlined:

(5.1)T vəzet mā-pē-e mākī-i tē-teē
female poss-thing-pl make+pl.o-nz only
pred NP

tāaċ ee-na kī-nap
3s-(pCOP+pSJV+asr) th-1k ev-ndef.tm
subj Ppfx

'It's just women's work.'

(5.2)T ee bapi māa
there guest (3s)-pCOP+asr
pred NP subj Ppfx

'He was a guest there.'

(5.3)T ee bapi jā
there guest (3s)-pCOP+pSJV+asr ev-ndef.tm
pred NP subj Ppfx

'He was a guest there.'

(5.4)T pa-gō' pētāaċ tōōt tē gā
lpi-mouth crooked attached nasr this (pCOP+nasr)
pred NP subj NP

'This (one) has a crooked mouth.'

There are four principal differences between copula and noncopula sentences. First, copula sentences always contain a predicate NP, whereas noncopula sentences never do. There appears to be some sort
of restriction on which NP can be the subject NP and which can be the predicate NP. In general the subject NP seems to be more definite. It is not always clear how definite a NP is, and this may be one of the reasons informants give different opinions about the grammaticality of invented copula sentences.

A second difference between copula and noncopula sentences is that the occurrence of VPs in the former is much more restricted than in the latter. In almost all text examples of copula sentences the VPs are semantically adverbial, usually containing postpositional transitive verb stems or time, place, or manner verbs. However, note the following text example with a VP containing a complex cross-referencing verb stem (VP underlined):

(5.5) T á-na má-åc té já gá
which-Ik sb.nz-pl nasr (3s)-pCOP+nasr this
a-bóláä ajóøt--tá-á
3c-hugging standing+dm-be-s.m

'Who were these standing with their arms around each other?'

So the exact nature of the restriction on which VPs can occur in copula sentences is not clear. This may be a semantic restriction rather than a syntactic one. No embedded clauses occur in the text copula sentences collected, but such occurrence cannot be ruled out.

A third difference between copula and noncopula sentences is that a pCOP Aux stem is always unmarked for tense, aspect, and motion. This is expressed formally as one of the cooccurrence restrictions on Aux stem features (see Section 6.0).

A fourth difference is that certain sentence functional types (imp, proh, exh, sim) cannot be of the copula sentence structural
type. These restrictions are stated in the revised S' composition rule below.

5.1 Copula S' Composition Rule

The S' composition rule (4.15) is revised below so as to include copula as well as noncopula S's:

(5.6) S' Composition (revised):

\[
\begin{align*}
S' &\rightarrow (\alpha) S.F.TY \{NP\} - \left( \begin{array}{c}
\text{Aux'}st \\
nCOP \\
\alpha S.F.TY \\
\end{array} \right) - \left( \begin{array}{c}
\text{Aux'}st \\
nCOP \\
\beta S.F.TY \\
\end{array} \right) - VP^* \\
&\rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{sim}S.F.TY \\
\{psf\} \\
\text{S'}-\text{ā} \\
\{let\}S.F.TY \\
\{des\} \\
\end{array} \right\} - (kî) - (kāre)
\end{align*}
\]

Where \( \alpha \) is any S.F.TY value, and \( \beta \) is any S.F.TY value except imp, proh, exh, or sim.

This rule states that a S' must contain a subject person prefix or NP, followed by a nCOP Aux stem or by a pCOP Aux stem and a predicate NP. The angled bracket notation and the restrictions on \( \beta \) but not on \( \alpha \) prevent any imperative, prohibitive, exhortative, or simul- factive S' from containing a pCOP Aux stem or a predicate NP while allowing any sentence functional type S' to contain a nCOP Aux stem. The Aux stem in any case is marked for the same sentence functional type as the S'. Optionally any number of VPs, simulfaactive or post- fective S's, or 'let' or desiderative S'-ās can occur in any order. Two aspectual particles can also optionally occur at the end. Rule (5.6) does not attempt to state the restrictions on which VPs, S's, or S'-ās can occur in a copula sentence since these restrictions are
uncertain and may be of a semantic nature.

Notice that rule (5.6) places the predicate NP after the Aux stem, although in examples (5.1) through (5.4) all the predicate NPs in fact precede the subject and Aux stem. Sentence (5.5) is the only text example where the predicate NP follows the Aux stem, though such a sequence is readily approved by informants. In Section 5.3 a NP preposing rule is given which optionally preposes the predicate NP to foreground it. This parallels preposing rule (4.32), which foregrounds VPs, S's, and S'-s. The opposite procedure, generating the predicate NP initially and then backing it, would be counter to a generality in Gavião that there are preposing processes which foreground parts of the predicate. Furthermore, the scarcity of surface structures with sentence-initial subjects in copula sentences is not surprising since this is equally true in noncopula sentences. Preposing generally occurs when it can, perhaps because the subject usually contains less new information than the predicate and because preposing is often necessary to prevent an Aux stem prefix from being in sentence-initial position.

5.2 Auxiliary Stems in Copula Sentences

As explained in detail in Section 6.1, there are five morphs which occur in the initial position in the Aux stem: //mága//, //mâa//, //sá//, //yá//, or //∅//. Aux stems which are pCOP always have either //mâa//, //yá//, or //∅// as their first morph, never //mága// or //sá//. The pCOP Aux stems differ only with respect to mood and sentence functional type since they are always unmarked for tense, aspect, and direction of motion.
Since the morphs occurring in pCOP Aux stems are phonetically the same as those in nCOP Aux stems, almost all pCOP Aux stems are phonetically indistinguishable from some nCOP Aux stem. There are two exceptions to this: the third person singular and postnominal forms of //Ø// differ according to the value of the COP feature of the Aux stem:

(5.7) Third Singular: Postnominal:
      ta₃(-Ø)
      3s-(pCOP+nasr)
      Ø
      (pCOP+nasr)
      ēēt
      (3s)-nCOP+nasr
      ēēt
      nCOP+nasr

These exceptions preserve some contrast in form between copula and noncopula Aux stems, but contrast in sentence structural type is primarily indicated by the obligatory occurrence of a predicate.NP in copula sentences.

Table (5.8) below presents all the pCOP auxiliary stems, each prefixed for second person singular. These are listed in the third column, and their phonetically identical nCOP auxiliary stem counterparts are listed farther to the right. The values of the sentence functional type (S.F.TY) and mood (SJV) features of both the pCOP and nCOP auxiliary stems are listed to the left. Tense (PST) and aspect (DEF, DUR) features are always unmarked for pCOP auxiliary stems, and this is noted. The tense and aspect features of the nCOP auxiliary stems are given in the three rightmost columns. Motion is unmarked in all the Aux stems in (5.8). The Aux stems are given in the regular orthography with morpheme boundaries roughly indicated by hyphens. The //Ø// morph is indicated though it is not phonetically overt.
(5.8) Copula Aux Stems and their Noncopula Counterparts (all 2s):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.F.TY</th>
<th>SJV</th>
<th>2s-Aux'st pCOP</th>
<th>2s-Aux'st nCOP</th>
<th>PST</th>
<th>DEF</th>
<th>DUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>asr</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>e-māā</td>
<td>e-māā</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asr</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>ẽ-jā</td>
<td>ẽ-jā</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asr</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>ẽ-ẽt-ʔ</td>
<td>ẽ-ẽt-ʔ</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasr</td>
<td></td>
<td>ẽ-泵</td>
<td>ẽ-ẽt-ʔ</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasr</td>
<td></td>
<td>ẽ-ẽt-ʔ</td>
<td>ẽ-ẽt-ʔ</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>let</td>
<td></td>
<td>ẽ-jā-ʔt</td>
<td>ẽ-jā-ʔt</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prev</td>
<td></td>
<td>ẽ-jā</td>
<td>ẽ-jā</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>des</td>
<td></td>
<td>ẽ-jā-r+ava</td>
<td>ẽ-jā-r+ava</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psf</td>
<td></td>
<td>ẽ-jā-boc</td>
<td>ẽ-jā-boc</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nom</td>
<td></td>
<td>ẽ-jā-nee</td>
<td>ẽ-jā-nee</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nom</td>
<td></td>
<td>ẽ-ẽ-ʔ-nee</td>
<td>ẽ-ẽ-ʔ-nee</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only the assertative and nonassertative pCOP Aux stems are attested in texts. However, two informants affirm the existence of the others in (5.8), and these all follow a pattern of having //māā//, //yā//, or //ʔ// as the initial Aux stem morph. Informants claim that there is no difference in meaning between pCOP Aux stems with //yā// as the initial segment and those with //ʔ//, and I have found no clear difference between these in texts.

5.3 Predicate NP Preposing within S'  

Predicate NP preposing within S' is very similar to {VP, S', S'-ʔ} preposing within S'. There are two reasons to think that they are separate rules. First, it is probably the case that both rules can apply once to to the same S'. There are no text examples of this, but
Informants approve the following sentence with double preposing:

\[(5.9)\text{A ŋâ koc zav-ijaàc eviî mâà} \]
\[\text{that at house-owner name pCOP+asr} \]
\[\text{VP pred NP subj NP} \]

'Evi is chief (house owner) there.'

Informants vary in their estimate of the grammaticality of copula sentences containing a preposed VP, but they usually find such sentences better, not worse, if the predicate NP is also preposed. If VPs could not be preposed in copula sentences it would not be possible to ask 'when', 'why', or 'how' copula questions since these involve sentence-initial VPs containing a WH word. Any preposed VP must precede any preposed predicate NP, as in (5.9). The VP can never intervene between the predicate NP and the subject plus Aux stem. This argues for ordering VP and embedded clause preposing after NP preposing.

Secondly, it is probably the case that predicate NP preposing is not governed by sentence-initial matrix S elements, though VP and embedded clause preposing is. There are no text examples of NP preposing when the negative particle òo is present, but informants accept the preposed predicate NP in (5.10) but not the preposed VP in (5.11):

\[(5.10)\text{A òo zav-ijaàc eviî mâà} \]
\[\text{neg house-owner name pCOP+asr} \]
\[\text{pred NP} \]

'Evi isn't the chief.'

\[(5.11)\text{*òo a-kerè eviî màga} \]
\[\text{neg 3c-sleep name nCOP+asr} \]
\[\text{VP} \]

'Evi isn't sleeping.'
If NP preposing within S' is not governed by M.S.E.s, then these need not be mentioned in the formulation of the NP preposing rule. However, non-sentence-initial Aux stem person prefixes must still be prevented from occurring sentence initially. So in a matrix copula S' the predicate NP must be preposed if the Aux stem person prefix is nS.I. and no pS.I. or uS.I. matrix S element is in the Pre-S. Preposing is optional otherwise. Example:

(5.12)T Preposing obligatory since the prefix is nS.I.:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Post-S} \\
\text{S'} \\
S \\
\text{Pre-S} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\varnothing \ \\
3p-bad \ \\
\text{NP} \\
\text{Ppfx} \ \\
\text{Aux'st} \\
\text{nS.I.} \\
\end{array}
\]

'there's no good now.'

NP preposing is also obligatory if only nS.I. M.S.E.s occur in the Pre-S and the subject is a person prefix since preposing provides a NP in S'-initial position from whence it can be raised into S-initial position in the Pre-S.

Since I have no evidence about predicate NP preposing within embedded S's I shall make the reasonable assumption that it parallels \{VP, S', S-ā\} preposing in such cases: obligatory if there is a nS.I. Aux stem person prefix and optional otherwise.

Transformational rule (5.13) below preposes predicate NPs within S' under the correct set of conditions. It is similar to preposing rule (4.32) above except that in (5.13) no pS.I. M.S.E.s block
preposing, and the rule can 'find' the NP to be preposed by looking immediately after the Aux stem for a NP immediately dominated by S'.

(5.13) **Predicate NP Preposing within S'** (first approximation):

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ \text{Pre-S} \} & \rightarrow [ W - \text{Aux'st} - \text{NP} - X ] \rightarrow Y \\
\{ K \} & \rightarrow \text{S'} \\
1 & \rightarrow 2 \quad 3 \quad 4 \quad 5 \quad 6 \\
1 & \rightarrow 4 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 5 \quad 6 \\
\end{align*}
\]

Conditions:

(a.) 4 must be immediately dominated by S'.

(b.) obligatory:
   (i.) if 1 is K or a null Pre-S, and W is just a nS.I. person prefix, or
   (ii.) if 1 is a Pre-S containing only nS.I. M.S.E.s and W is just a person prefix

(c.) optional:
   (i.) if 1 is K or a null Pre-S and W is a NP or uS.I. person prefix, or
   (ii.) if 1 is a Pre-S containing a pS.I. M.S.E.

Application: Applies to each S', in any order. Applies before rule (4.32), \{VP, S', S'-\} **Preposing within S'**.

Rule (4.32) is stated in such a way that it still functions properly even if rule (5.13) precedes it. However, both rules (4.32) and (5.13) will be revised in Section 7.0 after the interaction of matrix S elements and preposing is discussed.
6.0 SENTENCE FUNCTIONAL TYPES, AUXILIARY STEM FEATURES, AND CLAUSES

General S structure and general S' structure have been described in Sections 2.0, 4.0, and 5.0 above. Specific differences between copula and noncopula S's and between copula and noncopula Aux stems (differences of sentence structural type) were described in Section 5.0. This section explains those properties of clauses (S's) and of Aux stems which are associated with the specific sentence functional type of the clause or Aux stem. In addition to sentence structural type and sentence functional type, a number of other syntactic features occur on auxiliary stems (tense, mood, etc.). These features are characterized and their cooccurrence and expression are examined in this section.

The Aux stem features are syntactic (as opposed to purely semantic) features because they are mentioned by syntactic rules, such as (5.6) S' Composition above or the Auxiliary Stem Feature Composition rule given below. The Aux stem features and their values are considered to be features and values as opposed to morphemes or abstract morphemes because they are quite naturally representable as conceptual dimensions and values on those dimensions and because they do not have biunique, consistent associations with particular segments or positions within the Aux stem. The Gavião category Aux'st does not dominate any other category, as does the corresponding English category Aux. No syntactic rules mention segments or positions within the Gavião Aux'st; its internal composition is its features, which are given phonological form through 'spell-out' rules. Table 6.1 below can be considered a set of spell-out rules assigning each possible set of Aux'st feature values a phonological representation.
(6.1) Noncopula Aux Stems and their Features (all 2s):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.F.TY</th>
<th>SJV</th>
<th>PST</th>
<th>DEF</th>
<th>DUR</th>
<th>uMOT</th>
<th>goMOT</th>
<th>comeMOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>asr</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>e-mága</td>
<td>e-máa-ka</td>
<td>e-máa-volò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asr</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>e-máa</td>
<td>é-ma-káá</td>
<td>é-ma-álo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asr</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>q-zá</td>
<td>q-zá-ka</td>
<td>q-zá-volò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asr</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>q-já</td>
<td>q-já-ka</td>
<td>q-já-volò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asr</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>qet-Ø</td>
<td>é-Ø-ga</td>
<td>é-Ø-volò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasr</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>q-zá</td>
<td>q-zá-ka</td>
<td>q-zá-volò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasr</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>q-já</td>
<td>q-já-ka</td>
<td>q-já-volò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasr</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>qet-Ø</td>
<td>é-Ø-ga</td>
<td>é-Ø-volò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imp</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>q-zá</td>
<td>q-zá-ka</td>
<td>q-zá-volò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imp</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>q-já</td>
<td>q-já-ka</td>
<td>q-já-volò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imp</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>qet-Ø</td>
<td>é-Ø-ga</td>
<td>é-Ø-volò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proh</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>q-zá-(ká)</td>
<td>q-zá-(ká)-ka</td>
<td>q-zá-(ká)-volò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proh</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>q-já-(ká)</td>
<td>q-já-(ká)-ka</td>
<td>q-já-(ká)-volò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proh</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>qet-Ø</td>
<td>é-Ø-ga</td>
<td>é-Ø-volò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exh</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>q-béré</td>
<td>q-géré</td>
<td>(no come)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>jaá (lpi, +go)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>let</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>q-já-át</td>
<td>é-Ø-gá-át</td>
<td>é-Ø-vol-ı</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prev</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>q-já</td>
<td>q-já-ka</td>
<td>q-já-volò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>des</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>q-zá-r+ava</td>
<td>q-zá-ká-r+ava</td>
<td>q-zá-vol-ı+va</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>des</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>q-já-r+ava</td>
<td>é-Ø-gá-r+ava</td>
<td>é-Ø-vol-ı+va</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sim</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>q-zá-át</td>
<td>q-zá-ká-át</td>
<td>q-zá-vol-ı</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psf</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>q-já-bóc</td>
<td>é-Ø-gá-bóc</td>
<td>é-Ø-volò-bóc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nom</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>q-zá-née</td>
<td>q-zá-ka-née</td>
<td>q-zá-volò-née</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nom</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>q-já-née</td>
<td>q-já-ka-née</td>
<td>q-já-volò-née</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nom</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>é-Ø-née</td>
<td>é-Ø-ga-née</td>
<td>é-Ø-volò-née</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table (5.8) above listed the pCOP Aux stems. That is, all occurring Aux stem feature combinations which include pCOP were given and the phonological form of each combination was indicated. In similar fashion, table (6.1) above lists the nCOP Aux stems. These are again given in the regular orthography with hyphens roughly indicating morph boundaries, except that the //Ø// morph is shown when it occurs. The forms listed are second person singular.

The following prefixed Aux stem contractions (resulting from consonant deletion) occur:

(6.2) pā-āt < pa-jā-āt
     1pi-uPST+uDEF+uDUR+uMOT-let

tē-a   < tē   zā
     nasr 1s+uPST+uDEF+uDEF+nasr+uMOT

tē-akā < tē   sakā
     nasr 3s+uPST+uDEF+uDUR+nasr+uMOT

saā   < sakā
     3s+uPST+uDEF+uDUR+nasr+uMOT

māā   < māga
     uPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSJV+asr+uMOT

pē-a   < pa-māga
     1pi-uPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSJV+asr+uMOT

pē-ā   < pa-māā
     1pi-pPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSJV+asr+uMOT

Throughout this whole section the Aux stem feature values are all indicated, though in other sections unmarked or predictable features are not indicated.

Section 6.1 explains the Aux stem features and their values. Section 6.2 examines the morphs and morph positions in Aux stems and their relationship to the Aux stem features. Section 6.3 characterizes each
of the eleven sentence functional types in turn. The semantic/pragmatic nature of S's of each sentence functional type, the distribution of the S's, the Aux stems with their particular feature values which occur in the S's, and the M.S.E.s which notably cooccur are specified. The inventory and coocurrence of Aux stem features as given in table (6.1) are attested with examples. Constructions involving embedded clauses (e.g. relative clause equivalents) are discussed in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 explains coreferential anaphora within and across clause boundaries. Lastly, Section 6.5 gives phrase structure and transformational rules which assign feature values to Aux stems and to their person prefixes.

6.1 Features and Values

The eleven sentence functional types are formally indicated by the eleven values of the feature S.F.TY, which occurs on each S, S', Pre-S, Post-S, and Aux stem.

(6.3) Sentence Functional Type:

- asrS.F.TY assertative
- nasrS.F.TY nonassertative
- impS.F.TY imperative
- prohS.F.TY prohibitive
- exhS.F.TY exhortative
- letS.F.TY 'let'
- prevS.F.TY preventative
- desS.F.TY desiderative
- simS.F.TY simulative
- psfS.F.TY postfactive
- nomS.F.TY nominal

Each sentence functional type (1) is semantically/pragmatically distinctive from the others, and (2) contrasts with each of them in one or more of the following grammatical matters:
(1) Aux stem morph composition
(2) cooccurring Aux stem features
(3) clause (S') distribution
(4) cooccurrence of M.S.E.s with Aux stems and with each other
(5) sentence-initial or non-sentence-initial status of the Aux stem person prefix

The eleven sentence functional type distinctions recognized are the minimal number necessary to account for contrasts in the above.

Most sentence functional types (exhortative, 'let', desiderative, simulfactive, postfactive, and nominal) have distinctive phonological forms of the Aux stem. Auxiliary stems of the prohibitive sentence functional type optionally contain a distinctive segment, -kā, and their person prefixes are sentence initial. The other four sentence functional types are not distinguished by Aux stem form nor by the S.I. value of their person prefixes. Of these four, the imperative sentence functional type is distinguishable from the other three by the fact that Aux stems of this type are always nonpast (nPST) and noncopula (nCOP) and do not appear to cooccur with nonassertative Pre-S particles. The preventative sentence functional type is distinguishable by the fact that Aux stems of this type have no tense or aspect contrasts and S's of this type can occur not only as matrix S's but also as S's nominalized by the particle mēne. The nonassertative sentence functional type is distinguished from the assertative sentence functional type in the subjective mood by the obligatory occurrence of nonassertative M.S.E.s in any nonassertative Pre-S.

Only assertative Aux stems have mood in Gavião. An assertative Aux stem may be subjective or nonsubjective, depending on whether
subjective Post-S particles occur:

(6.4) Mood:

\[ \text{pSJV } \text{subjective} \]
\[ \text{nSJV } \text{nonsubjective} \]

Auxiliary stem tense can be past or nonpast. It can also be unmarked for past in the sense that the time reference is neither specifically past nor nonpast and may be timeless, general, or habitual (as in the English sentence, 'Monkeys eat bananas'). Three values for the feature PST account for all tense contrasts in the Aux stems:

(6.5) Tense:

\[ \text{pPST } \text{past} \]
\[ \text{nPST } \text{nonpast} \]
\[ \text{uPST } \text{unmarked for past} \]

Aspect is represented formally by two cooccurring Aux stem features: definite (DEF) and durative (DUR). Each of these may be plus, negative, or unmarked. Aux stems which are pDEF are always nDUR, and those which are pDUR are always uDEF. Other implicational relationships are not simple, but rather depend on the tense and sentence functional type of the Aux stem. The six occurring combinations of aspect feature values are listed below:

(6.6) Aspect:

\[ \text{pDEF}, \text{nDUR } \text{definite} \quad \text{uDEF}, \text{pDUR } \text{durative} \]
\[ \text{nDEF}, \text{uDUR } \text{nondefinite} \quad \text{uDEF}, \text{nDUR } \text{nondurative} \]
\[ \text{nDEF}, \text{nDUR } \text{nondefinite, nondurative} \quad \text{uDEF}, \text{uDUR } \text{unmarked} \]
The Aux stem direction of motion feature, MOT, has three values: go, come, and unmarked (u). If the direction of motion is unmarked on the Aux stem a direction of motion can still be indicated by a motion verb. The three motion possibilities for an Aux stem are:

(6.7) Motion:

\[ \begin{array}{ll}
goMOT & go \\
comeMOT & come \\
uMOT & unmarked \\
\end{array} \]

6.2 Auxiliary Stem Segments and Auxiliary Stem Features

The number of morphological segments or morphs which an Aux stem can have depends on its sentence functional type. A maximum of four morphs can occur in desiderative Aux stems; three in prohibitive, 'let', simulative, postfactive, and nominal Aux stems; two in assertive, nonassertive, imperative, and preventative Aux stems; and one in exhortative Aux stems.

There are a maximum of four successive Aux stem morph positions. It is not the case that each Aux stem feature or feature value has a biunique, consistent association with a particular morph or position in an Aux stem, but there is a strong tendency for Aux stem morph positions to be associated with (one or more) particular features. The exhortative Aux stems do not follow this general pattern. Otherwise, the first position is associated with tense, aspect, and mood features. The second position is associated with direction of motion, except that in prohibitive Aux stems the third position indicates motion if the optional second position morph -kā occurs. The third position is often associated with sentence functional type indication, but it
may be unfilled or filled by a morph (/−āt/) which by itself does
not uniquely specify sentence functional type. The fourth position is
only filled in desiderative Aux stems.

This general pattern is illustrated below with Aux stems taken
from table (6.1). When sentence functional type is not overtly indi-
cated by a third position morph it is considered, somewhat arbitrarily,
to be associated with the initial morph, though not uniquely so.

(6.8) 1 2 3 4
sā -kā -r +ava sākārāva
uPST goMOT desS.F.TY
uDEF uDUR

jā -volō -nēē jāvolōnēē
pPST comeMOT nomS.F.TY
nDEF uDUR

∅ -ka ka
nPST goMOT
pDEF nDUR impS.F.TY

māga (uMOT)

māga
uPST uDEF uDUR nSJV asrS.F.TY

In assertative, nonsubjective Aux stems there are two contrasting
initial position morphs, which differ only in tense: //māga// (uPST)
and //māā// (pPST). Elsewhere (except in the exhortative Aux stems)
there are three contrasting initial position morphs which can occur:
//sā//, //yā// (usually jā), and //∅//. The tense and aspect features
associated with these three morphs vary according to the sentence
functional type of the Aux stem.

For example, an imperative Aux stem must have a nPST tense, and so in imperatives the three segments contrast only with respect to aspect. However in a nominal Aux stem the three morphs contrast both in tense and aspect. In the case of a 'let' Aux stem, only the //yâ// morph occurs when direction of motion is unmarked, and there are no tense or aspect contrasts. When direction of motion is indicated the //yâ// morph does not occur in the first stem position; the morph //Ø// does, and there are still no tense or aspect contrasts. The point is that there are not fixed tense and aspect feature values associated with the morphs //sâ//, //yâ//, or //Ø//. Rather they divide up the available semantic space.

When //Ø// is the first position morph and there are no succeeding morphs, there is no overt Aux stem at all. In this case an allo-morph of the person prefix occurs which, with two exceptions, is phonetically identical to the corresponding free pronoun. In (6.9) below free pronouns are compared with prefixed Aux stems whose initial morph is //Ø//. The Aux stem illustrated is pPST, pDEF, nDUR and nasrS.F.TY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Free Pronoun</th>
<th>Ppfx-Aux'st (uMOT)</th>
<th>Ppfx-Aux'st (goMOT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1s</td>
<td>qôt</td>
<td>qôt-Ø</td>
<td>槁-Ø-ga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2s</td>
<td>qêt</td>
<td>qêt-Ø</td>
<td>qed-Ø-ga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3s</td>
<td>jî, taâc</td>
<td>0-êêt (nCOP)</td>
<td>0-Ø-ka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pi</td>
<td>panoôc</td>
<td>panoôc-Ø</td>
<td>pao-Ø-ga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pe</td>
<td>tôôc</td>
<td>tôôc-Ø</td>
<td>toô-Ø-ka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p</td>
<td>menôôc</td>
<td>méêc-Ø</td>
<td>méêc-Ø-ka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p</td>
<td>tôâc</td>
<td>tôâc-Ø</td>
<td>tô-Ø-ka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In (6.9) the third person singular prefix which is a zero morph is also represented by //0/>. The two prefixed Aux stems which differ from free pronouns (Ø-ëët instead of taâc, mééc-Ø instead of menôôc) support the analysis that the forms listed in the third column are person prefixes, not free pronouns. In the fourth column mééc is clearly a person prefix in mééc-Ø-ka, paralleling the other person prefixes in the column. This supports the claim that the forms in the third column are person prefixes since these parallel mééc phonologically in that they end in long closed syllables.

When free pronouns occur instead of person prefixes in Gavião the person is emphasized. The forms in the second column do not emphasize person, which further supports the claim that they are prefixes. Question example showing free pronoun subject used to emphasize person:

\[ (6.10) \text{T} \quad \text{të} \quad \text{ëët} \quad \text{ése-n\a}\]  
\[ \text{(Q) nasr} \quad \text{you} \quad \text{uPST+uDEF+uDUR+uMOT+nasr-th-1k} \quad \text{this} \quad \text{1f.o} \]  
\[ \text{ma'g} \quad \text{ki-n\aâ} \quad \text{take} \quad \text{ev-prox.tm} \]  

'Is it you that's going to take this photo?'

Direction of motion is generally indicated in the second position of the Aux stem. No segment occurs if the direction of motion is unmarked. Otherwise (except for the exhortative Aux stems) there are two segments always associated with go or come MOT values:

\[ (6.11) \quad //\text{-ka//} \quad \text{goMOT} \]  
\[ \quad //\text{-vol//} \quad \text{comeMOT} \]  

In the third and fourth positions the 'let', desiderative, simul- factual, postfactive, and nominal sentence functional type Aux stems
have overt morphs indicating sentence functional type:

(6.12) //êt// leS.F.TY
   //êt+aV// desS.F.TY
   //êt// simS.F.TY
   //bôy// psfS.F.TY
   //nêê// nomS:F.TY

Of these, it is not possible to assign a constant meaning to
//êt//. Contrast is maintained between leS and sim since sim occurs
only with the initial position morph //sâ//, but leS never does. The
feature value des is indicated by two segments. These are considered
two morphs composing one morpheme and are joined with a plus sign.
The suffix //-ê-na// 'thus, like that' commonly occurs on Aux
stems as well as on verb stems and verbs. This seems to often be used
to indicate action in progress.

6.3 Sentence Functional Types

Each of the eleven sentence functional types is discussed in turn
below.

6.3.1 Assertative Clauses and Auxiliary Stems

Assertative S's are dominated only by S's. That is, they are only
matrix S's, not embedded S's. They assert something to be the case,
contrast with the more tentative nonassertative S's. A subset of
the time particles (po and nãâ+po) and a subset of the time particles
(kî-po, kî-nâ+po, kî-nap, and kî-ip) occur only in assertative sen-
tences.

In the nonsubjective mood the first position Aux stem morphs are
(6.13) 

\[
\text{gō-e} \quad \text{mi} \quad \text{māge-é-na} \\
\text{1st+word-pl} \quad \text{use} \quad \text{1st+PST+uDEF+uDUR+nSJV+asr+uMOT-th-1k}
\]

\text{ma-kōbāā}  
\text{(3s)-tr-learn}

'I'm teaching him (by) speaking my language.'

(6.14) 

\[
\text{eē} \quad \text{pī} \quad \text{māā}  \\
\text{that from} \quad \text{1st+PST+uDEF+uDUR+nSJV+asr+uMOT w+house-wall}
\]

\text{pogō-ā}  
\text{cover-s.m}

'Then I covered the walls.'

The subjective mood occurs only when time-of-evidence particles or 'think' particles occur in the Post-S node. The first position stem morph //sā// indicates PST, uDEF, and uDUR:

(6.15) 

\[
\text{eē} \quad \text{bō ni zā}  \\
\text{then tz ?} \quad \text{1st+PST+uDEF+uDUR+pSJV+asr+uMOT}
\]

\text{déēr-tīt}  
\text{mi māga}  
\text{āle nō}  
\text{bigger-ish+dm use (3s)-make fut opinion}

'Then I think I'll make bigger (ones).' 

The stem initial morph //yā// indicates pPST, nDEF, and uDUR. That is, the action occurred in the past, its point of inception is indefinite, and it may have continued over a period of time or not. In the example below the action had little duration:

(6.16) 

\[
\text{eē} \quad \text{bō jā-ke-é-na}  \\
\text{then tz (3s)-pPST+nDEF+uDUR+pSJV+asr-go-th-1k}
\]

\text{tāāc-tfīr-ē-na}  
\text{eē koj-é-na}  
\text{3p-with+dm-th-1k that at-th-1k ev-ndef.tm}

'Then he went there with them.'
The stem initial morph //Ø// indicates pPST, pDEF, and nDUR (gloss underlined):

(6.17) T māt ákini bó ci-sano ka
that see tz 3s-brother (pPST+pDEF+nDUR+pSJV+asr)-go
ki-nap
ev-ndef.tm

'His brother went to see him.'

The mood contrast in the assertive sentences is designated plus or negative subjective instead of plus or negative subjunctive in part because the sentences are not subjoined in the usual sense, but also because there appears to be a trace of a true subjunctive. According to informants this subjunctive is generally in disuse in the Gavião dialect. Only one example is available; note the WH demonstrative used in its 'whichever' sense:

(6.18) T "'eeroo, á koc ǧ-bag-éɛɛc sâli té
lament whichever at ls-offspring-pl subjunctive nasr
zâ aâ-na ǧ-bag-éɛɛc . kalâ-á,
ls+uPST+uDEF+uDUR+nasr+uMOT this-1k ls-offspring-pl miss-s.m
eeroo, eeroo,' alôp máâ-á
lament lament he pPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSJV+asr+uMOT-s.m ev-rcl

"'Eeroo, wherever they may be, I'm lonesome for my sons, eeroo, eeroo," he said.'

6.3.2 Nonassertative Clauses and Auxiliary Stems

Nonassertive S's are immediately dominated by S's. They are questions or tentative statements. Statements using the impossibility particle, kíri...kí, are an exception to this in that they seem quite definite. A subset of the time particles (bó and nāâ) and a subset of the time-of-evidence particles (kí-bó, kí-nāâ, and kí-ná) occur with
nonassertative sentences but not with assertative sentences. All nonassertative sentences contain one M.S.E. from the set of Pre-S M.S.E.s which can occur when the Pre-S node is nasr (e.g. pazôkâde ...kí 'maybe').

Since the nonassertative Aux stems are phonetically indistinguishable from subjective, assertative Aux stems and have the same tense and aspect feature values, it could be maintained that nonassertative Aux stems (and others) also have subjective mood. However, there are mood contrasts only in assertative Aux stems, so only assertative Aux stems are considered to have mood in order to avoid unnecessary proliferation of features. The nonassertative Aux stem features for tense and aspect are illustrated below:

(6.19)T ibalê-e mága té alê-ec sá
dance-nz make nasr 3s-pl uPST+uDEF+uDUR+nasr+uMOT

kí-nâ-â
ev-ndef.tm-s.m

'They are making a dance.' (statement seeking confirmation)

(6.20)T té pagúñ-éèc jâ
(Q) nasr Zorô-pl pPST+nDEF+uDUR+nasr+uMOT it-use (=well)

mákiñ-â
(naâc)
(3s)-make+pl.o-s.m intro+topic

'Did the Zorô make (them) well?' (question)

(6.21)T eé bó té ẽ-ga
then tz nasr 2s-(pPST+pDEF+nDUR+nasr)-go wood-holw.o

tára
atop

'Then you went into the canoe.' (statement repeating other's statement)
Rarely, a nonassertative Aux stem has tense and aspect features like those of the corresponding imperative Aux stem. This appears to be a function of which Pre-S particle is used. Note that in the following example tense is nPST and aspect is nDEF, nDUR:

(6.22)T "'ã-de pa-já-ka
which-nasr.tz (=perhaps) lpi-nPST+nDEF+nDUR+nasr-go
čí-kiñi matgé ţ-gac kâre-á' mâá
3s-see cause 2s-involve yet-s.m (3s)-pPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSJV+asr+uMOT
kaj-ã" kï-ip
(3s)-involve-s.m ev-rcl

"Maybe we'll go let you see," he said to him.'

6.3.3 Imperative Clauses and Auxiliary Stems

Pragmatically, imperative sentences order that something be done. An imperative S' is always dominated by a S. At least some Pre-S and Post-S particles can occur in imperative sentences, but exactly which ones has not been determined.

All imperative Aux stems have nPST tense. There are three aspect contrasts. When //sã// is the initial Aux stem morph the imperative Aux stem is uDEF and pDUR in aspect. The action is to be taken on a continual basis:

(6.23)T tõ-víť aka e-zâ táá-bep
1pe-food kill 2s-nPST+uDEF+pDUR+imp+uMOT 3p-time+after
kâ ále-á, dééni
in fut-s.m name

'Hunt for us while they're gone, Denny.'

The Aux stem initial morph //yá// indicates nDEF, nDUR aspect. The action is to be taken at some time in the future, usually not
immediately. The future particle ále is obligatory with //yā//, though this is not formalized in the rules of this paper.

(6.24)T e-volō e-ja āle-ā
2s-come 2s-nPST+nDEF+nDUR+imp+uMOT fut-s.m
'Come.' (order to appear for a soccer game sometime soon)

When the morph in initial Aux stem position is //∅//, the aspect is pDEF, nDUR. The action is to be carried out at some definite point in time, possibly immediately:

(6.25)T vāsa aka ē-ga-ā
tapir kill 2s-(nPST+pDEF+nDUR+imp)-go-s.m
'Go kill a tapir!' (joking command for immediate action)

All imperative Aux stem examples at hand have second person prefixes, but this limit is not firmly established.

6.3.4 Prohibitive Clauses and Auxiliary Stems

Pragmatically, prohibitive sentences order that something not be done. Prohibitive S's are always dominated by Ss. The prefixed Aux stem always occurs in sentence-initial position, so no Pre-S M.S.E.s can occur. All text examples have second person prefixes. There is an optional morph, -kā, of uncertain, if any, meaning which can occur after //sā// or //yā//, though it need not. Tense is always nPST and the aspect contrasts are the same as those for the imperatives.

(6.26)T e-zā-kā mā iwig ū teē āle-ā
2s-nPST+uDEF+pDUR-proh+uMOT other leave+dm cont fut-s.m
'Don't leave anything there.' (Cinta Larga dialect)
"Don't open it on your trip," he said to them. (order not to do something at some indefinite time)

'"Don't sleep soon.'

6.3.5 Exhortative Clauses and Auxiliary Stems

Exhortative sentences exhort the subject to do the action specified. Exhortative S's are always dominated by Ss. The exhortative Aux stem prefix is always sentence initial. The tense is nPST and the aspect is considered to be uDEF and uDUR since there are no contrasts. The direction of motion feature may be unmarked or may have the value go, but not the value come. The exhortative Aux stems are morphologically different from other stems:

(6.29) //pere// npST+uDEF+uDUR+exh+uMOT
     //keré// npST+uDEF+uDUR+exh+go
     //yaâ// 1pi+nPST+uDEF+uDUR+exh+go

Of the above three, the first two occur only with second person prefixes. The third, jaâ, takes no person prefixes, being inherently first person plural inclusive. There is no first person plural inclusive exhortative Aux stem unmarked for motion; the 'let' Aux stem is used for this. Exhortative examples:
(6.30) T dééni! e-béré name 2s-nPST+uDEF+uDUR+exh+uMOT má cip other 1f.o+dm

ma-'ólōr-á
tr-come+dm-s.m

'Denny! Give (us) another photo!'

(6.31) T jaá 1pi+nPST+uDEF+uDUR+exh+go paa-gaá-á 1pi-go-s.m

'Let's go!'

6.3.6 'Let' Clauses and Auxiliary Stems

A 'let' S' may be immediately dominated by a S or it may be marked with -á and embedded as a S'-á dominated by another S'. In either case the Aux stem prefix can be either sentence initial or noninitial. The Aux stem initial position morph is //yá// when direction of motion is unmarked and //g// when motion is go or come. The tense is debatable. Since there are no tense contrasts and since it seems possible for a 'let' sentence to indicate a timeless condition, the tense will be considered uPST. Aspect is uDEF and uDUR since there are no contrasts.

Pragmatically, when a 'let' S' is dominated by S it orders the hearers to allow the subject to perform or undergo the specified action:

(6.32) T alóp aka bó pā-ár-á him kill tz 1pi+uPST+uDEF+uDUR+uMOT-let-s.m

'Let's kill him.'

(6.33) T vā-ät táá-kiní káre 3s+uPST+uDEF+uDUR+uMOT-let 3p-see yet

'Let me see them.'
When no VPs are present in the sentence the hearer is ordered to let the subject be:

\[(6.34) T \quad jā-āt \quad kāre-ā \quad (3s)-uPST+uDEF+uDUR+uMOT-let \quad yet-s.m \]

'Let him be.' (Don't disturb the cat.)

When a 'let' S'-ā is embedded in another S', the meaning is (roughly) that the higher S' subject is doing the higher S' predicate letting the S'-ā subject do the S'-ā predicate, e.g.:

\[(6.35) T \quad aāv-ā. \quad pa-jā-āt \quad diā \quad aā \quad (3s)-uPST+uDEF+uDUR+uMOT-let \quad soon \quad rubber \quad S'-ā \]

\[māki-ā \quad pa-māa-ka \quad ee \quad koc \quad teē \quad make+pl.o-s.m \quad 1pi-uPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSVJ+asr-go \quad that \quad at \quad cont \]

\[veērēp \quad teē \quad kī \quad ále \quad together \quad cont \quad again \quad fut \]

'Yes. To make rubber quickly we'll go there together again.'

The embedded S'-ā in sentences such as (6.35) are not -ā-embedded quotes/thoughts of the subject of the higher S' since, (1) the Aux stem person prefix in the S'-ā must be marked with the coreferential person prefix //a-// if it is third person and coreferential with the subject of the higher S' subject, and (2) the subject of the higher S' can be inanimate, e.g.:

\[(6.36) A \quad gōc \quad mi \quad mā \quad mága \quad ground \quad use \quad sb.nz \quad uPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSVJ+asr+uMOT \quad inanimate \quad subject \]

\[a-vērē-tā \quad diā \quad pa-jā-āt \quad pa-volō \quad diā-ā \quad aā \quad 3c-going-be \quad soon \quad 1pi-uPST+uDEF+uDUR+uMOT-let \quad 1pi-come \quad soon-s.m \quad s.m \quad S'-ā \]

'The bus is going fast so we will arrive soon.'
6.3.7 Preventative Clauses and Auxiliary Stems

Preventative S's can be dominated by Ss, or they can be marked with -á and nominalized with the non-substantive nominalization particle, méne. In the latter case the resulting construction is a complex noun (N) and must be the object of the postpositional transitive verb stem ká 'be in, because'. In either case the Aux stem person prefix is never sentence initial. The Aux stem initial position morph is //yá//. There are no tense or aspect contrasts. As in the case of the 'let' sentence functional type, tense is considered uPST and aspect is considered to be uDEF, uDUR.

When a preventative S' is dominated by S it orders the hearers to prevent the subject from doing or undergoing the action specified:

\[(6.37)\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{tò-sèrèk} & \quad \text{ja} \\
\text{1pe-clothes} & \quad \text{uPST+uDEF+uDUR+prev+uMOT} \\
\text{a-vé-palà} & \quad \text{3c-intr-rip}
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{tò-men-éèc} & \quad \text{ábep} \\
\text{1pe-husband-pl} & \quad \text{time+after} \\
\text{ká-á} & \quad \text{in-s.m}
\end{align*}
\]

'Don't let our clothes get ripped while our husbands are gone.'

Unlike a 'let' S'-á, a preventative S'-á cannot be immediately dominated by a S'. It occurs instead only in constructions with the structure diagrammed below:

\[(6.38)\]

\[\text{S'}-á\]

\[\text{prevS.F.TY}\]

\[\text{méne}\]

\[\text{ká}\]

\[\text{V'}st.t\]

\[\text{N}\]

\[\text{NP'}\]

\[\text{NP}\]

\[\text{VP}\]
The meaning in such cases is that the higher S' subject is doing the higher S' predicate in order to not let the subject of the S'-á do or undergo the S'-á predicate. Example:

(6.39)A pa-víî va e-já
   lpi-food eat 2s-upst+uDEF+uDUR+prev+uMOT soon cont-s.m
   S'-á
díá teé-á

mëne kâ mëga pa-víî
nsb.nz in (because) 1s+uPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSJv+asr+uMOT lpi-food

tâ-á with-s.m

'I'm keeping our food so you won't eat it soon.'

6.3.8 Desiderative Clauses and Auxiliary Stems

A desiderative S' may be a matrix S' immediately dominated by a S or may be marked with -á and embedded as a S'-á dominated by another S'. In either case the Aux stem person prefix is never sentence initial. There are two tense and two aspect contrasts. Desiderative Aux stems with //sá// in the initial stem position are uPST, uDEF, and pDUR. Contrasting with these are desiderative Aux stems with //yá// in initial stem position when motion is unmarked and //ø// in initial stem position when motion is go or come. Such Aux stems have nPST tense and uDEF, nDUR aspect.

A desiderative S' dominated by S states that the speaker thinks it desirable that the subject perform or undergo the action. A durative example:

(6.40)A gakor-á e-zá-kâ-r+ava
   hunt 2s-upst+uDEF+pDUR-go-des

'You should go hunt.' (habitually)
A nondurative example:

(6.41) T mā sep cólōc ákiní pa-ā-r+ava
      those 1f.o  long+pl+dm see   1pi-nPST+uDEF+nDUR+uMOT-des

'It would be good if we looked at those long photos.'

When a desiderative S' is embedded as a S'-ā dominated by a higher S' the meaning is that the subject of the higher S' thinks it would be good if the subject of the lower S'-ā performed or underwent the action of the lower S'-ā:

(6.42) A e-gerē e-jā-r+ava diá teē-ā
      2s-sleep 2s-nPST+uDEF+nDUR+uMOT-des soon cont-s.m
      desiderative S'-ā

māā e-gaj-ā
1s+pPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSJ+asr+uMOT 2s-involve-s.m

'I wanted you to sleep soon.'

The Aux stem person prefix in the S'-ā must be marked for coreferentiality if it is third person and coreferential with the higher subject. Possibly the higher subject can be inanimate, unlike the subject in (6.42), but this is not established.

6.3.9 Simultactive Clauses and Auxiliary Stems

Simultactive S's are always embedded clauses dominated by S's. The sim S.F.TY value indicates that the event specified by the higher S' occurs simultaneously with the event specified by the embedded simultactive S'. The simultactive Aux stem initial position morph is always //sā// and there are no tense or aspect contrasts. Tense is relative to the time of the higher S', not to the time of the utterance. It is considered uPST since a simultative clause could describe
a timeless condition. Aspect is considered uDEF, uDUR. The Aux stem
person prefix must be marked for coreferentiality if it is third per-
son and coreferential with the higher subject. The prefix is never
sentence initial.

(6.43)T ŋo māá  
   neg (3s)-pPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSJV+asr+uMOT  bip tā  
   child with
   simul-
   a-sā-āt  jē-na kāre-ā
   3c-uPST+uDEF+uDUR+uMOT-sim that-1k yet-s.m
   factive S'
'She wasn't pregnant yet when she was there.'

(6.44)T ā-na té-akā  
   which-1k nasr-3s+uPST+uDEF+uDUR+asr+uMOT  3c-go+out
   a-vānee
   eē-na, aa-ka pa-zā-āt  eē kā eē-na
   th-1k 3c-kill lpi-uPST+uDEF+uDUR+uMOT-sim that in th-1k
   simul factive S'
'How does he come out when we're killing him there?' (armadillo)

6.3.10 Postfactive Clauses and Auxiliary Stems

Postfactive S's are always embedded clauses dominated by a higher
S'. The psf S.F.TY value indicates that the event described by the
higher S' occurred after the event described by the embedded postfac-
tive S'. The postfactive Aux stem initial position is filled by
///yā/// when motion is unmarked and by ///q/// when motion is go or come.
There are no tense or aspect contrasts. The tense is considered to be
pPST since the time of the postfactive clause is always past with re-
spect to the time of the higher S'. Aspect is considered uDEF, uDUR.
The Aux stem person prefix is never sentence initial. It must be mark-
ed for coreferentiality if it is third person and coreferential with
the higher subject.
(6.45) then tz 3p-uPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSJV+asr+uMOT 3c-face-enter post-

a-iá-bóc  =grow  3c-pPST+uDEF+uDUR+uMOT-psf that-after 3c-come-s.m 

'a-afí a-volò-á

factive S' 

'Then they will arrive from there when they have already grown up.' (The boys hunting the Giant Lizard return as adults.)

(6.46) má aka té jì-ìc já other kill nasr 3s-pl pPST+nDEF+uDUR+asr+uMOT

vè-’-ìgí vâ-bóc a-pí

1s+intr-remove 1s+pPST+uDEF+uDUR+uMOT-psf 3c-from

postfactive S'

'They killed the other (person) after I left them.' (Cinta Larga dialect)

6.3.11 Nominal Clauses and Auxiliary Stems, Relative Clause and
Sentence Complement Equivalents

A nominal S' is never immediately dominated by a S' or S. Instead it is obligatorily nominalized with the substantive nominalization particle mät or the nonsubstantive nominalization particle méne. The resulting construction is a complex noun (N) and distributes like any other complex noun. It translates as a relative clause or sentence complement. Structural diagram:

(6.47) nomS.F.TY

All three contrasting Aux stem initial position morphs occur in nominal Aux stems. Their tense and aspect indication is the same as in the corresponding nonassertative Aux stems: //sâ//, uPST, uDEF, and
uDUR; //yá//, pPST, nDEF, and uDUR; //Ø//, pPST, pDEF, and nDUR. The Aux stem person prefix is never sentence initial. It must be marked for coreferentiality if it is third person and coreferential with the subject of the higher S' which contains it.

Example with //sá//, nominalized clause as subject N:

(6.49)T pa-bábe ákini, mága ḡop saká-née
1pi-hands see (3s)-make neg 3s+uPST+uDEF+uDUR+uMOT-nom
nominal S'
mát sé-e-na a-ma-kóbaá kí-nap
sb.nz uPST+uDEF+uDUR+pSJ+asr+uMOT-th-1k 3c-tr-learn ev-ndef.tm

'She who doesn't make (pots) teaches herself watching our hands.'

Example with //yá//, nominalized clause as possessor N:

(6.50)T "ee téét majóp ijaác ná paderè jó-née
then exact claypit owner vz person pPST+nDEF+uDUR+uMOT
nominal S'
mát má-'ií ólopaá pavé-èc máā
-nom sb.nz poss-chicha eat+up creature-pl pPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSJ+asr
kíí kíírřnāa kíí-á" kí-po-á záno-'-éej-á
+uMOT ints all ints-s.m ev-rm.pst-s.m 1s+brother-pl-s.m

'Then the creatures were eating up all the chicha of the person who was the owner of the claypit, my brothers.'

Example with //Ø//, nominalized clause as direct object N, modified by adjective:

(6.51)T "ee bó pazé-èc máā sóp
then tz other-pl pPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSJ+asr+uMOT claypit
abf pali... sábée ánée... a-vé-pea
beside pachiuba board (pPST+pDEF+nDUR+uMOT)-nom 3c-intr-beat+pl.o
nominal S'
mát picaa mága-á" kí-íp
sb.nz standing+pl put-s.m ev-rcl
'Then the others put beaten pachiuba boards beside the claypit.'

The above examples (6.49-51) use the substantive nominalization particle, mát, and translate as relative clauses. The head of the relative clause is the subject of the nominal S' in these three examples, but a direct object (underlined below) can also be the head:

(6.52) T até áá sérék tá zà-née
    aff this clothing with 1s+uPST+uDEF+uDUR+uMOT-nom
    nominal S'

má té sérék sá
sb.nz clothing uPST+uDEF+uDUR+pSJV+asr+uMOT yet ev-ndef.tm

'This clothing that I'm wearing (in the photo) is still around.'

Notice that the nominalized clause in (6.52) modifies a noun stem (sérék) which is also found in the direct object NP of the clause. This disambiguates whether the subject or direct object is the head of the relative clause.

In sentences (6.49-52) the nominal S' is nominalized with the particle mát. When it is nominalized instead with the nonsubstantive nominalization particle, méne, the resulting construction translates in general as a sentence complement—an action or event described by the S' with no special prominence accorded to a head subject or object. There are no text examples of nominal clauses nominalized with méne which modify a following noun stem identical to a noun stem within the clause (as in (6.52) above), though there is no indication that this cannot happen. Justification for considering nominalizations with mát and méne to be complex nouns is given in Section 12.0, Complex Words and Word Stems. Examples with méne are given below.

Nominalized clause as N which is the argument of a following
noun stem.

(6.53)T o-volō oô-néé mënè abep
ls-come ls-(pPST+pDEF+nDUR+uMOT)-nom nsb.nz time+after
nominal S

koc téteé bó jî-ic màà jë mà
at only tz 3s-pl pPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSBJ+asr+uMOT that other
aka a-pi po
kill 3c-from rm.pst

'Only after my departure did they kill that other (one) of them.'
(Cinta Larga dialect)

Nominalized clause as object of postpositional transitive verb stem:

(6.54)T "nâapô tígi pâ-néé nâapô
that time-of lpi-(pPST+pDEF+nDUR+uMOT)-nom that
nominal S

kâvo kâ mënè mi teé pa-mâje-é-na
year in nsb.nz use cont lpi-uPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSBJ+asr+uMOT-th-1k

ibale-é-na kî-à màà
dance-th-1k again-s.m ls+uPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSBJ+asr+uMOT

'I say we're going to dance again the way we did back then last year.'

Nominalized clause as object of postpositional transitive verb stem:

(6.55)T "ee bó alôp ma-kâà boorrâr-ëéëc
then tz he pPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSBJ+asr-go tree+name-pl

kalà ee-na aâ-néé a-vit aka ãôp mënè
want th-1k 3c-(pPST+pDEF+nDUR+uMOT)-nom 3c-food kill neg nsb.nz
nominal S

kâ-à" kî-ip
in (=because)-s.m ev-rcl

'Then he went to look for the Boorrâät Folk because he wasn't getting
any game.'
6.4 Coreferential Anaphora Within and Across Clause Boundaries

Only third person prefixes contrast in coreferentiality. The prefix //a-/ (unmarked for number) indicates coreferentiality with a S' subject. The other third person prefixes, //si-//, //sa-//, and //Ø// (base allomorphs of the third person singular prefix), and //tā-// (third person plural), indicate noncoreferentiality. The examples (6.56.i-iv) below illustrate this contrast. The person prefixes are in NPs or in transitive VPs and are coreferential or noncoreferential with the subject of the clause which immediately dominates the phrase. The dotted line connects coreferential items.

(6.56) Nominal stem and transitive verbal stem person prefix

coreferentiality within clause boundaries:

(i.) [ ]
    a-sap  koc  zāno  màga  aa-kaā
    3c-house  to  1s+bro  uPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSJV+asr+uMOT  3c-go

'My brother goes to his own house.'

(ii.) [ ]
    ci-sap  koc  zāno  màga  aa-kaā
    3s-house

'My brother goes to his (other person's) house.'

(iii.) [ ]
    aa-kinî  tō-men-ēêc  màga
    3c-see  1pe-husband-pl  uPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSJV+asr+uMOT

'Our husbands see themselves (or each other).'

(iv.) [ ]
    táa-kinî  tō-men-ēêc  màga
    3p-see

'Our husbands see them (other people).

The third person prefixes of auxiliary stems in embedded clauses also show this coreferential/noncoreferential contrast, indicating
whether the third person subject of the embedded clause is coreferential with the subject of the higher clause:

(6.57)  "ëe-na` ŋa-ta-maa a-ma-agga,
th-1k; 3p-pPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSJV+asr+uMOT  3c-tr-in+morning
a-kapap ma-`iif a-a-ne`e me ne
3c-darkness tr-enter 3c-(pPST+pDEF+nDUR+uMOT)-nom nsb.nz
kä-ä" kii-ip
in-s.m ev-rc1

'Like that they made (it) become daylight, when they put back darkness (into the container).'

The coreferential/noncoreferential contrast in nominal stem, transitive verb stem, and auxiliary stem third person prefixes differs from the cross-reference displayed in the cross-referencing verb stem person prefixes. First, the cross-referencing person prefixes show agreement in all persons, singular and plural, not just in third person. Second, a cross-referencing person prefix agrees in person and number only with the subject of the smallest clause which contains it; it never shows agreement across clause boundaries.

By contrast, nominal stem and transitive verb stem third person prefixes in an embedded clause can indicate coreferentiality with the subject of a clause which dominates the embedded clause. In the following example notice that the jaguar is not killing itself—the aa-prefix indicates coreferentiality, not reflexivity:

(6.58)A neko vol-i+va
      cat (nPST+uDEF+nDUR)-come-des 3c-kill 1s+uPST+uDEF+uDUR
      +uMOT-let-s.m  s.m
'I want a jaguar to come for me to kill.'

Now, if a subordinate clause containing a nominal stem or transitive verb stem third person coreferential prefix (/a-/a/) is dominated by a superordinate clause and the subjects of both clauses are NPs or third person prefixes, then it is syntactically ambiguous whether the /a-/a/ prefix is coreferential with the subject of the subordinate clause or with the subject of the superordinate clause. In (6.59) below the underlined transitive verb stem person prefix is coreferential with the subordinate clause subject:

(6.59)  T aā sāno pīra mā-āc abīī mága
         this brother with sb.nz-pl kill+pl.o (3s)-uPST+uDEF+uDUR
         (=four)
         aa-tīnī tā-sā-nēē mēne kā
         +nSJV+asr+uMOT 3c-care+for 3p-uPST+uDEF+uDUR+uMOT-nom nsb.nz in
         nominal S'

'He kills four because they are caring about each other.' (The monkeys don't flee; they try to help the wounded one.)

In the example below, however, the underlined transitive verb stem is coreferential with the superordinate clause subject:

(6.60)  T eē bó tā-māā alāp ka
         there tz 3p-pPST+uDEF+uDUR+nSJV+asr+uMOT 3s-smell
         va aā-nēē alāp ka-nēē ā-kac
         imbibe this-amount+dm 3s (pPST+pDEF+nDUR)-go-nom 3c-involve
         nominal S'
         māt kā
         sb.nz in

'There they smelled him close by when he went (to be) with them.'

Coreferential anaphora will not be formalized in the syntactic rules here.
6.5 Rules for Auxiliary Stem Features

Phrase structure rules already given above transfer the value of the sentence functional type feature from a S to a S' and then to the Aux stem within it. Rule (4.1) S Composition spreads the sentence functional type feature value of the S to the matrix S' it immediately dominates, as well as to the Pre-S and Post-S nodes. Rule (5.6) S' Composition (revised) assigns the sentence functional type feature value of the S' to its Aux stem. The same rule assigns to the Aux stem a value for its sentence structural type feature, COP. The other Aux stem features and their values (except mood, SJV) are introduced by phrase structure rule (6.61) below.

(6.61) Auxiliary Stem Feature Composition:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{Aux'st} & \text{Aux'st} \\
\hline
\alpha S.F.TY & \alpha S.F.TY \\
\beta COP & \beta COP \\
\gamma PST & \gamma PST \\
\delta DEF & \delta DEF \\
\varepsilon DUR & \varepsilon DUR \\
\zeta MOT & \zeta MOT \\
\end{array}
\]

If \( \beta \) is \( p \), then \( \gamma \), \( \delta \), \( \varepsilon \), and \( \zeta \) are all \( u \) (unmarked). If \( \beta \) is \( n \), the possible values for \( \gamma \), \( \delta \), \( \varepsilon \), and \( \zeta \) are specified in table (6.62), given the value for \( \alpha \).

For example, if \( \alpha S.F.TY \) is impS.F.TY, then \( \gamma PST \) is \( nPST \), and \( \delta DEF \) can be either \( uDEF \), \( nDEF \), or \( pDEF \). The values of \( u \), \( n \), and \( p \) for the feature DEF imply values of \( p \), \( n \), and \( n \), respectively, for the feature DUR. The MOT feature value, \( \zeta \), can be \( u \), \( go \), or \( come \).

Mood is not introduced by phrase structure rules as are the other Aux stem features. Instead, mood is determined by the presence or absence of certain Post-S particles. In assertative sentences the
(6.62) Cooccurring Feature Values on Noncopula Auxiliary Stems:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>S.F.TY</th>
<th>V.PST</th>
<th>S.DEF</th>
<th>€.DUR</th>
<th>€.MOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>asr</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasr</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
<td>come</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imp</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proh</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
<td>go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>let</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prev</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>des</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sim</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psf</td>
<td>p</td>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
<td>come</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nom</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mood is subjective if time-of-evidence or 'think' particles occur in the Post-S; otherwise mood is nonsubjective. In nSJV mood the aspect contrasts, which have been introduced by rule (6.61), are neutralized; aspect is always uDEF, uDUR. Both introduction of mood and aspect neutralization just in case mood is nSJV are accomplished by transformational rule (6.63).

(6.63) Mood and Aspect Adjustment:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
W & A & X & Y & Z \\
\alpha & \beta & \gamma & \delta & \epsilon \\
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 \\
\end{array}
\]

\begin{align*}
\gamma & = \text{p}, \delta = \alpha, \text{ and } \epsilon = \emptyset \\
\gamma & = \text{n}, \text{ and both } \delta \text{ and } \epsilon = \text{u}
\end{align*}

In rule (6.63) W stands for the items preceding the Aux stem. The variable X stands for any items between the Aux stem and a Post-S pSJV particle, Y. The variable Z represents any following particles, clitics, or addressee terms.

As noted in Section 6.3, the person prefixes of prohibitive and exhortative Aux stems are always sentence initial (pS.I.). The person prefix of a 'let' Aux stem can be sentence initial or not (uS.I.). The person prefixes of all other Aux stems are never sentence initial (nS.I.). Transformational rule (6.64) assigns the S.I. feature and its correct value to each person prefix. This rule must be ordered before
the preposing rules, which have to take note of the S.I. value of
Aux stem person prefixes.

(6.64) **Auxiliary Stem Person Prefix S.I. Value Assignment:**

\[
\begin{align*}
X - Ppf & \rightarrow \text{Aux'st} \rightarrow Y \\
\alpha & \rightarrow \text{S.F.TY} \\
1 & \rightarrow 2 \quad 3 \quad 4 \\
1 & \rightarrow 2 \quad 3 \quad 4 \\
\end{align*}
\]

Conditions:
(a.) If \( \alpha = \text{proh} \) or \( \text{exh} \), then \( \mathcal{B} = p \).
(b.) If \( \alpha = \text{let} \), \( \mathcal{B} = u \).
(c.) Otherwise, \( \mathcal{B} = n \).

To illustrate the functioning of the rules which assign features
and their values to Aux stems, the derivation of a Gavião sentence
meaning 'You weren't sleeping' is given below. This is an assertative
sentence and a S marked asrS.F.TY is selected. Then this is expanded
by rule (4.1) **S Composition:**

(6.65)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Pre-S} & \quad \text{S'} & \quad \text{Post-S} \\
\text{asrS.F.TY} & \quad \text{asrS.F.TY} & \quad \text{asrS.F.TY} \\
\downarrow & \quad \downarrow & \quad \downarrow \\
\text{S} & \quad \text{asrS.F.TY} & \quad \text{asrS.F.TY} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Next, by the phrase structure rules for the Pre-S and Post-S,
discussed in Section 7.0, asrS.F.TY matrix S elements are selected.
In this case the sentence-initial particle \( \text{Go} \) 'negative', and the
psjv time-of-evidence particle \( \text{kì-nap} \) 'indefinite time of evidence',
occur.
By rule (5.6) **S' Composition** (revised) the subject person prefix, Aux stem, and VP are selected. From this rule the Aux stem receives the features and values asrS.F.TY and nCOP.

By rule (6.61) **Auxiliary Stem Feature Composition** the Aux stem features and values pPST, nDEF, uDUR, and uMOT are selected.
After the VP has been expanded and lexical insertion has taken place, rule (6.63) **Mood and Aspect Adjustment** copies the feature pSJV onto the Aux stem. Aspect is not neutralized since the mood is pSJV. Rule (6.64) **Auxiliary Person Prefix S.I. Value Assignment** assigns the Aux stem person prefix the feature and value nS.I.: since the Aux stem is asrS.F.TY. The spell-out rules (6.1) give the proper phonological representation for the Aux stem given its feature values. The result:

(6.69)  
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{go} \\
\text{neg} \\
pS.I. \\
\mid \\
\text{Pre-S} \\
\text{asrS.F.TY} \\
\text{nS.I.}
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
e- \\
2s- \\
\text{Aux'st} \\
\text{asrS.F.TY} \\
\text{nCOP} \\
pPST \\
nDEF \\
uDUR \\
uMOT \\
nSJV
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
ejá \\
2s-sleep \\
e-gerè
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
\text{ki-nap} \\
ev-ndef.tm \\
pSJV \\
\mid \\
\text{Post-S} \\
\text{asrS.F.TY}
\end{array}
\]

'S you weren't sleeping.'
7.0 MATRIX S ELEMENTS, WH ELEMENTS, DISCOURSE PRONOUNS, PRE-S, AND POST-S

Matrix S elements are those particles, suffixes, and demonstrative phrases which are constituents of a matrix S but not constituents of a matrix S'. Since the number of M.S.E.s is quite large and some of them are fairly rare, their cooccurrence possibilities cannot be entirely determined from the available data. The M.S.E.s occupy two positions: Pre-S and Post-S. Cooccurrence restrictions hold within each of these two groups of M.S.E.s. Cooccurrence restrictions do not hold between the two groups except that sentence functional type restricts the occurrence of some M.S.E.s in both Pre-S and Post-S.

In this section the Pre-S M.S.E.s are dealt with first. They are generated by phrase structure rules rewriting Pre-S. Some S-initial items (WH elements and discourse pronouns), which are not introduced by the Pre-S rewrite rules, are inserted under appropriate lexical categories within the S'. Three preposing transformations then operate, preposing phrases or embedded clauses within S' under certain conditions and raising one phrase or clause into the Pre-S under certain circumstances. Three minor 'housekeeping' transformations involving Pre-S M.S.E.s occur also.

The phrase structure rules for the Post-S M.S.E.s and three minor transformations affecting them are given in the last two parts of this section.

7.1 PRE-S M.S.E.s: Phrase Structure Rules and Syntactic Features

As mentioned and illustrated in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 above, the analysis adopted here recognizes a Pre-S node which dominates the
Pre-S M.S.E.s. This node is like the Pre Sentence node used in some generative descriptions of English to introduce abstract triggers for questions, imperatives, negation, etc. With the exception of the question marker, Q, the items dominated by the Pre-S node in Gavião are not abstract, however.

As far as I can see there are no conclusive language-internal arguments that either the Pre-S or Post-S nodes are necessary. Alternatively, one could generate the Pre-S and Post-S M.S.E.s at the time of rewriting S to give a structure without the Pre-S or Post-S nodes:

(7.1) (M.S.E.) (M.S.E.) (M.S.E.) (M.S.E.) (M.S.E.)

\[ S' \]
\[ \alpha S.F.TY \]
\[ S \]
\[ \alpha S.F.TY \]

There would have to be different rewrite rules for each sentence functional type value of S in that case, but the further expansion of Pre-S and Post-S nodes would be avoided. The preposing rules mention the Pre-S node. It is probably possible to write these rules so that they do not refer to it, though this would be somewhat less convenient, I think. For expository purposes it is easier to assume the existence of Pre-S and Post-S nodes, and that will be the course followed here, though it is acknowledged that the matter is certainly debatable.

Most of the Pre-S M.S.E.s are pS.I. That is, they must be in S-initial position in surface structure. The pS.I. M.S.E.s are generated in S-initial position by the base rules. Except in the case
where one M.S.E. dominates another, there is only one S-initial position per S, so most Pre-S M.S.E.s are mutually exclusive, even if semantically they are perfectly compatible (e.g. bó 'already' and até 'affirmative').

Three M.S.E.s are nS.I., that is, never S initial. One M.S.E. is uS.I.; it can be either sentence initial or not. Some M.S.E.s are bipartite, the second part (apparently) being a scope marker. These are written with three dots between them. M.S.E.s are shown in normal orthography unless there is irregular allomorphy, in which case the base form is given in double slashes. All M.S.E.s are pS.I. unless otherwise marked.

The composition of an assertative Pre-S is given in (7.2):

(7.2) \[
\begin{align*}
//ś'g// & \text{'negative'} \\
\text{atē} & \text{'affirmative'} \\
\text{bō} & \text{'already'} \\
\text{met} & \text{'already, past'} \\
\{ \text{DemP} & \text{'demonstrative phrase'} \} & - (//bók//) & \text{'topicalization'} \\
\{ \emptyset & \text{null} \} & \text{nS.I.} \\
\text{āne...kį} & \text{'rhetorical question'}
\end{align*}
\]

There are two M.S.E. positions in an assertative Pre-S. The top four particles in (7.2) occurring in initial position are unrestricted by sentence functional type; they can occur in a Pre-S with any sentence functional type value (except proh and exh, both of which have a null Pre-S). The particle met 'already, past' occurs only with pPST Aux stems, but this restriction will not be formalized. The
topicalization particle, //bôk//, optionally occurs (1) after a demonstrative phrase or (2) if no pS.I. particle occurs. The initial position 'rhetorical question' M.S.E. can occur only in an assertative Pre-S.

Nonassertative Pre-S composition is specified by rule (7.3) below. The standard abbreviations for common particle glosses are used.

(7.3) \[
\begin{align*}
\{ & /\acute{g}\acute{a}/ 'neg' \\
& \text{atê} 'aff' \\
& bô 'already' \\
& \text{met} 'already, past' \\
& \{ \text{DemP} \} - (//bôk//) 'tz' \\
& \{ \emptyset \} - nS.I. \\
& Q 'question' \\
& \acute{a} bô na 'could be that...' \\
\} \\
& \text{Pre-S} \rightarrow \text{nasrS.F.TY} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ & \text{atê} 'aff' \\
& \emptyset \} - \text{ki} \ldots \text{ki} 'impossible' \\
& \{ \emptyset \} - nS.I. \\
& Q - \text{de...ki} 'tentative negation' \\
& ? \text{-de} 'maybe' (<'which-nasr.tz') \\
& \acute{a}-tét 'show me where...' (<'which-exct') \\
& \text{dèèt...já} 'speaker uncertain if...' \\
& \text{pazókáde...ki} 'perhaps' \\
\} \\
& \text{nasrS} \rightarrow \text{F.TY} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Rule (7.3) provides three M.S.E. positions in a nonassertative Pre-S. When the nonassertative particle té occurs, the initial
position can be filled by a pS.I. particle unrestricted by sentence functional type or by a demonstrative phrase, which is similarly unrestricted. Or the initial position can be unfilled. If a demonstrative phrase or nothing occur initially, then the topicalization particle can optionally occur in second position. If the nonassertative particle té occurs, the initial position can also be filled with the abstract question marker, Q, or the expression á bô na 'could be that...' (?<'which-topicalization-possible').

There is insufficient data to determine which M.S.E.s can occur in initial position if the 'impossible' particle occurs. The 'affirmative' particle was approved by an informant, but no other particles were. The tentative negation particle is unmarked for sentence-initial status. It can be preceded by nothing, but other possibilities are undetermined. The last four particles listed in rule (7.3) occur only sentence initially, and no other M.S.E. can follow them in the Pre-S.

Rule (7.4) is a hypothesis about the composition of a Pre-S of the imperative, 'let', preventative, or desiderative sentence functional types:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Pre-S} & \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
\text{imp} \{ \text{imp} \} \\
\text{let} \{ \text{S.F.TY} \} \\
\text{prev} \{ \text{Des} \} 
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(7.4)} & \quad \left( \begin{array}{l}
\text{//'g'// 'neg'} \\
\text{até 'aff'} \\
\text{bô 'already'} \\
\text{met 'already, past'} \\
\text{DemP} \{ \emptyset \} \quad (\text{//bôk//}) 'tz' \\
\end{array} \right) \\
\end{align*}
\]
The imperative, 'let', preventative, and desiderative sentence functional types are much less common than the assertative and non-assertative types. The available evidence suggests a hypothesis that only the M.S.E.s unrestricted by sentence functional type, the topicalization particle, and the nonassertative particle té can occur in a Pre-S with one of these sentence functional type values. This is stated in (7.4).

The Pre-S of a prohibitive or exhortative sentence can only be null since the Aux stem person prefix is then pS.I.

(7.5)  \[ \text{Pre-S} \rightarrow \emptyset \]
{proh}S.F.TY
{exh}

A Pre-S (or S or Post-S) cannot have the simulactive, postfac-tive, or nominal sentence functional type values. These values occur only on embedded clauses and the Aux stems within them. Occasionally M.S.E.s are observed in sentence fragments containing those types of embedded clauses, however.

7.2 Demonstrative Phrases

A sentence-initial demonstrative phrase locates the sentence in time or space:

(7.6) T \( \text{éé téét māā arañ-eèc sáp ma'g} \)
then exct 1s+pPST+asr chicken-pl house get

'Then I made a chicken house.' (gathered the thatch)

(7.7) T \( \text{gā bó papā sērīlt māā a-1+ì} \)
here tz father name asr 3c-fall+dm fut

'Here Papā Sērīlt is about to fall.' (looking at his photo)
A demonstrative phrase contains a demonstrative indicating proximity to someone (pPROX). The demonstrative can be followed by the particle tīgi, indicating that place, not time, is meant. The DemP is optionally followed by one or more qualification particles:

\[
\text{(7.8)} \quad \text{DemP} \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
\text{Dem} & \text{pPROX} \\
\text{DemP} & \text{Prt.q}
\end{cases}
\]

The demonstratives åå 'proximate to first person', jè 'proximate to second or third person', eé 'proximate to indefinite person', and å 'interrogative' are attested in DemPs. The qualification particles téet 'exact(ly)', and teé 'continuing', are attested.

7.3 Questions and WH Elements

7.3.1 Polar Questions, Nonassertative té, and WH Questions

Gavião polar (yes/no) questions have the nonassertative particle as the first overt element in the sentence. An abstract question M.S.E., Q, is postulated to occur before té, blocking non-WH phrases or embedded clauses from being preposed:

\[
\text{(7.9)} \quad \text{T} \quad \text{té mā sā a-cīğiña me-pi-å} \\
\text{(Q)} \quad \text{nasr someone nasr 3c-urinate 2s-from-s.m}
\]

'Is one of you going to urinate?'

\[
\text{(7.10)} \quad \text{T} \quad \text{té gā panōôc père mi teé tá-så} \\
\text{(Q)} \quad \text{nasr this lpi nature use cont 3p-nasr}
\]

måkiś-å
\(3s\)-make+pl.o-s.m

'Do they make (them) in this, our way?'
(7.11) \( \text{té 'ôô'-j-i pît mág vá só-sá} \)
\( \text{násr is-enter-nz with some hole násr-s.m} \)

'Will I fit?' ('Is there a hole associated with my entering?')

The Pre-S of a polar question sentence is diagrammed below:

(7.12) \( \begin{array}{c}
Q \text{ té} \\
p\text{S.I. násr} \\
\text{nS.I.} \\
\text{Pre-S}
\end{array} \)

In nonassertative statements (tentative observations, suggestions, etc.) using \( \text{té} \), the particle is never \( S \) initial. According to the analysis adopted here, \( \text{té} \) is a \( n\text{S.I. M.S.E.} \) and something overt must precede it if \( Q \) does not. Examples of nonassertions with \( \text{té} \):

(7.13) \( \text{a-vesot ma-álý bó té-aké-e-na} \)
\( 3c\text{-merchandise tr-go+pl.X tz násr-3s+násr-th-1k} \)

'He's bringing his merchandise.' (guessing his activity)

(7.14) \( \text{a-món-gá té té gá sé-e-na aa-co ǐgǐ} \)
\( 3c\text{-one-in cont násr this násr-th-1k 3c-photo take} \)

'This (one) takes his photo alone.'

(7.15) \( \text{eé téét té pazò ééet majōp} \)
\( \text{then extc násr other+person pPST+pDEF+násr claypit} \)
\( \text{cígáá ma'g ñi} \)

'blind get

'Then the other one made a hunting blind on the claypit.'

In nonassertative statements with \( \text{té} \) (such as the three immediately above), the Pre-S contains a phrase or M.S.E. followed by \( \text{té} \). The Pre-S for (7.15) is diagrammed below as (7.15a):
If the particle té is preceded by a phrase which contains the WH pronoun, mé, or the WH demonstrative, á, then the sentence is a WH question:

(7.16)T mé áco té jè -á
who(se) photo nasr this (pCOP+nasr) -s.m

'Whose photo is this?'

(7.17)A mé kalà té e-zé-e-na-á
what want nasr 2s-nasr-th-1k-s.m

'What do you want?'

(7.18)T á té pa-jjp cfir-á
where nasr 1pi-sweetheart nasr+dm-s.m

'Where is our sweetheart?' (which of the men in the photos)

(7.19)T á pffg+ tá té-aké-e-na-á
which (one's) offspring with nasr-3s+nasr-th-1k-s.m

'Whose daughter is he with?'

(7.20)T á va té zå ále ní
which eat nasr 1s+nasr fut ?

'Which will I eat?'

(7.21)T á koc té me-så-vå så-á
which at nasr 2s-house-hole nasr-s.m

'Where is your door?'
(7.22) T á tfi gi té pa-zé-e-na sa-ga váneè-p
which place nasr 1pi-nasr-th-1k 3s-kill (3s)-exit-nz
ké-e-na
in-th-1k

'Where do we kill him when he comes out?' (answer: 'On the head.')

(7.23) A á-nap té e-zá gakoráá
which-number nasr 2s-nasr hunt

'How often do you hunt?' (number of times)

(7.24) A á-nám-dig i té e-záno sá a-ka tiri-á
which-number-time nasr 2s-brother nasr 3c-field burn-s.m

'When does your brother burn his field?'

(7.25) T á-nát tā-ŋ-i té me-sé-e-na máki-ri
which-extent big+pl-use nasr 2s-nasr-th-1k (3s)-make+pl.o
kīĩ eé-na bosap kīĩ bō-á
-ints th-1k pots ints rm.pst-s.m

'How big did you used to make pots?' (The sentence is aberrant in
that the direct object, 'pots', is displaced to the rear--an after-
thought according to an informant.)

(7.26) T á-na té me-sé-e-na gŋoc koñō eé-na
which-1k nasr 2p-nasr-th-1k ground dig th-1k

'How did you dig holes in the ground like that?'

(7.27) T á-na mát té jë kí-náa-á
which-1k sb.nz nasr that (pCOP+nasr) ev-prox.tm-s.m

ñaān-á
intro+topic-s.m

'What's that?'

(7.28) T á-na méne ká té-aká aa-bēa
which-1k nsb.nz in (=because) nasr-3s+nasr 3c-bent+over
az̄ī̄p-tá eé-na-á šaān-á
horizontal+dm-be th-1k-s.m intro+topic-s.m
'Why is she stooped over like that?'

The structure of each of the above WH phrase examples is diagrammed below. These are all in the Pre-S.

(7.16a) mé áco (7.17a) mé kalà (7.18a) ã
who(se) photo what want where
      Pro N'st          Pro V'st.t        Dem
      NP'          NP'       NP'
      NP            NP         VP

(7.19a) ã pîgi tâ (7.20a) ã va
which offspring with which eat
Dem N'st V'st.t  Dem V'st.t
NP' NP'st           NP'
NP              NP
     VP          VP

(7.21a) ã koc (7.22a) ã tîgi (7.23a) ã-nap
which at which place which-number
Dem V'st.t Dem V'
NP'       V         VP
NP                VP
     VP

(7.24a) ã-nâm-dîgi
which-number-time
  V'
  VP
All of these WH phrases are generated by the phrase structure rules which generate any other Gavião phrases. The WH pronoun, mé, has the same distribution as any other pronoun, and the WH demonstrative, á, has the same distribution as any other pPROX demonstrative. I Gavião, WH words are not extracted from phrases or embedded clauses; rather the whole phrase or clause is placed in initial position in the Pre-S. Two of the above examples are diagrammed below to show the position of the WH phrase. In (7.18b) the vertical arrow indicates that á was inserted directly into the DegP, which was generated in the Pre-S. The arrow in (7.21b) indicates that á was inserted into a VP. The two horizontal arrows indicate that the VP was then moved by two preposing rules, first to the front of the S', then into the S-initial position under O in the Pre-S.
In all the above examples the WH element has been in a phrase but not in an embedded clause. Although there are no text examples at hand of questions which contain a WH element in an embedded clause, the one example of a subjunctive embedded clause does contain à, and the entire clause, as expected, does occupy the initial Pre-S position preceding té:

(7.29) "eeroo! à koc õ-bag-êèc săli lament whichever at is-offspring-pl pSUBJUNCTIVE
tē zâ eé-na ǧ-bag-ēēc kalâ-ā eeroo! eeroo!
nasr 1s+nasr th-1k is-offspring-pl miss-s.m lament lament
alôp māâ-ā" kî-ip
he pPSI+asr-s.m ev-rcl

'He said, "Eeroo! Wherever they may be, I miss my sons. Eeroo! Eeroo!"'

In the above example, ǧ koc translates as 'wherever' instead of 'where'. The 'WH-ever' interpretation can also obtain when ǧ occurs with the M.S.E. kîri...kî 'impossible':

(7.30)T aâv-ā ǧ-na kîri panôōc
yes-s.m whichever-1k impossible lpi-(nPST+pDEF+nasr)
pa-mâ-zâg-atî-a ále kî
lpi-poss-hunger-pain-vz fut scope

'Yes. We can't get hungry.' ('Whichever way, we can't get hungry.')

The VP dominating ǧ-na is in the initial position of the Pre-S in (7.30), preceding kîri. Although ǧ can occur with kîri...kî, the WH pronoun, mē, cannot.

As analyzed here, all Gavião questions contain an abstract question marker, Q, in S-initial position. As illustrated in (7.12), the Q immediately precedes the particle tē in polar questions. In non-assertative statements with tē, as illustrated in (7.15a), the S-initial position is filled by a phrase or M.S.E., not by Q. In WH questions, as diagrammed in (7.18b) and (7.21b), the Pre-S is the same as that of polar questions except that Q dominates a WH phrase or a WH embedded clause.

The WH phrases or WH embedded clauses under Q are moved there by preposing operations, with one exception. A demonstrative phrase containing the WH demonstrative, ǧ, can occur under Q, but this DemP
cannot have moved into the Pre-S by preposing since initial DemPs are generated in place by Pre-S rewrite rules. These Pre-S rewrite rules cannot generate both Q and DemP simultaneously since both are p.S.I. M.S.E.s. To resolve this, Q will be optionally rewritten by rule (7.31) to dominate a DemP, which, if it occurs, is obligatorily filled by á.

(7.31)  Q → (DemP)

The Q in both polar questions and WH questions provides a formal basis for their semantic interpretation as questions. There are three syntactic reasons for recognizing an abstract Q M.S.E.: (1) This provides a principled explanation for the fact that no p.S.I. M.S.E. particles (e.g. até 'affirmative') occur in questions though they may occur in nonassertive statements with te: the S-initial position is occupied by Q. (2) Likewise, the fact that non-WH phrases cannot be preposed in questions is explained if Q occupies the S-initial position. (3) The fact that the topicalization particle, //bôk//, cannot occur in questions but can occur in nonassertive statements can be accounted for neatly by not introducing //bôk// after Q in the Pre-S composition rule (7.3). Since //bôk// can be introduced when no p.S.I. M.S.E. occurs and cannot be introduced if a nonphrasal p.S.I. M.S.E. is present, we expect that there is some nonphrasal p.S.I. M.S.E. present in questions which explains the absence of //bôk/>. The abstract Q serves as that M.S.E. In the following sentence the underlined thought/quote is a nonassertive statement, not a question, even though it contains a WH element, since //bôk// occurs and therefore Q does not:
(7.32)T "eé ká bó tá-máá. 'á-na bó té
    that in tz 3p-pPST+asr which-1k tz nasr
    thought/quote

  saké-e-na-ā'
  kaj-ā"
3s+asr-th-1k-s.m (3s)-involve-s.m ev-rcl

'At that they wondered what it was he was doing.'

If the underlined bó (/bó/) in (7.32) were deleted, the quoted sentence would be a true question and the translation given by informants then is, 'At that they asked what he was doing.'

7.3.2 WH Insertion

Any formulation of the insertion of Gavião WH elements must take into account the following facts:

(i.) Only one WH element can occur in a S.

(ii.) The WH element must occupy S-initial position in surface structure (implying no side-by-side cooccurrence with any.pS.I. M.S.E.).

(iii.) WH elements can be inserted only in certain lexical nodes. For example, a cross-referencing VP cannot contain a WH element.

These same three facts obtain for the insertion of the discourse pronouns, mät and mënë, also. If the WH element were introduced as a M.S.E. in the Pre-S and subsequently attached to the front of a phrase after the phrase had moved into initial position by preposing, then restrictions (i.) and (ii.) would be met. However, restriction (iii.) could not be met, since there is no way of guaranteeing that the phrases generated in the sentence would provide a suitable attachment site, especially since a minimal S' can be just a person prefix and Aux stem, with no constituent phrases at all.

So WH elements will not be generated in Pre-S position. Rather
they will be inserted after the expansion of the phrase structure rules but before the insertion of other lexical items. This insertion (so far as it is known, and disregarding subjunctive clauses) is described informally below:

(7.33) **WH Insertion** (informal):

(a.) Insert á into a DemP (if there is one) preceding té in a nonassertive Pre-S.

(b.) Otherwise, if either té 'nonassertive', or kiri...kí 'impossible', are in the nonassertive Pre-S, preceded by nothing or by Q, then optionally insert á under any pPROX Dem node which occurs at the beginning of a phrase immediately dominated by S'.

(c.) Otherwise, if Q is in the nonassertive Pre-S, optionally insert me under any Pro node which occurs at the beginning of a phrase immediately dominated by S'.

WH elements are pS.I. If a condition is added to the preposing transformations that they obligatorily prepose a pS.I. item, then they will eventually deliver the WH element to the S-initial position. That position has to be vacant or filled by Q as a condition for WH insertion. So by insertion a WH element is placed into the front of a maximal phrase, and then by preposing that phrase and any embedded clauses containing it are fronted. This will be illustrated in Section 7.5.

A simpler solution would be to move a phrase into the Pre-S by preposing operations and then optionally insert a WH element just in case a suitable attachment site is S initial. However, this would entail doing lexical insertion after, not before, the transformations.

7.4 **Discourse Pronouns**

The two discourse pronouns are phonetically identical with the nominalization particles: mát, 'substantive discourse pronoun', and
méne 'nonsubstantive discourse pronoun'. Examples of their use:

(7.34)T  "mát koc tä-sâ-åt bó täa-jaac mää
that at 3p-sim tz 3p-owners (=fathers) PPST+asr
S'

tä-kalik t a-vak-pîft a-porocôjó-å" kf-ip
3p-miss+dm 3c-cry-go+out+dm 3c-tr+get+thin+s.m ev-rcl

'When they were there, their fathers missed them, cried, and became thin.'

(7.35)T  méne ká bó ci-serat mää, "g'g ále-å"
that in tz 3s-uncle PPST+asr neg fut-s.m
kaj-å
(3s)-involve-s.m

'At that his uncle said, "No, it won't," to him.'

The discourse pronouns refer to a thing or event in the previous sentence. Only one can occur per S, and it must be S initial in surface structure. Notice that in example (7.34) mät is in initial position within its embedded S', matrix S', and S. Discourse pronouns cannot appear in exhortative or prohibitive Ss, since these have pS.I. Aux stem person prefixes. Discourse pronouns are inserted and then fronted like the WH elements:

(7.36) Discourse Pronoun Insertion (informal):

If no WH éléments has been inserted and there is no pS.I. M.S.E. in a Pre-S with the sentence functional type value asr, nasr, imp, let, prev, or des, then optionally insert either mät or méne under any Pro node which occurs at the beginning of a phrase immediately dominated by S'.

7.5 Preposing Transformations

Rules (5.13) and (4.32) for preposing within S' have been discussed at length above. These are now revised to take into account
the requirement that if a pS.I. element occurs in a phrase or clause in a S' then that phrase or clause and no other must be preposed.

(7.37) **Predicate NP Preposing within S'** (revised):

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\{ \text{Pre-S} \} \\
\{ K \} \\
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{cccccc}
S' & W & \text{Aux's}t & \text{NP} & X & Y \\
K & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 \\
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

Conditions:

(a.) 4 must be immediately dominated by S'.

(b.) 2 contains no pS.I. element.

(c.) obligatory

(i.) if 1 is K or a null Pre-S and W is just a nS.I. person prefix, or

(ii.) if 1 is a Pre-S containing only nS.I. M.S.E.s and W is just a person prefix, or

(iii.) if 4 is pS.I.

(d.) optional (provided 4 is not pS.I.)

(i.) if 1 is K or a null Pre-S and W is a NP or uS.I. person prefix, or

(ii.) if 1 is a Pre-S containing a pS.I. M.S.E.

Application: Applies once to each S', in any order. Applies before rule (7.38), \{VP, S', S'-ä\} Preposing within S'.

Rule (7.37) differs from rule (5.13) only in the addition of condition (b.) above, which blocks preposing past a pS.I. element, and the addition of condition (c.iii), which ensures that a pS.I. predicate NP will be preposed if it occurs. The revision of rule (4.32) is given below.
(7.38) \{ VP, S', S'-\hat{a} \} Preposing within S' (revised):

\[
\{ \text{Pre-S} \} \rightarrow [ W - \text{Aux'\text{st} - X - } \{ \text{VP} \} \rightarrow \{ \text{VP} \} \rightarrow Y] \rightarrow Z
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 \\
1 & 5 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 6 & 7 \\
\end{array}
\]

Conditions:

(a.) 5 must be immediately dominated by S'.

(b.) 2, 4, and 6 contain no pS.I. element.

(c.) obligatory

(i.) if 1 is K or a null Pre-S and W is just a nS.I. person prefix, or

(ii.) if 1 is a Pre-S containing only nS.I. M.S.E.s and W is just a person prefix, or

(iii.) if 5 contains a pS.I. element.

(d.) optional (provided 5 contains no pS.I. element)

(i.) if 1 is K or a null Pre-S and W contains a NP or uS.I. person prefix, or

(ii.) if 1 is a Pre-S containing DemP, O, or de...ki.

Application: Applies after rule (7.37), Predicate NP Preposing within S'. Applies once to each S', with no order of application (no cycle).

The revisions are conditions (b.) and (c.iii), which together prevent preposing past a pS.I. element and guarantee that if one VP or embedded clause contains a pS.I. element only that VP or clause will be selected for preposing.

Rules (7.37) and (7.38) ensure that a phrase or embedded clause is in matrix-S'-initial position if the Pre-S contains only nS.I. M.S.E.s. If the Pre-S is null these rules ensure that a phrase or
embedded clause or uS.I. or pS.I. person prefix will begin the matrix S' and the S.

Any phrase or embedded clause which does not contain a pS.I. element and which immediately follows the Pre-S can be further preposed into S-initial position if no pS.I. M.S.E. is occupying that position. This preposing into the vacant S-initial position is obligatory if a nS.I. M.S.E. follows that vacant initial position. It is optional if the Pre-S contains only a uS.I. M.S.E.

If the phrase or embedded clause immediately following the Pre-S does contain a pS.I. element, then it is obligatorily preposed into S-initial position.

In the examples below the S.I. status of M.S.E.s in the Pre-S is marked and the phrase or embedded clause which has or has not been preposed into S-initial position is underlined.

**Preposing blocked by a pS.I. M.S.E.:**

(7.39)T eé téét té eé-na zääń-éeć teé
then excr nasr th-lk warrior-pl cont
(pS.I. DemP) nS.I.

já-ka báckfit kac
pPST+nDEF+uDUR+nasr-go squirrel involve

'Then the warriors arrived like that with Squirrel?'

**Preposing blocked by a pS.I. M.S.E.:**

(7.40)T té aá panóóc pére mi teé tá-sá
(Q) nasr this lpi nature use cont 3p-nasr
pS.I. nS.I.

mákiį-á
(3s)-make+pl.o-s.m

'Do they make (them) in this, our way?'
Preposting optional with a uS.I. M.S.E.; did occur:

(7.41)T mā tá de alōp sā-a-na
other with tentative+negation he nasr-this-1k uS.I.

ki-ini
scope-sg.adrse

'He's not with anyone else here.'

Preposting obligatory with pS.I. element in phrase:

(7.42)T á tīgi té gāt sā
which place nasr w+sun nasr
pS.I. nS.I.

'What time is it?' ('Which place is the sun?')

Preposting obligatory with nS.I. M.S.E.; S' preposed:

(7.43)T "ēe-na alōp sā-āt a-vak-p+tt
th-1k he sim 3c-cry-go+out+dm tz 3p-PST+asr
bo tá-māā
a-vāneē alōp kaj-ā" ki-ip
3c-go+out him involve-s.m ev-rcl

'When he was crying like that they appeared with him.'

Pre-S is null, moot whether preposed phrase is in it:

(7.44)T diā teē sa-gā-t sē-e-na sa-ga ki-nap
soon cont 3s-kill-nz pSJV+asr-th-1k 3s-kill ev-ndef.tm

'The hunter kills quickly.'

Instead of considering the matrix-S'-initial phrase or embedded clause to be preposed into S, it seems possible to maintain instead that the Pre-S M.S.E.s are postposed behind the phrase or embedded clause. I can see no conclusive language-internal arguments against this analysis, but there are several modest arguments which favor preposing instead.
First, preposing certainly occurs within S's, and it is natural to assume a similar process continues into S. Second, phrase/clause preposing assumes that one constituent moves, whereas M.S.E. postposing in sentences with, say, both //bōk// and té would have to move two constituents, preserving their order. Lastly, under the preposing analysis, it is natural that preposing of phrases or embedded clauses which contain no pS.I. element only occurs if there is no pS.I. M.S.E.: that absence creates a 'hole' in S-initial position. Under a postposing analysis there is no particular reason why, say, //bōk// and té could not be postposed even if a pS.I. M.S.E. were present in the Pre-S. The rule for preposing into S is given below:

\[ (7.45) \text{ Preposing into } S: \]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{Pre-S} & \text{pS.I.} & \text{nS.I.} & \text{(u)} \text{S.I.} \\
\text{S', S'-ā} & \text{VP} & \text{NP} & S' \\
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 \\
\end{array}
\]

Conditions:
(a.) 4 must be immediately dominated by S'.
(b.) obligatory
   (i.) if 4 contains a pS.I. element, or
   (ii.) if 2 occurs and 1 doesn't.
(c.) optional if 1 and 2 do not occur and 3 is uS.I.

Application: Applies after rules (7.37) and (7.38) have applied to the matrix S' (which contains 4 and 5 above).
In rule (7.45), when the initial position, J, is filled by \( Q \) and a WH phrase or WH clause is preposed, the preposed material is attached under \( Q \).

Rules (7.37), (7.38), and (7.45) interact to prepose phrases and embedded clauses which in principle may be deeply embedded. Example (7.34) above illustrates that the preposing of a phrase containing a pS.I. element (in (7.34), the discourse pronoun, \( m\dot{A}t \)) involves 'pied-piping' any embedded clause dominating it. There are no text examples with embedding inside embeddings, but the diagrams below illustrate how the preposing rules given above, operating noncyclically, place a phrase into S-initial position. Below is the structure of a WH question in which the WH element occurs in a VP in an embedded clause (\( S'_3 \)) inside an embedded clause (\( S'_2 \)):

\[
(7.46) \quad Q \quad \underset{pS.I.}{\text{\textbf{x}}} \quad \underset{\text{nS.I.}}{\text{\textbf{x}}} \quad \underset{\text{WH}}{\text{\textbf{x}}} \quad \underset{\text{pS.I.}}{\text{\textbf{x}}} \quad \underset{\text{VP}}{\text{\textbf{x}}} \quad \underset{\text{Post-S}}{\text{\textbf{x}}}
\]

Let rule (7.37) apply first within, say, \( S'_2 \). Since \( S'_3 \) contains a pS.I. element it is preposed to the front of \( S'_2 \). Next, let rule (7.37) apply to, say, \( S'_1 \). Since (looking way up the tree) \( S'_2 \) contains a pS.I. element, it is preposed to the front of \( S'_1 \). Then let rule (7.37) apply to \( S'_3 \). It will obligatorily prepose the VP
containing the WH element. The following structure has been produced:

\[(7.47)\]

\[
\text{Pre-S} \quad \text{VP} \quad S'_{3} \quad S'_{2} \quad S'_{1} \quad S
\]

Next, since \(S'_{2}\) contains a pS.I. element, occupies \(S'_{1}\)-initial position, and is immediately dominated by \(S'_{1}\), it is obligatorily proposed by rule (7.45) to give the final result with WH in S-initial position and the pied-piped phrases all in the Pre-S under Q:

\[(7.48)\]

\[
\text{Pre-S} \quad S'_{1} \quad S
\]

7.6 Minor Transformations Involving Pre-S M.S.E.s

7.6.1 Scope Marker Placement

There are five Pre-S M.S.E.s which consist of two particles, the
second one apparently being a scope marker:

áne...kí  'rhetorical question'

kíri...kí  'impossibility'

de...kí  'tentative negation'

pazókáde...kí  'speaker uncertain if...'

déét...já  'perhaps'

The second element, the scope marker, is introduced by phrase structure rules into the Pre-S and then moved into the Post-S by transformation. Its exact derived location cannot be determined from the data at hand, but lies somewhere after the first possible Post-S M.S.E. and before the addressee term.

Scope marker occurring after time-of-evidence particle (inside quoted sentence):

(7.49)T  "jë  teé  de  êërê-na
that  cont  tentative+negation  pPST+pDEF+nasr-th-1k

e-gac  kí-nàa  kí-á'  ci-sac  màà  kaj-à"
2s-involve  ev-prox.tm  scope-s.m  3s-wife  pPST+asr (3s)-involve-s.m

kí-ip

ev-rcl

"That (one) didn't do it to you," his wife said to him.'

Scope marker occurring before addressee suffix:

(7.50)T  mà  tã  de  alõp  sã-a-na  kí-ini
other  with  tentative-negation  he  nasr-this-1k  scope-
sg.adrse

'He's not with anyone else here.'

Occasionally a scope marker is followed by a VP and/or occurs twice:
(7.51) T deét e-zä eē pī teē mē-e kalä uncertainty əs-nasr that after cont other-pl want
jä, mē-e pānē-e kalä jā scope other-pl recount-nz want scope

'I don't know if you will want more after that, want to tell more.'

Such examples appear to be false endings; the process is not productive.

Rule (7.52) assumes that the scope marker is placed in a position in the Post-S immediately after the position of the time-related M.S.E.s:

(7.52) **Scope Marker Placement:**

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
x - \{\ldots kī\} & y & (M.S.E.) - z \\
\hline
\text{Pre-S} & \text{Post-S} & \text{Post-S} \\
1 & 3 & 5 \\
3 & 4 & 5 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Condition: obligatory

In rule (7.52) the time-related M.S.E.s are those given by the rewrite of the Post-S node (presented below); the variable letters represent any string of syntactic elements.

7.6.2 **Third Person Singular Subject Insertion and Topicalization**

**Particle Attachment**

When there is an overt subject NP immediately preceding the Aux stem, the postnominal form of the Aux stem occurs:

(7.53) T ġ té gaāc sā-ā

where nasr mother nasr-s.m
'Where is Mother?'

However, examples of WH questions in which the subject NP is questioned (and preposed) show that the Aux stem is not in postnominal form, but instead is marked for third person singular:

(7.54)A á-na mát té sakâ-ka a-vít ígí
ger-1k sb.nz nasr 3s+nasr-go 3c-food take+out
e-gá pî-â
2s-field from-s.m

'Who gets food from your field?' (spontaneous translation of a census question)

When the particle té 'nonassertative' separates the NP subject and the Aux stem in a nonassertative statement the Aux stem is also marked for third person singular:

(7.55)A pa-gâr-âbi té sakâ a-vâneë
1p-sun-face nasr 3s+nasr 3c-come+out

'Our day ("Day of the Indian") is coming around again.'

It appears that when the subject NP does not immediately precede the Aux stem, a third person singular subject is assigned to the Aux stem. This only manifests itself overtly when the initial Aux stem segment is //sâ//; in all other cases the postnominal and third person singular Aux stem forms are phonetically identical since the third person singular person prefix is a zero morph.

Oddly, when //bôk//, the topicalization particle (which often translates more like emphasis or a cleft construction), separates a NP subject from the Aux stem, the postnominal, not third person singular, form of the Aux stem occurs:
(7.56)ɪ vazet těteé bó sē-e-na ma-kāa ēe-na
female only tz pSJV+asr-th-1k (3s)-tr-go th-1k

ki-nap
ev-ndef.tm

'Only women do (pour) that.'

The behavior of //bōk// can be accounted for by assuming that it attaches to the constituent in S-initial position. This is supported by the fact that //bōk// is always preceded by phrases or clauses, never by M.S.E. particles. Rule (7.57) joins //bōk// as a rightmost daughter to the phrase or clause node in S-initial position:

(7.57) **Topicalization Attachment:**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Pre-S} \\
\text{X} - //bōk// - Y \\
\text{Pre-S} \\
1 \ 2 \ 3 \ 4 \\
1>2 \ 3 \ 4
\end{array}
\]

Condition: obligatory

Application: Applies after (7.45), Preposing into S, and before (7.58), Third Person Singular Insertion.

Examples such as (7.54) and (7.55) can now be produced by a rule inserting a third person singular subject if no subject NP or person prefix immediately precedes the Aux stem:

(7.58) **Third Person Singular Insertion:**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{S'} \\
X - [ \text{Aux'st} - Y ] - Z \\
\text{S'} \\
1 \ 2 \ 3 \ 4 \\
1 \ 3s-2 \ 3 \ 4
\end{array}
\]

Condition: obligatory
Application: Applies after rule (7.57), Topicalization Attachment.

7.7 Post-S Composition:

There are three particles which may or may not be M.S.E.s:

κάζετ 'seemingly'
///g'g///...kī 'not, neither'

nī (?)

The first of these, κάζετ, may be a qualification particle, but it also seems to occur in the Pre-S and possibly the Post-S. The second one, ///g'g///...kī, seems to occur in matrix S's or sentence fragments and appears to negate the VP occurring between the two constituents, opposing the negative idea to a positive idea. The third particle, nī, obligatorily occurs before the matrix S's subject when the M.S.E. particle nō 'opinion' occurs in the Post-S. However, nī also occurs before the subject or in the Post-S without nō, often with some idea of selection implied. I can offer no rules for these particles without more data. The Gavião particles which are clearly M.S.E.s are generated either in the Pre-S (Section 7.1) or Post-S (this section).

The Post-S M.S.E.s are grouped below into positions of occurrence. These groupings should be regarded as tentative. M.S.E.s which are semantically similar, which appear to be in complementary distribution, and which seem to all occur in the same order with respect to other M.S.E.s are grouped together.

Sentence functional type restricts the occurrence of Post-S M.S.E.s. Phrase structure rule (7.59) gives the composition of the Post-S of an assertative S.

If the indefinite time-of-evidence particle, kī ap, occurs, no
\[(7.59)\]

\[\text{Post-S} \rightarrow \text{asrS.F.TY} \]

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ -\ddot{a}a & \quad \text{wait} \\
\ddot{n}+\ddot{a}l & \quad \text{possibly} \\
\ddot{a}l & \quad \text{fut} \\
p & \quad \text{po} \\
\ddot{a}n\ddot{a}+p & \quad \text{prox.tm} \\
k-\ddot{p} & \quad \text{ev-rem.pst} \\
k-\ddot{n}+p & \quad \text{ev-prox.tm} \\
k-\ddot{i}p & \quad \text{ev-rec} \\
\} \quad \text{ki-nap} \\
\text{ev-ndef.tm}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ b & \quad \text{intention} \\
p & \quad \text{po} \\
\ddot{n}i...n\ddot{e} & \quad \text{opinion} \\
\} \quad \text{tag Q} \\
\} \quad \text{adrse} - \dddot{a} \\
\{ j & \quad \text{adr} \}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ \ddot{n}a & \quad \text{close} \\
t\ddot{m}a & \quad \text{indeed} \}
\end{align*}
\]
other M.S.E.s occur in the Post-S. If kí-náp does not occur, then
-á must, but any other M.S.E.s are optional, except that the future
particle, ále, is obligatory with the indefinite imperative, a fact
not formalized here.

The first of the lower columns of M.S.E.s consists of time-related
items, except for n+ále, 'possibly'. The middle two particles, po
'remote past', and ná+nó 'proximate time', indicate the time the sen-
tence takes place. These have corresponding time-of-evidence parti-
cles, kí-pó, 'remote past evidence', and kí-ná+nó 'proximate time evi-
dence', which trigger pSJV mood in the Aux stem by rule (6.63). The
'recalled evidence' particle, kí-ip, likewise requires pSJV mood.

The particles kí-náp, kí-pó, and kí-ip frequently occur in myth
texts after the -á syntactic marker. In that case the utterance is
considered to be formally a sentence fragment consisting of a quoted
sentence followed by the particle, which indicates the story has been
told before or is being recalled. A time-of-evidence particle indi-
cates to the hearer when he encountered evidence bearing on the state-
ment or question contained in the sentence. When pressed for a trans-
lation of these, informants sometimes say they mean, 'you know'.

The particles in the second of the lower columns in (7.59) qualify
the sentence as something the speaker in some way thinks. They all
require pSJV mood and occur only in assertative sentences, according
to the data at hand. When the particle nó 'opinion' occurs, the par-
ticle ní always immediately precedes the subject of the sentence:

(7.60)T eé-ve mi teé ní pa-zé-e-na kí
that-pl use cont ? lpi-pSJV+asr-th-1k again
We're going to do it again using those same things.'

The two particles in the third of the lower columns in (7.59) are sentence tags. Probably they can occur in a Post-S of any sentence functional type. There is no evidence that these actually form a set separate from the addressee items except that, unlike addressee items, they cannot be postposed behind -á. The addressee terms are an open class:

(7.61)

\[
\text{addressee} \rightarrow \begin{cases}
  \text{//-éere//} \\
  \text{singular addressee} \\
  \text{maác} \\
  \text{plural addressee} \\
  \text{kin term} \\
  \text{personal name} \\
  \text{etc.}
\end{cases}
\]

The bound syntactic marker, -á, is obligatorily introduced, though it may be deleted if nothing follows it. After this -á a rather heterogeneous set of particles occurs. If one of these occurs another -á occurs.

The composition of the Post-S in nonassertative Ss is given by phrase structure rule (7.62).

The first column in (7.62) contains time-related M.S.E.s. The top three items are unrestricted by sentence functional type. The lower five items are the nonassertative equivalents of the time and time-of-evidence particles which can occur in an assertative Post-S. The tags and addressee M.S.E.s are unrestricted by sentence functional
\[(7.63)\]

\[
\text{Post-S} \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{imp} \\
\text{proh} \\
\text{exh} \\
\text{let} \\
\text{prev} \\
\text{des}
\end{array} \right\} \quad \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{wait} \\
\text{fut} \\
\text{m+âle} \\
\text{possibly}
\end{array} \right\} - \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{tag Q} \\
\text{tô} \\
\text{OK?}
\end{array} \right\} - (adrse) - \text{â} - (ja - â)
\]
type. The two particles occurring after the syntactic marker, -ā, seem to occur only in nonassertative Ss.

The composition of a Post-S of the rather uncommon imperative, prohibitive, exhortative, 'let', preventative, or desiderative sentence functional types cannot be determined from the data at hand. At least the time-related M.S.E.s -āā 'wait' and āle 'future', can occur in imperative sentences, as can the tags, the addressee items, and the syntactic marker -ā. The address particle ja can occur in 'let' sentences. Rule (7.63) offers a very tentative hypothesis about the composition of Post-Ss of these sentence functional types.

7.8 Minor Transformations Involving the Post-S M.S.E.s

An addressee term is generated immediately before the first -ā syntactic marker by the Post-S phrase structure rules given above. Often it stays there:

(7.64)T ā té alōp sé-ere
where nasr he nasr-sg.adrse

'Where is he?'

However, an addressee term may be optionally postposed to a position behind all other M.S.E.s, except that a second -ā syntactic marker may follow it. If an address particle, either ja or te, occurs, then this postposing is obligatorily:

(7.65)T pā-āt kāli tāga va-ā je-ere
lpi-let bone paste eat-s.m adrs-sg.adrse

'Let's eat marrow, Pal!'

Rule (7.66) moves the addressee term (affix, particle, kin term,
or whatever) to the rear, obligatorily if an address particle occurs:

(7.66) **Addressee Postposing:**

\[ X \text{- addressee} \quad -\text{á} \quad \left( \begin{array}{l} \text{ja} \\ \text{te} \end{array} \right) \quad -\text{á} \]

\[ \begin{array}{cccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 \\
3 & 4 & 2 & 5 \\
\end{array} \]

Condition: obligatory if 4 occurs; optional otherwise.

In example (7.65) above the syntactic marker -á has not been deleted since it is not the final element in the S. In example (7.64) above the -á was S-final and was (optionally) deleted. Whenever -á is nonfinal it must be retained, e.g. in quote constructions:

(7.67) T "jë tígï pí teé-á" māa-á

that place from cont-s.m (3s)-pPST+asr-s.m

"From there," he said."

Phonosyntactic rule (7.68) optionally deletes -á if nothing follows it:

(7.68) **-á Deletion:**

\[-\text{á} \quad \rightarrow \quad \emptyset \quad / \_ \emptyset\]

Condition: optional

Application: Applies after (7.66), Addressee Postposing. Applies once per S.

It sometimes happens that one syntactic boundary marked by -á immediately precedes another syntactic boundary marked by -á. If the second -á is retained, an epenthetic á is inserted between the markers:
(7.69) T mēne kā bō tā-māā "tēre-ā" ā-ā that because tz 3p-pPST+asr really-s.m s.m

'It was because of that that they said, "Really?!"

Phonosyntactic rule (7.70) inserts ā between any two ā markers in immediate succession:

(7.70) ā Epenthesis:

-ā-ā⇒ ā ā-ā

Condition: obligatory

Application: Applies after rule (7.68), ā Deletion, as many times as possible within a S.

In sentence (7.69), for example, it is possible, though not preferred, to delete the final ā. In that case the epenthetic ā does not appear. For this reason rule (7.70) is ordered after (7.68).
8.0 SUMMARY OF RULES

The formal syntactic rules which were presented in Sections 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0 are summarized below. Rules which were superceded by revised versions of themselves are not included below. Rule numbers are given to the left, page numbers to the right.

8.1 Phrase Structure Rules

The phrase structure rules listed below are not a complete set since more are presented in Sections 9.0, 10.0, 11.0, and 12.0. Those are listed at the end of each section.
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8.2 Insertions

The two informal insertion rules are mutually exclusive.
8.3 Transformational Rules

There appears to be no need to apply the transformations and phonosyntactic rules in cyclic fashion. However, there are some ordering relationships—cases where a S must undergo any application(s) of one rule before another rule is applied. These are indicated by arcs connecting rules below.

The transformational and phonosyntactic rules generally apply only once per S. However, rule (7.70) can apply repeatedly to an S, and rules (6.64), (7.37), and (7.38) can apply more than once per S, though only once per S'. Most rules are intrinsically limited to one application, but rules (7.38) and (7.68), as written, must be extrinsically limited to one application. The rules which can move lexical items, rules (7.37), (7.38), (7.45) and (7.66), are all obligatory under some conditions and optional under other conditions. All other rules are obligatory except (7.68), which is always optional.
8.4 Phonosyntactic Rules

The phonosyntactic rules must follow transformational rule (7.66).

(7.68) -á Deletion.................................135
(7.70) á Epenthesis..............................136
9.0 NOUN PHRASES

A noun phrase is defined as any syntactic unit or construction which can occur before the auxiliary stem as the subject of a clause or which can occur as a direct object before a transitive verb stem and which is not a person prefix. All NPs, and only NPs, can be verbalized with the particle ná.

9.1 Qualification Particles

There are six particles which occur after NPs, qualifying them in some way. These are listed below with glosses.

(9.1) pátpát 'contrast'
teé 'continuing, too, still, throughout'
tere 'real, genuine'
téét 'exact, just'
té-teé 'only' (<téét 'exact' + teé 'continuing')
vé-téét 'same, equal' (<ve 'it' + téét 'exact')

Examples of qualification particles modifying NPs in sentences:

(9.2)T éé ká bó pa-máge-é-na koño-ót aza pátpát
    that in tz lpi-asr-th-1k dig-dm paca contrast
ake-é-na
kill-th-1k

'Paca (as opposed to other animals) we kill by digging there.'

(9.3)T éé téét té éé-na zãän-êec teé
    then exact nasr th-1k warrior-pl cont
já-ka bãckít kac
pPST+nDEF+uDUR+nasr-go squirrel involve

'Then still (more) warriors arrived like that with Squirrel?'
(9.4) ñá sep père-kōlo té-teé māga
that 1f.o (=photo) nature-devoid only asr

'There's only those photos with no one in them.'

These six qualification particles occur after VPs and DemPs also. After VPs two successive qualification particles often occur in text examples. Informants readily accept two or more qualification particles after NPs, and I shall assume that there is no limit in principle on their number. The particle té-teé 'only' is never followed by other qualification particles in text examples.

In example (9.4) té-teé appears to qualify the whole preceding NP. The resulting construction itself satisfies the definition of a NP. Its constituent structure is diagrammed in (9.5):

(9.5) ñá sep père-kōlo té-teé
that 1f.o nature-devoid only

|  |  |
Dem N' Adj'st Prt.q

NP'

NP

NP

Rule (9.6) applies recursively, generating NPs containing successive qualification particles, each modifying the entire preceding NP:

(9.6) NP → NP - Prt.q

9.2 Demonstratives

Demonstratives form a closed set of words. A demonstrative can modify a following NP' and can also occur as a minimal NP. The set
of demonstratives is divided into those which indicate proximity in space or time (pPROX) and those which don't (nPROX). The pPROX demonstratives (the first five in (9.7) below) can occur in sentence-initial demonstrative phrases.

(9.7) Demonstratives:

גָּ ה 'this', proximate to first person(s)
จา 'that', proximate to second or third person(s)
נָא 'that, remote', not proximate to first or second person(s)
אמ 'that', proximate to understood situation
ג 'which', proximate to questioned situation
מא 'some, other', indefinite
נָא 'that, past'

In the text examples below each underlined demonstrative modifies a following NP':

(9.8)T "אָּמה שָּׁנָּה ה 'בְּרָּ רְנִּי-טֶהֶּ that in tz (3s)-pPST+asr 2s-exh 2s-arm-flow (=shoot)
�ָּ בָּלָּקָּמִי-אָּבִי kaj-א' kaj-א" kî-ip
�ָּ בָּלָּקָּמִי-אָּבִי involve-s.m (3s)-involve-s.m ev-rcl

'At that he said to him, "Shoot for those black monkeys."

(9.9)T נָּּ פְּגֶּבֶר-אָבִי ká kî
�ָּּ Pְּגֶּבֶר-אָבִי that 1pl-sun-face in again

'On that day of ours again.' (sentence fragment referring to a festival planned for Brazil's Day of the Indian)

(9.10)T "אָּּּ ה ה 'גְּבֶר-אָּבִי kְּגֶר-אָּבִי involve-s.m (3s)-pPST+asr 3p-uncle old involve-s.m
"Where is that young nephew of yours?" I ask you," he said to an old uncle of theirs.'

Diagram (9.5) above illustrates the position of a demonstrative in a NP when the demonstrative modifies a NP'. Rule (9.11) alters rule (9.6) above so as to also generate NPs composed of NP's optionally modified by demonstratives:

\[
(9.11) \quad NP \leftarrow \begin{cases} 
  \{NP - Prt.q\} \\
  \{Dem\} - NP' 
\end{cases}
\]

9.3 NP's

A NP' is a NP exclusive of its optional demonstrative and qualification particles. It consists of the head of the NP and any following adjective stems. This is illustrated in diagram (9.5) above.

9.3.1 Adjective Stems

Adjective stems follow the head of a NP and modify it; they cannot constitute minimal phrases by themselves. When noun stems are prefixed for person the head of the resulting construction is the stem, but when adjective stems are prefixed for person the head of the construction is the person prefix:

\[
(9.12) \quad \begin{align*}
  \text{a. taa-dāāt} & \quad \begin{cases}
    \text{3s- head} \\
    \text{Ppfx N'st} \\
    \text{NP'st} \\
    \text{NP'}
  \end{cases} \\
  \text{b. taa-tōō} & \quad \begin{cases}
    \text{3s- tall} \\
    \text{Ppfx Adj'st} \\
    \text{NP'}
  \end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

'his, her, its head'
The third person singular adjective stem prefix is indefinite ('something'), as in (9.12b) above. The third person plural prefix can be indefinite, as in (9.13). The first person plural inclusive prefix can be generically human, as in (9.14).

(9.13) T tā-sot pa-māā aana
3p-bad 1pi-pCOP+asr now
'We're no good now.'

(9.14) T "pa-bocōc pātāa pē-a kōlōlōk vīri
1pi-thin chest flat-ish skinny walking+dm
tā-sop māā tā-kalā-p koj-ā" ki-po-ā ńaā
3p-father pCOP+asr 3p-want-nz at-s.m ev-rm.pst-s.m end+topic
'Their fathers were going around skinny and sunken-chested, missing them.'

Locative adjective stems (such as vīri 'walking' in (9.14) above) always follow nonlocative adjective stems when both occur:

(9.15) T "jē tīgi ő-ma-ālō aleta ec pōpit sōgōt
that place 1s-pPST+asr-come 3s-pl target putrid
aṭīṭ tā āle gaaj-ā' māā
lying+down+dm with explanation mother-s.m (3s)-pPST+asr
a-ti kaj-ā" ki-ip
3c-mother involve-s.m ev-rcl
'I'm bringing their game (which was) lying putrid (on the ground), Mother,' he said to his mother.'

I shall assume that there is no limit in principle on the number of adjective stems which can occur after the head of a NP' and that the constituent structure of NPs containing adjective stems such as those in (9.14) and (9.15) above is as given in (9.14a) and (9.15a) below. Notice the complex adjective stem (Adj st) in (9.14a).
Some adjective stems show no change in form whether they are singular or plural:

(9.16) vōōp  'red'
      pōōc  'seated, heaped up'

Others show differences in form due to suppletion, suffixation, or lack of stem formative final syllable lengthening. These distinctive aspects of adjective stem morphology are described in Appendix B. Plural adjective stems can only modify plural nominals or plural person prefixes. Examples of form changes:

(9.17) Singular    Plural         Gloss
       ciciît         ciîk         small
       pōöc           tāk          big
       atōō          tō-łó          tall, long
Singular                  Plural                  Gloss
patií                    patí-ří                 heavy
kāñāp                    kāñáp                  crooked
pētāc                    pētāc                  bent over

A few locative adjective stems are inflected for plural times,
e.g.:

(9.18)  Singular Times  Plural Times  Gloss
   a'āāt                   a'ar-ĝět                lying down
   abāā                      abā-łětt               suspended

The singular/plural and singular/plural times concord between
adjective stems and the nominal heads which they modify will not be
formalized.

9.3.2  NP's Which Are Possessed NP' Stems

Some NP's are composed of a possessor constituent and a possessed
NP' stem (NP' st). The possessor may be a person prefix or a NP. A
NP' st is composed of an elementary or complex noun stem and any im-
mediately following adjective stems, which modify it.

Each Gavião elementary noun stem (N' st), complex noun stem (N st),
or NP' st has values for four 'nominal construction type' subcategori-
ization features which determine the possible relations it may have
with a preceding nominal expression. Four two-valued (plus or nega-
tive, p or n) features are postulated:

INAL  'inalienably possessed by the preceding nominal'

ALN   'alienably possessed by the preceding nominal (providing it
is capable of control--usually animate)'
MOD 'modified by the preceding nominal'
ARG 'takes the preceding nominal as its argument'

The features and values have morphological correlates. The feature values of a complex noun stem or a NP' stem are those of its leftmost constituent elementary noun stem. Nominal stems which are pMOD or pARG form compound complex words or compound complex word stems with the preceding nominal expression. These are not involved in possessive constructions; they are discussed in Section 12.0.

A nominal stem (for example, a pARG noun stem) can be both nINAL and nALN, so both of these features are needed. All possessed NP' stems are either pINAL, in which case they are inalienably possessed, or pALN, in which case they are alienably possessed. Very rarely pINAL or pALN elementary noun stems form compound complex nouns or noun stems with a preceding noun or noun stem.

Inalienable possession is illustrated in (9.19) below. Only relevant, nonpredictable features are indicated.

(9.19)A Inalienable Possession:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{papa} & \quad \text{nepo} & \quad \text{boc} \\
\text{father} & \quad \text{arm} & \quad \text{big} \\
\text{N'} & \quad \text{N'st} & \quad \text{Adj'st} & \quad \text{Ppfx} & \quad \text{N'} & \quad \text{N'st} & \quad \text{Adj'st} \\
pCTRL & \quad \text{pINAL} & \quad \text{pCTRL} & \quad \text{pINAL} & \quad \text{nCTRL} & \quad \text{pINAL} \\
\text{NP'} & \quad \text{NP'st} & \quad \text{pCTRL} & \quad \text{pINAL} \\
\text{NP'} & \quad \text{pCTRL} & \quad \text{NP'} & \quad \text{nCTRL} & \quad \text{NP'} \\
\end{align*}
\]

'father's big arm' 'your big arm' 'big branch of tree'

Alienable possession is illustrated in (9.20) below. Example
(9.20c) is not a NP' containing a possessor, but rather a NP' whose head is a compound complex noun formed by a noncontrol (nCTRL) elementary noun modifying a pMOD (also pALN) elementary noun stem. Such constructions are discussed in Section 12.0.

(9.20) a. Alienable Possession:  b. Alienable Possession:  c. Compound Complex Noun as NP' Head:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>papá</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>pöök'</th>
<th>N'</th>
<th>N'st</th>
<th>Adj'</th>
<th>Ppfx</th>
<th>N'</th>
<th>N'st</th>
<th>Adj'</th>
<th>N'</th>
<th>nCTRL</th>
<th>pALN</th>
<th>pMOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>father</td>
<td>house</td>
<td>big</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2s-</td>
<td>house</td>
<td>big</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCTRL</td>
<td>pALN</td>
<td>pMOD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCTRL</td>
<td>NP'</td>
<td>pALN</td>
<td>pMOD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

'father's big house'  'your big house'  'big house with a dirt floor'  

Elementary or complex noun stems which are pINAL (inalienably possessed) are negative for the other three nominal construction type features: nALN, nMOD, and nARG. The pINAL noun stems have no corresponding noun and do not accept the 'w' prefix which derives words from word stems; they are always possessed by an immediately preceding NP or person prefix, as in (9.19). The possessor may be capable of control or not (p or n CTRL), but there is always an inherent possessive or part/whole relationship, as shown in (9.19). Noun stems which are pINAL may belong to any of the four person prefix classes. Some examples of pINAL elementary noun stems are given below in (9.21). The initial syllable of //e-// and //eé-// class stems always has high tone in postnominal form whatever its tone in the base form.
(9.21)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N'st pINAL form</th>
<th>(postnominal form)</th>
<th>2s-N'st pINAL</th>
<th>N'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sweetheart</td>
<td>čjp</td>
<td>ĝ-ĵjp</td>
<td>(none)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foot</td>
<td>pí</td>
<td>ĝ-bí</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blood</td>
<td>cišt</td>
<td>ĝ-jišt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mother</td>
<td>ti</td>
<td>ĝ-di</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>front</td>
<td>āba</td>
<td>ĝé-ba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>face</td>
<td>ābi</td>
<td>ĝé-bi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penis</td>
<td>áā</td>
<td>ĝē-’-áā</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sister</td>
<td>paát</td>
<td>ĝē-baāt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unlike pINAL noun stems, pALN (alienably possessed) stems can only be possessed by pCTRL (generally, animate) NPs or person prefixes. In (9.20a) and (9.20b) the noun stem, a 'house' or 'village', is possessed since the preceding NP or person prefix is pCTRL. However, in (9.20c), a is modified by gōōc 'ground', not possessed, since 'ground' is not capable of control. Notice that the adjective stem pōōc 'big' modifies the whole compound complex noun, gōōc a.

Alienably possessed elementary or complex noun stems always have corresponding nouns. They are negative for the features INAL and ARG, but they either (1) are derived from nouns which have corresponding pMOD noun stems or (2) are pMOD themselves.

The first type of pALN noun stem is derived from nouns by the prefix mā-. The derived stem is pALN but nMOD. That is, it is always alienably possessed, never modified, by a preceding nominal expression. The noun from which it is derived always has a corresponding, phonetically identical noun stem which is nALN but pMOD. For example, the noun āvil+ 'dog' has a corresponding nALN, pMOD noun stem, āvēl+
(which can be modified) and a derived pALN, nMOD noun stem, má-’-ávili
(which is alienably possessed). More examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(9.22)</th>
<th>N' st (postnominal)</th>
<th>2s-N' st</th>
<th>N' and N' st</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pALN form</td>
<td>pALN</td>
<td>nALN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snake</td>
<td>má-bac</td>
<td>e-má-bac</td>
<td>bac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tattoo</td>
<td>má-jolí</td>
<td>e-má-jolí</td>
<td>jolí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fire</td>
<td>má-pó-kãac</td>
<td>e-má-pó-kãac</td>
<td>pó-kãac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>má-’-iip</td>
<td>e-má-’-iip</td>
<td>iip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second type of pALN noun stem is also pMOD. This type has a corresponding noun which is phonetically identical with the noun stem if the stem is of the //é-// or //ee-// prefix class. For example, ado 'three-cornered basket' is an elementary noun stem which is pALN, pMOD and is also an elementary noun. If the noun stem is of the //e-// prefix class then the corresponding noun is formed with the 'w' word-forming prefix. For example, tâbe 'axe' is a noun stem which is both pALN and pMOD. The corresponding noun is dâbe 'axe'. No pALN, pMOD noun stems belong to the //ee-// prefix class. Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(9.23)</th>
<th>N' st (postnominal)</th>
<th>2s-N' st</th>
<th>N'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pALN form</td>
<td>pALN</td>
<td>pMOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>machete</td>
<td>típe</td>
<td>é-diípe</td>
<td>diípe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil nut</td>
<td>máam-gãap</td>
<td>e-máam-gãap</td>
<td>máam-gãap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vapor</td>
<td>djk</td>
<td>é-djk</td>
<td>djk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>house</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>é-’-a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hammock</td>
<td>ìni</td>
<td>eë-ìni</td>
<td>ìni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrow</td>
<td>ájáp, ìjáp</td>
<td>ëë-jáp</td>
<td>jáp (irreg.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Two text examples of NP's which are possessed NP' stems are given below. The possessor constituent can be a full NP since it can contain demonstratives and qualification particles. As such it can contain internal possessive constructions as in (9.24) below.

(9.24) 

\[
\text{ci-mapi-it té-teé ája-kāāp mādat} \\
\text{3s-child-pl only eye-s.r.o visible} \\
Ppfx \quad N'st \quad PRT.q \quad N'st \quad Adj'st
\]

\[
Ppfx \quad N'st \quad Adj'st \quad \text{pINAL} \\
\text{NP'st} \\
\text{pINAL} \\
\text{NP'} \\
\text{NP}
\]

'visible eyes of only her children' (other faces hidden in photo)

(9.25) 

\[
\text{pa-mā-gāli tāga ájap} \\
\text{lpi-poss-bone paste possible} \\
Ppfx \quad N'st \quad N'st \quad Adj'st
\]

\[
Ppfx \quad \text{pCTRL} \quad \text{nCTRL} \quad \text{pALN} \quad \text{pMOD} \\
\text{NP'st} \\
\text{pALN} \\
\text{nCTRL} \\
\text{N'st} \\
\text{pALN} \\
\text{NP'st} \\
\text{pALN}
\]

'Our possible bone marrow.' (sentence fragment about uncracked bones)
Phrase structure rule (9.26) generates NP's composed of possessed NP' stems, covering both inalienable and alienable possession. In the latter case the possessor, whether person prefix or NP, is pCTRL.

\[
\text{(9.26)} \quad \begin{cases} 
\{ \text{Ppfx} \} & - \text{NP'}st \\
\{ \text{NP} \} & \text{pINAL} \\
\{ \text{Ppfx} \} & - \text{NP'}st \\
pCTRL & \text{pALN}
\end{cases}
\]

Phrase structure rule (9.27) generates NP' stems consisting of an elementary or complex noun stem followed by zero or any larger number of adjective stems, any of which may be elementary or complex. The alpha notation stipulates that the NP' stem has the same nominal construction type feature values as those of its elementary or complex noun stem.

\[
\text{(9.27)} \quad \text{NP'}st \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
\{ \text{N' st} \} & - \{ \text{Adj' st} \} \\
\alpha \text{INAL} & \alpha \text{INAL} \\
\varepsilon \text{ALN} & \varepsilon \text{ALN} \\
\gamma \text{MOD} & \gamma \text{MOD} \\
\delta \text{ARG} & \delta \text{ARG}
\end{cases}
\]

9.3.3 NP's Containing No Possessor

NP's which contain no possessor contain no NP' stems. Their head is an elementary or complex noun, a pronoun, a demonstrative, or a person prefix. If the head is a person prefix, then it must be modified by one or more elementary or complex adjective stems; otherwise adjective stems modifying the head are optional. Examples of NP's with N', N, and person prefix heads are diagrammed in (9.5),
(9.20c), and (9.14a), respectively, above. Examples of NP's with person prefix, pronoun, and demonstrative heads are given below (head underlined):

(9.28) T màt ká bó tā-kāçc pōtōō mé-e-na
       that in tz 3p-roasted heaped+up pPST+asr-th-1k
tā-pére kā
3p-nature in

'There were heaps of roasted (meat) in that manner of theirs.' (The ancestors roasted piles of meat.)

(9.29) T alōp ábiī cāāt abāā-ā
       3s with+face+lowered hanging suspended-s.m

'Him hanging upside-down.' (sentence fragment describing the Giant Lizard)

(9.30) T "jē tē-tee aka gettext kāra-āle-ā' that only kill 2s-(pDEF+imp) yet-fut-s.m
māā kaj-ā" kī-ip
(3s)-pPST+asr (3s)-involve-s.m ev-rc1

'"Just kill that (one)," he said to him.'

Phrase structure rule (9.31) generates NP's which contain no possessor.

(9.31) \[
NP' \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
N' \\
N \\
\{ \text{Pron} \}
\{ \text{Dem} \}
\{ \text{Ppfx} \}
\end{array} \right\} - \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\{ \text{Adj'st}* \}
\{ \text{Adj st} \}
\end{array} \right\}
\]

A nonprefixal NP' head is followed by zero or any number of elementary or complex adjective stems (as indicated by the star).
A person prefix NP head is followed by one or any larger number of elementary or complex adjective stems (as indicated by the plus).

9.3.4 Pronouns

Pronouns occur only as heads of NP's, unlike demonstratives, which can modify NP's. Unlike elementary nouns, pronouns have no corresponding stems and constitute a small, closed set.

(9.32) Pronouns:

qọt   first person singular
qọt   second person singular
(taàc) third person singular
ji    third person singular, mildly honorific
alọp  third person singular
panọóc first person plural inclusive
toğlu  first person plural exclusive
menọóc second person plural
tąc   third person plural
jį-ic third person plural, mildly honorific
alé-ec third person plural
ve    abstract inanimate, 'it'
mé    interrogative, 'who, what'
mát   substantive discourse pronoun, 'this, these, that, those, he, she, it'
má-àc animate plural substantive discourse pronoun, 'they'
méne  nonsubstantive discourse pronoun, 'this, that, it'

When a person pronoun occurs instead of the much more common person prefix the person is emphasized:
(9.33) T gó ̱ pàñòòc ̱ sà ̱ ee-na ̱ sa-ga ̱ kí-nap
    neg ̱ lpi ̱ pSJY+asr ̱ th-1k ̱ 3s-kill ̱ ev-ndef.tm

'WE don't hunt like that.'

Certain aspects of the usage of third person pronouns are unclear. Some informants claim that taàc 'third person singular' is acceptable as a subject, direct object, or possessor; others deny this. There is only one text example of it:

(9.34) T ̱ taàc ̱ bòg-á
    ̱ ̱ ̱ ̱ ̱ 3s ̱ tz-s.m

'It's him.'

The third person singular pronoun ji is phonologically anomalous in that, like the demonstrative jè 'that, near second or third person(s)', its tone is short and rising before nonhigh tones, short and low otherwise. It is mildly honorific and used only for humans or quasi humans such as animals in myths. Its plural, ji-li, contains the animate plural suffix, //-êéy//.

The common third person singular pronoun alòp is phonologically anomalous in that its second syllable is the only short high tone in the language which downsteps immediately following high tones to mid. Its plural, alè-ec, contains the animate plural suffix. The pronoun alòp seems to emphasize person less than the other person pronouns:

(9.35) T ̱ ee ̱ pì ̱ bò ̱ alòp ̱ ma-kàà ̱ alòp ̱ ákini
    that after ̱ tz ̱ 3s ̱ pPST+asr-go ̱ 3s ̱ see
    kì-á ̱ kì-ip
    again-s.m ̱ ev-rcl

'After that he went to see him again.'
Occasionally alòp or alé-ec are pragmatically first or second person though formally third person:

(9.36) T bó té alòp éêt aa-co ákini
already nasr 3s. PST+pDEF+nasr 3c-photo see

kí-ná
ev-ndef.tm

'Did you already see your photo?'

Notice that in (9.36) 'photo' is prefixed for coreferentiality with a third person, not second person, subject.

The abstract inanimate pronoun ve refers to a state of affairs, not an object:

(9.37) T "ã-na té táñ-ẽ-na ve
which-1k nasr 3p-(PST+pDEF+nasr)-th-1k ìì
mága-ã" tó-máa tá-kac
do-s.m 1pe-PST+asr 3p-involve

"'How did they do it?' we asked them.' (asking about a homicide)

The discourse pronouns, mat and méne, are discussed in Section 7.4 above. The interrogative pronoun, mé, is discussed in Section 7.3 above.

9.4 Appositions

Very few appositive constructions occur in texts. In the few examples observed, the more descriptive term, a common noun, precedes the less descriptive term, a proper noun:

(9.38) T padagëe jipo tìig-iìt
old+man w+point speckled-ish+dm (=Coatimundi's nickname)

'Old Man Speckled Beak'
There are too few examples to determine the structure of appositive constructions, and these will not be included in the NP composition rules.

9.5 **Summary of NP Rules**

The phrase structure rules presented in Section 9.0 are listed together below:

(9.39) \[ NP \rightarrow \begin{cases} NP & \text{Prt.q} \\ (Dem) & NP' \end{cases} \]

\[
\begin{cases}
\{Ppfx\} \\
\{NP\} \\
\{Ppfx\} \\
\{NP\}
\end{cases} \rightarrow 
\begin{cases}
NP'_{st} \\
pINAL \\
NP'_{st} \\
pALN \\
pCTRL
\end{cases}
\]

\[ NP' \rightarrow \begin{cases}
N' \\
N \\
Pro \\
Dem \\
Ppfx
\end{cases} \]

\[ N' \rightarrow \begin{cases}
(Adj'_{st})^* \\
(Adj'_{st}) \\
(Adj_{st}) \\
(Adj'_{st})^+
\end{cases} \]

\[ NP'_{st} \rightarrow \begin{cases}
\{N'_{st}\} \\
\{N_{st}\}
\end{cases} \rightarrow 
\begin{cases}
(Adj'_{st})^* \\
(Adj_{st})
\end{cases}\]
10.0 VERB PHRASES

A verb phrase is defined as any syntactic construction which is potentially subject to the VP, S', S'-ā preposing rule and which is not a S' or S'-ā. A VP can be distinguished from a S' or S'-ā by the fact that a S' node immediately dominates an auxiliary stem, whereas a VP node does not. All VPs can be nominalized with the derivational particles māt and mêne. The negative particle, ṣōp, occurs after VPs and probably occurs after any VP under the right semantic circumstances. The intensification particle, kīī, can occur after any VP.

There are three types of VPs: (1) transitive VPs, (2) cross-referencing VPs, and (3) VPs composed of a verb. An elementary verb stem is defined as an elementary word stem which can be the head of one of the first two types of VPs. That is, a VP can consist of an elementary transitive verb stem (V'st.t) preceded by a NP or person prefix, or it can consist of an elementary cross-referencing verb stem (V'st.c) preceded by a cross-referencing person prefix. These two types of elementary verb stems are mutually exclusive: an elementary transitive verb stem cannot also be an elementary cross-referencing verb stem, nor vice versa.

An elementary verb (V') is defined as an elementary word which can be a minimal VP by itself. Elementary verbs and elementary verb stems are mutually exclusive categories.

A small minority of elementary transitive verb stems are inherently marked for singular or plural object. A small minority of elementary cross-referencing verb stems are inherently marked for singular or plural subject. A few elementary verbs, such as kīrīmāā 'all',
require a plural NP or person prefix somewhere in the sentence.

A few elementary verb stems, both transitive and cross-referencing, mark plural action (times) by suppletion:

(10.1)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular Action</th>
<th>Plural Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V'st.t:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gái</td>
<td>pirí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remove+sg.X</td>
<td>remove+pl.X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ergus</td>
<td>pea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>break+sg.X</td>
<td>break+pl.X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V'st.c:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kàå</td>
<td>màlå</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go+sg.X</td>
<td>go+pl.X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Any elementary verb stem or verb which ends in a long open syllable may be marked for plural action by the suffix //—rv//:

(10.2)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unmarked</th>
<th>Plural Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V'st.t:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abi</td>
<td>abí-ri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kill+pl.o</td>
<td>kill+pl.o-pl.X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V'st.c:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pakòò</td>
<td>pakò-lo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>awaken</td>
<td>awaken-pl.X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gakor måå</td>
<td>gakor-åa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hunt</td>
<td>hunt-pl.X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Informants are sometimes uncertain whether the plurality of a verb stem is plural action or plural object or subject, saying only that it means 'a lot'. Number concord is not formalized in the syntactic rules.

10.1 Qualification Particles in Verb Phrases

The six qualification particles which occur after NPs can also occur after VPs: pátpát 'contrast', tètì 'continuing', tere 'real, genuine', tètèt 'exact(ly)', tètèt 'only', and vè-tètèt 'same'. Two
others occur after VPs but not after NPs:

(10.3)  kîî. 'intensification, a lot, many times'
       ţôp  'negative'

The intensification particle, kîî, seems to imply plural action, but this isn't entirely clear. The verb or verb stem which is the head of a VP modified by kîî is usually marked for plural action, providing that it can be so marked by suppletion or suffixation:

(10.4)T  ci-ko-e  mátalalâ  teê  kîî  ki-nap
       3s-word-pl  follow+pl.X  cont  ints  ev-ndef.tm
       'Repeating his words a lot.' (sentence fragment)

The negative particle, ţôp, negates individual VPs:

(10.5)T  "gakorâa  ţôp  màà  a-vit  aka  ţôv-a"
       hunt  neg  (3s)-pPST+asr  3c-food  kill  neg-s.m
       kî-po-ä
       ev-rm.pst-s.m
       'He didn't hunt, didn't kill food for himself.'

This particle cannot be prefixed for person, but the related adjective stem, ţôp 'nonexistent', can be.

There is a particle, çêk 'somewhat, a bit', which is possibly a qualification particle, though this is not certain. It occurs after verbs and probably after verb stems:

(10.6)T  ôôjá  çêk  kî-gâre
       rest  somewhat  again-yet
       '(He's going) to rest a bit.' (sentence fragment)

This particle also occurs after adjective stems but not after
nouns, so it may not modify the whole preceding phrase as qualification particles do.

The order of the qualification particles after VPs appears to be variable except that in text examples tê-têê 'only' is always last if it occurs. In (10.4) above, teê precedes kîî, but in (10.7) below the reverse is true:

(10.7) "me-já+ká paâgâ kîî teê mee-kaâ-p koc 2p-nDEF+nDUR+proh (3s)-open ints cont 2p-go-nz on kára-âle-â" mââ tâ-kaj-â
yet-fut-s.m (3s)-pPST+asr 3p-involve-s.m
 '"Don't open it on your trip," he told them.'

I shall assume that a construction composed of a VP and a qualification particle is itself a VP which likewise can be further modified by successive qualification particles. The structure of the VP in (10.4) above is then as given in (10.4a):

(10.4a) ci-ko-e málakâlâ teê kîî 3s-word-pl follow+pl.X cont ints NP V'st.t Prt.q Prt.q
\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{VP} \\
\text{VP} \\
\text{VP}
\end{array} \]

'repeating his words a lot'

Phrase structure rule (10.8) generates VPs modified by qualification particles:

(10.8) VP  PRT.q → VP - PRT.q
10.2 Transitive Verb Phrases

The third person singular prefixes of transitive verb stems may indicate a definite third person object ('him, her, it') or some indefinite object:

(10.9) kalâ
       (3s)-want

taa-tini
3s-care+about

'want him, her, it, or something'
'care about him, her, it, or something'

The relatively few transitive verb stems which take only plural objects do not accept singular person prefixes:

(10.10) 2s-V'st.t:    2p-V'st.t:    *2s-V'st.t:
êê-ka       mee-biî        *êê-biî
2s-kill+sg.o 2p-kill+pl.o  2s-kill+pl.o

'kill you, sg.' 'kill you, pl.' 'kill you, sg.'

e-dîgi       mee-kîî        *êê-kîî
2s-knock+down+sg.o 2p-knock+down+pl.o 2s-knock+down+pl.o

'knock down you, sg.' 'knock down you, pl.' 'knock down you, sg.'

According to informants, singular object transitive verb stems such as aka 'kill, singular object', or tîgî 'knock down, singular object', should not accept plural person prefixes, but this is not always adhered to. Nouns and noun stems are not marked for singular or plural unless they are animate, in which case the plural form is marked with the animate plural suffix, //-êêy//.

In transitive VPs an object NP or person prefix precedes an elementary or complex transitive verb stem. Examples with the transitive VPs underlined:
(10.11) "ee teteet paa-jaac ma'aa aaka-p na, then exct lpi-ancestor PPST+asr 3c-go-nz vz
pave-ec kiic tigi kii-a" ki-po-å
thing-pl roasted+dm cause ints-s.m ev-rem.pst-s.m

'Back then our ancestor, before traveling, was roasting creatures.'

(10.12) palirí paa ma-'eèc kac ma'a eé-na
(3s)-share lpi-asr other-pl involve (3s)-put th-1k

'We share it putting it (forth) for others.' (sharing chicha)

The structure of the transitive VP in (10.11) and of the first transitive VP in (10.12) are diagrammed in (10.11a) and (10.12a) below:

(10.11a) pave-ec kiic tigi kii
thing-pl roasted cause ints
NP Adj'st Prt.q
V st.t

'roast creatures a lot'

(10.12a) palirí
(3s)-share
Ppfx V' st.t

'share it'

Phrase structure rule (10.13) generates transitive VPs.

(10.13) VP \rightarrow \{Ppfx\} - \{V' st.t\}
\{NP\} - \{V st.t\}
There are about sixteen verb stems which translate as English prepositions. Some examples with second person singular prefixes:

(10.14) ę-gábi  'to you, benefactive'
    ká    'in, because' (no person prefixes)
ę-é-bíri  'below you'
ę-é-dát  'your size'
ę-é-gac  'involve you'
ę-é-mi  'use you, instrumental'
ę-é-bí  'on your side, from you'
ě-é-dára  'above you'

These verb stems are morphologically irregular in that they do not show the //-v// stem formative vowel reduplication (see Appendix B) which is usual for verb stems. Compare the examples in (10.14) with the transitive verb stems in (10.15), also given with second person singular prefixes:

(10.15) ę-é-ólo-paà  'eat up your food'
ę-é-bañá  'tickle you'
ę-é-gá-mapaà  'alight on you'
ě-é-kini  'see you'
ę-é-bicgá  'wash you'
ę-é-gamáá  'measure you'
ě-é-tini  'care about you'
ě-é-jálá  'leave you'

Stems such as those in (10.14) are considered postpositional transitive verb stems rather than a separate class of stems because
a phrase formed by one of them and its preceding person prefix or NP
(1) distributes and moves like any other VP, (2) can be nominalized
and negated like any other VP, and (3) cannot modify a nominal expres-
sion; for example, there is no direct Gavião equivalent for the English
phrase 'the man in the house'.

10.3 Cross-referencing Verb Phrases

Elementary cross-referencing verb stems are intransitive. A few
of them are inherently marked for plural or singular subjects. In-
formants prefer that these take only plural or singular person pre-
fixes, respectively, though this is not always observed in practice,
possibly because of some semantic fuzziness between plural subject
and plural action. Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
(10.16) \quad 2s-V'st.c: & \quad 2p-V'st.c: \\
\text{ee-gaà} & \quad \text{me-vañà} \\
2s-go+sg.s & \quad 2p-go+pl.s \\
'you, sg., go' & \quad 'you, pl., go' \\
\text{ee-viñ} & \quad \text{mee-paà} \\
2s-die+sg.s & \quad 2p-die+pl.s \\
'you, sg., die' & \quad 'you, pl., die'
\end{align*}
\]

All cross-referencing elementary verb stems of the //é-// and
//éè-// prefix classes and all of their person prefixes contain only
low tones. In (10.16) me-vañà is of the //é-// class and the other
three are of the //éè-// class. Cross-referencing elementary verb
stems of the //e-// and //ée-// prefix classes do contain nonlow
tones. Examples:
(10.17) 2s-V'st.c:

- y-bága
  'you move house'
- y-gággá
  'you get dry'
- y-ván-gá
  'you run'
- yé-gáa
  'you begin the morning'
- yé-pëë
  'you shout'

If the //é-// and //éë-// prefix class cross-referencing elementary verb stems are nominalized with a suffix the resulting noun stems take the prefixes usual for noun stems of their prefix class, which may have nonlow tone, e.g.:

(10.18) yé-gáa-p
2s-go+sg.s-nz  compare:  ée-gáa
2s-go+sg.s

'your trip'  'you go'

This justifies considering the low tone cross-referencing prefixes as allomorphs of the //é-// and //éë-// prefix classes rather than as separate prefix classes.

A cross-referencing VP consists of an elementary or complex cross-referencing verb stem preceded by a cross-referencing person prefix, which always agrees in person and number with the subject of the S which immediately dominates the VP. Section 6.4 above discusses the differences between cross-referencing and coreferential person prefixes. In the examples of cross-referencing VPs (underlined) below the dotted line indicates cross-reference with the clause subject.

(10.19)T pâ-ât pa-dâ kára-âle-á
lipi-let lipi-stay yet-fut-s.m

'Let's stay (and visit) awhile.'
"Ajaa, ajaa... a log was bobbing in the river." (making noise)

'Then he put his penis in him.'

The structure of the cross-referencing VPs in (10.20) and (10.21) are diagrammed below as (10.20a) and (10.21a). The symbol Ppfx.c indicates a cross-referencing prefix; person and number agreement is not otherwise formalized.

'(10.20a)'

'a-bi-ña kī iī pī-ā" kī-ip
3c-foot?-set+pl.X ints river from-s.m ev-rcl

(10.21)T soōlök! eē téēt alōp ēēt enter (ideophone) then exact 3s pPST+pDEF+pSJV+asr
aa-'-āā jī kac kī-nap
3c-penis enter (3s)-involve ev-ndef.tm

'(10.21a)'

'go out a lot'

'put his penis in'
Phrase structure rule (10.22) generates cross-referencing VPs.

\[(10.22) \quad \text{VP} \rightarrow \text{Ppfx.c} - \{V'\text{st.c}\} \{V\text{ st.c}\}\]

10.4 **Verb Phrases Composed of a Verb**

Verb phrases which are composed of a verb contain only a single elementary or complex verb (disregarding any qualification particles).

Some examples with the maximal VP underlined:

\[(10.23)T \quad jë \quad goñät \quad nā \quad vé-tëét \quad teé \quad pa-mâge-é-na\]  
\[\quad \text{that spirit vz it-ext (=same) cont 1p1-asper-th-1k}\]

'Ve will continue with those same Goñät Spirit flutes.'

\[(10.24)T \quad eë-na \quad té \quad pë-e \quad jë-e-na\]  
\[\quad \text{th-1k nasr thing-pl pPST+nDEF+uDUR+nasr-th-1k}\]

\[\text{darà} \quad kí\]  
\[\text{easily} \quad \text{ints}\]

'Like that things happened easily?' (In mythic times strange events were common.)

\[(10.25)T \quad pë-gip \quad bó \quad ci-ti \quad ma-kâa \quad tá-bí'aå \quad ma'å\]  
\[\quad \text{pick+up tz 3s-mother pPST+asr-go 3p-wrapped+up get}\]

\[kí-å\]  
\[\text{again-s.m}\]

'His mother went to pick up the wrapped-up ones again.'

\[(10.26)T \quad á-na \quad kir-gt\]  
\[\quad \text{ibalà əgòp}
\[\quad \text{whichever-1k impossible-1s-(nPST+pDEF+nasr) dance neg}\]

\[kí, \quad \text{pa-gâr-âbì} \quad ká \quad əgòp \quad kí\]  
\[\quad \text{scope+marker 1p1-sun-face (=day) in neg scope+marker}\]

'I can't not dance, not have our day.' or: 'Whichever way, it's impossible for me not to dance, not to be in our day.' (This sentence contains a false ending after the comma. The speaker is expressing enthusiasm for a native festival on Brazil's Day of the Indian.)
Notice that sentence (10.26) demonstrates that a VP containing a verb or a postpositional transitive verb stem may be negated with the particle ो. The structure of VPs in (10.23) and (10.25) are diagrammed below as (10.23a) and (10.25a):

(10.23a) zcze gzip na vee-teet teey
          np  v  np  v
          vp  vp

'continue with those same Goñat Spirit flutes'

(10.25a)  pick-up
          v
          vp

'pick up'

Phrase structure rule (10.27) generates VPs composed of a verb.

(10.27)  VP → \( \{V'\} \)
          \( \{V\} \)

Some elementary verbs are very similar semantically to elementary cross-referencing or transitive verb stems. Examples with verbs and verb stems underlined:

(10.28)A
V':  pājā  tip  màga  'The tree is breaking.'
      break  tree  asr
V'st.c:  aa-saà  tii  màga  'The tree is breaking.'
        3c-break  tree  asr

V':  biiGa  e-màga  'You're getting dark.' (sun sets)
     darken  2s-asr

V'st.c:  e-gàpàvà  e-màga  'You're getting dark.' (sun sets)
        2s-darken  2s-asr

V':  kàlìgà  neko  màga  ò-gac  'The cat bites me.'
     bite+dm  cat  asr  ls-involve

V'st.t:  ò-va  neko  màga  'The cat bites me.'
        1s-bite  cat  asr

V':  tàk--tàgà  e-màga  ò-gac  'You beat me a lot.'
     beat-beat  2s-asr  1s-involve

V'st.t:  ò-dàgà  e-màga  'You beat me.'
        1s-beat  2s-asr

The examples in (10.28) imply that elementary verbs do not form
a class which is semantically distinct from elementary verb stems. The
elementary verbs can be roughly divided into three groups on a semantic
basis.

The first group of elementary verbs indicate activity and have
an implied object, which can appear as the direct object of the post-
positional transitive verb stem kac 'involve'. The examples in (10.28)
above illustrate this. Examples of V's indicating activity with im-
plied object:

(10.29)  tìlìgà  'pinch'           baa-toò  'chew and spit out'
        zaana  'make war'   dólòk--dólògà  'push repeatedly'
        dòrà  'bump (into)'  cālijà  'slip (on)'
        basanà  'steal'  pàgà  'pick up'
        pòa  'blow (on)'

The second group of elementary verbs indicate activity without
an implied object, though a NP involved in some way in the action
(e.g. accompanying it) may appear in the same S' as the object of
kæc 'involve'. Examples:

(10.30) gakoråå 'hunt' pörök--pörögå 'snore'
ibalå 'dance' gerè 'sleep elsewhere'
pâjå 'break' fînå 'have a cold'
berea 'sing' bañå 'assemble'
oójå 'rest'

The third group of elementary verbs are semantically adverbial
or qualitative:

(10.31) bicaç-i 'at night' bolî 'almost'
ba'ålå 'initially' gjâjå 'well, good'
dîå 'soon' góloå 'many'
bârâ 'full' gîfî 'afternoon'
darå 'easily'

There are no consistent morphological differences between the
three groups of elementary verbs. There are no text examples of verbs
of the third group with the negation particle ôgô, though this is prob-
ably possible under the right circumstances. Verbs of the third group
can occur with the intensification particle kîî, or be nominalized with
the particles mât and mêné, like any other verbs. They can occur as
the only VP in a sentence. This is true of all verbs, except that
pîfîôp 'pick up' must occur with maîa 'get' somewhere in the same sen-
tence. Formally, then, the third group appears to be just a semantic
subclass of the elementary verb stems, not a separate category
of adverbs.

10.5 Summary of Verb Phrase Rules

The phrase structure rules presented in Section 10.0 are summarized in (10.32) below.

(10.32) \[ \begin{align*}
\text{VP} & \rightarrow \text{Prt.q} \\
\{ \text{Ppfx} \} & \rightarrow \{ V' \text{st.t} \} \\
\{ \text{NP} \} & \rightarrow \{ V \text{st.t} \} \\
\{ \text{Ppfx.c} \} & \rightarrow \{ V' \text{st.c} \} \\
\{ V' \} & \rightarrow \{ V \text{st.c} \} \\
V' & \\
V &
\end{align*} \]
11.0 CONJUNCTION

Conjunction is rare in Gavião speech; there are only nine text
examples of conjunction, and some of these are sentence fragments.
Informant responses to invented examples are inconsistent. In text
examples only phrases, not sentences, are conjoined. Some examples
of conjoined phrases are given below and some patterns are noted, but
I cannot offer a secure formal analysis of conjunction.

11.1 Conjunction of VPs

Since a Gavião sentence can contain any number of VPs it is not
clear why any conjunction of VPs occurs at all. The conjunction par-
ticle, kîî 'and, also', can occur after a single VP with the meaning
'also'. The syntactic marker -â immediately follows kîî:

(11.1) T tõ-vít ṃáp ná kîî-â ââ
      lpe-food place vz conj-s.m s.m

'Also to be a place for our food.' (sentence fragment)

Two (and probably more) VPs can occur conjoined with each VP
followed by kîî and the right-hand boundary of the whole construction
marked by the syntactic marker -â:

(11.2) (VP kîî,) VP kîî-â

Example with the conjoined VPs underlined:

(11.3) T ee'-éec bó mága āpékâät mága kîî.
      that-pl tz asr big+p ot make conj
    ââ mága teé kîî-â mákiî-â
      this make cont conj-s.m (3s)-make+pl.o-s.m

'Those (people) make big pots, make this (type), make lots.'
The syntactic marker -á can also occur after each conjoined VP and its conjunction particle:

(11.4) VP kíí-á, VP kíí-á

Sentence example:

(11.5) T aáv-á, goñát ná vê-têét pa-mâge-é-na
       yes-s.m spirit vz it-exct (=same) lpi-asr-th-1k
       goñán-éèc tóló ká kíí-á, áp cììk ká kíí-á
       spirit-pl long+pl in conj-s.m flute small+pl in conj-s.m
       gá goñát dôôl-éèc ná-á
       s.m spirit line-pl vz-s.m

'Yes, we're going to continue with those Goñát things, with long Goñát (flutes), with short flutes, with the Goñát file dance.'

Sentence (11.5) appears to contain a false ending (marked by áá) before the last VP. Informants feel that the syntactic marker -á following the first occurrence of the conjunction particle, kíí, in sentence (11.5) is optional. However, as a guess, the syntactic marker -á indicates the structural bracketing within the whole construction formed by conjunction, possibly indicating separateness of the events.

11.2 Conjunction of NPs

NPs conjoined with kíí occur in sentences (11.6) and (11.7) below. These two sentences appeared in succession in a text. The speaker seemed to lose track of what he was saying, and the two preposed VPs in (11.6) may be due to a false start.

(11.6) T "máit va têét bó jê kííñáá kíí, jê vásà-áç
        that eat exct tz that all ints that tapir-pl
kiį, jê nekó-èc kiį, jê poò pag-àác kiį-ā
conj that cat-pl conj that creature child-pl conj-s.m (=animals)
má-àc mé-e-na-ā kí-ip
sb.nz-pl PPST+asr-th-lk-s.m ev-rcl

'All (of them) were eating that, the tapirs, the jaguars, all those animals were doing that.'

(11.7)T "jê bebê-èc kiį-ā má-àc máa-ā" kí-ip
that pig-pl conj-s.m sb.nz-pl PPST+asr-s.m ev-rcl

'Those peccaries also were there.'

In these examples each NP is immediately followed by the particle kiį and the right-hand boundary is marked by the syntactic marker, -ā, which is immediately followed by a nominalization particle:

(11.8) (NP kįį,) NP kįį-ā mát

A different pattern occurs in (11.9):

(11.9)T cíboój-àá kįį-ā mát mooñ-àá kįį-ā mát
manioc-ft.o conj-s.m sb.nz cará-ft.o conj-s.m sb.nz
máge-é-na aa-viį eé-na mát kę-e-na
asr-th-lk 3c-cook th-lk sb.nz in-th-lk

'Manioc and cará cook like that in that (pot).'

In (11.9) each NP is followed by kiį, then the syntactic marker -ā, and then a nominalization particle:

(11.10) NP kįį-ā mát NP kįį-ā mát

This is possibly related to the fact that in (11.9) both manioc and cará are cooked, but they are not cooked together.
12.0 COMPLEX WORDS AND COMPLEX WORD STEMS

A complex word is a syntactic construction which (1) is composed of a person prefix or an elementary word followed by one or more elementary words or word stems and which (2) distributes like an elementary word within the phrase. A complex word stem is a syntactic construction which (1) is composed of an elementary word stem followed by one or more elementary words or elementary word stems (except for complex noun stems formed by the stem-derived prefix, mā-, followed by a complex noun) and which (2) distributes like an elementary word stem within the phrase.

It is the leftmost morpheme of a construction which determines whether it is a complex word as opposed to a complex word stem. Like elementary words, complex words can be minimal phrases. Like elementary word stems, complex word stems cannot be minimal phrases. They must be preceded by a person prefix or a nominal expression.

Complex words and word stems, unlike their elementary counterparts, consist of at least two phonological words or, rarely, one phonological word consisting of a person prefix and an elementary word stem (after person prefix attachment has occurred). Section 12.1 discusses phonological words and phonological junctures, providing the basis for distinguishing complex words and complex word stems from elementary words and elementary word stems.

Complex words and complex word stems are either derived or compound. Derivation is accomplished by derivational particles or, in the case of 'say/think' complex verbs, by the syntactic marker -á. The derivational particles differ from word stems in that they do not accept person prefixes and most of them either do not form
constructions with preceding nominal expressions at all or do so only with nominal expressions meeting rather abstract selectional restrictions. Derived complex words and word stems are discussed in Sections 12.2 and 12.3.

Compound complex words and compound complex word stems have as their right-hand immediate constituent an elementary word stem of major class membership, not a particle. Compound complex noun stems formed by the stem-deriving prefix, mā-, are an exception to this in that their right-hand immediate constituent is a complex noun. Compound complex words and word stems are discussed in Section 12.4.

Selectional restrictions are important in the composition of many complex words and word stems. Syntactic features are frequently used to express these restrictions in formal rules below. In most cases the constituent structure and category of a complex word or word stem are reasonably clear, but in a few cases there is some uncertainty.

12.1 Phonological Words

A phonological word is a unit composed of one or more morphemes which is bounded by external open junctures (# in systematic phonemic transcription, spaces in the orthography) but which contains no external open junctures. The constituent morphemes of a phonological word are joined to each other with internal closed junctures (+ in systematic phonemic transcription, a hyphen in the orthography) or, occasionally, by internal open junctures (# in systematic phonemic transcription, double hyphens in the orthography). A phonological word corresponds to the usual intuitive notion of a word as a unit which is a minimal free form: it is readily pronounceable in isolation and enters
freely into syntactic constructions with other such words (is not bound).

12.1.1 Juncture Type: Evidence from Segmental Sandhi and Boundness

Evidence for an internal closed juncture is supplied by the sandhi rules detailed in Appendix A. Evidence for internal open juncture is essentially by elimination of the other two alternatives: a juncture between two morphemes is assumed to be an internal open juncture only if there is positive evidence that it is neither an internal closed juncture nor an external open juncture. In practice the usual situation in which an internal open juncture is recognized is one in which an interface between two morphemes does not exhibit the phonological changes characteristic of internal closed juncture, but one or both of the morphemes involved is clearly bound (is not a free form). Some examples with the internal open junctures underlined and the base forms given to the right:

(12.1) dō-'-aá
'surucu fruit' urucu-fruit

e-má-'-ãv+i4
'your dog' 2s-poss-dog

e-vé-'-ígi
'get yourself out' 2s-intr-remov-stem+formative

dçc-ka
'dent something' (3s)-dented-cause

tôk- tôg-á
'beat repeatedly' beat-beat-stem+formative

In the first three examples in (12.1) the internal open juncture occurs between vowels, manifesting itself as a glottal stop. The vowels do not merge into one syllable as they would if separated by
internal closed juncture:

(12.2)  *dō-a       'urucu fruit'
       *e-mā-āv+i+     'your dog'
       *e-vē-īgi       'get yourself out'

Each of the first three examples in (12.1) contains one or more bound morphemes. The bound noun root, dō- ~ doo- 'urucu', also occurs in doo-kaāp 'urucu seed', but not in isolation. The second and third examples in (12.1) involve derivational affixes, mā- and vē-, which are clearly not minimal free forms.

In the fourth and fifth examples in (12.1) the internal open juncture blocks the nasal sonorantization and consonant voicing which would occur across internal closed junctures even in slow speech:

(12.3)  *dañ-ga        'dent something'
       *tōg-dōg-ā    'beat repeatedly'

The morphemes dac-, -ka, and tōk- in (12.1) are bound. For example, dac- cannot occur without a suffix:

(12.4)  *dac        māā       'It's dented.'
        (3s)-dented   (3s)-PCOP+asr

12.1.2 Juncture Type: Evidence from Length Sandhi

Evidence for juncture type in words and stems is sometimes provided by lengthening and shortening rules which operate only within, not across, external open junctures. In general a long syllable becomes short (or a short syllable does not lengthen) when followed by a nonaffixal short syllable within a phonological word:
(12.5) pō-kāc--āp
'firestick'

//##pavō+kāy+ṾṾ#āp###/
thing-burning-stem+formative-stick

cf: pō-kāc 'fire'

gō-ja-kāp-kit
'white of my eye'

//##gō+ya+kāp+kīt###/
ls-eye-s.r.o-white

cf: gō-ja-kāp 'my eye'

In the first example in (12.5) the long syllable produced by the adjective stem formative process (symbolized by ṾṾ) was then shortened to -kāc- due to a following short syllable, indicating the juncture immediately preceding āp is not an external open juncture. If that juncture were an internal closed juncture, then *pō-kān-āp would result by regular sandhi rules. Therefore the juncture is an internal open juncture. In the second example in (12.5) the internal juncture between p and k could be either open or closed since voiceless consonant clusters following oral vowels are not affected by any phonological rules. Such cases are arbitrarily considered to have internal closed juncture.

In elementary nouns which are not usually possessed (and in their corresponding noun stems) nonfinal syllables are often (though not always) lengthened if the final syllable is long or is lengthened. This provides evidence that a construction is one phonological word, not two. Examples:

(12.6) bee-kā
'clearing on path'

//##be+kā###/
w+path-clearing(?)

zōōc-kāp
'Rain Star'

//##zoy+kāp###/
w+rain-s.r.o

(prominent in the rainy season)

In (12.6) the internal juncture is arbitrarily assumed to be
closed; the morpheme interfaces in the two examples are not such as
to be affected by the segmental sandhi rules.

The juncture between two constructions, each of which can be mini-
mal free forms, is assumed to be external open juncture unless this is
ruled out by (1) positive sandhi evidence for internal closed juncture
or (2) by lengthening or shortening changes of the type illustrated
in (12.5) and (12.6).

12.2 Complex Words Derived from Phrases, Clauses, or Quotes

Three particles and the 'say/think' quotation process derive
complex words from other syntactic constructions in a fully productive
fashion. These derived complex words are very common.

12.2.1 Complex Nouns Derived with mät and méne

Many examples of the nominalization particles mät (substantive)
and méne (nonsubstantive) are given in Section 6.3.11. These two par-
ticles derive complex nouns from VPs and from S's of the nominal sen-
tence functional type. Some examples with the complex noun underlined:

(12.7)T goōc mi mät
      ground use sb.nz
      'automobile'

(12.8)A zoc mi méne
       w+rain use nsb.nz
       'rainy season'

(12.9)T ee-na mät pi bó té tó-ka
       th-lk sb.nz from tz nasr .lpe-(pPST+pDEF+nasr)-go

       ee pi teé jè tá-sfgf má-āc kac
       that from cont that 3p-near sb.nz-pl involve

       'From there we went to those near them.' (Cinta Larga dialect)
(12.10) T ão té me-sā aā sérék tā méne ikiní
neg nasr 2s-nasr this (3s)-clothing with nsb.nz see

'Don't you see how she is with her clothing?' (pregnant)

(12.11) T "ëe bó pazé-ëc māa sōp abí palí
then tz other-pl pPST+asr claypit beside pachiuba
sábēe ánēe a-vē-pea mát picaā
board (pPST+pDEF)-nom 3c-intr-beat+pl.o sb.nz standing+pl
māga-ā" kî-ip
put-s.m ev-rcl

'Then others put upright beaten pachiuba boards beside the claypit.'

In (12.9-12.11) the nominalizations are the objects of transitive
verb stems. Examples (12.9) and (12.11) provide evidence that they
are complex nouns rather than NPs or NP's: they can be modified by
demonstratives and by adjective stems, thus distributing inside the NP
like an elementary noun:

(12.9a) jē tá-s-gī má-āc 'those near them'
Dem Ppfx V'st.t
| VP
| N
| NP'
NP

(12.11a) palí sábēe ánēe a-vē-pea mát picaā
S' nomS.F.TY sb.nz standing+pl
| Adj'st
| NP'
| NP
'upright beaten pachiuba boards'

Rule (12.12) generates complex nouns derived with the nominalization particles:

\[
(12.12) \quad S' \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{nomS.F.TY} \\
\text{VP}
\end{array} \right\} \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{mät} \\
\text{méne}
\end{array} \right\}
\]

12.2.2 Complex Verbs Derived with ná

The verbalization particle, ná 'as, in the capacity of', derives complex verbs from NPs. Examples with complex verbs underlined:

\[
(12.13)T \quad \text{éé pát áp māā kol-áp ná} \quad \text{that thing l.t.o pPST+asr flute-l.t.o vz}
\]

\[
\text{tāá-jere ná kí-á} \quad \text{3p-thing+in+front+of vz again-s.m}
\]

'That thing (bamboo) was playing like a flute in front of them.'

\[
(12.14)T \quad \text{tó-vít vi̱-p ná} \quad \text{lpe-food cook-nz vz}
\]

'To be something (with which) to cook our food.' (sentence fragment, answer to 'Why do you make pots?')

\[
(12.15)T \quad \text{jē goñát ná vē-tēēt teē pa-māge-ē-na} \quad \text{that spirit vz it-exct (=same) cont lpi-asr-th-lk}
\]

'We are going to continue playing those same Goñát flutes.'

Because of the relative simplicity of VP structure it is not possible to prove that ná constructions are complex verbs as opposed to VPs. I shall assume that they are complex verbs, paralleling the complex nouns formed by the nominalization particles, mät and méne. Structure diagrams:
(12.14a) tō-vīt vii-p nā 'to be something to
1pe-food cook-nz vz cook our food'

(12.15a) jē. goñāt nā vē-tēét teē 'continue playing those
that spirit vz it-exct cont same Goñāt (flutes)'

Phrase structure rule (12.16) generates complex verbs derived
with nā:

(12.16) V → NP - nā

12.2.3 Complex Say/Think Verbs Derived with -ā

A 'say/think' construction is derived from an utterance or thought
by adding the syntactic marker, -ā, to its right-hand boundary. These
constructions act formally as complex verbs. When the speech/thought is attributed, the subject of the S' immediately dominating the VP containing the complex verb is the speaker/thinker. Either the topic of the speech/thought or the addressee can appear as the object of the transitive verb stem kac 'involve'. Two examples with the attributed speech underlined:

(12.17)T ãv-ā?  ṣ koc té e-zé-e-na ṣ-di
which-s.m which at nasr 2s-nasr-th-1k is-cousin
speech

ikológico āā
name-s.m s.m

'Which? Which one are you calling "my cousin Ikológica"?'

(12.18)T "gā ma'g mē-e-na-ā" māā noō
this get 1s+pPST+asr-th-1k-s.m (3s)-pPST+asr (3s)-give
speech

tā-kac
3p-involve

"I got this," he said, giving it to them.

There appears to be some ambiguity in Gavião between attributed speech and attributed thoughts since informants are sometimes uncertain whether particular examples are spoken or thought. However, in all text examples in which the subject of the clause is clearly thinking a thought instead of speaking, the nonassertive particle, té, is found inside the attributed thought:

(12.19)T ā-na té me-sā "bosap tāga té taâj-ā"
which-1k nasr 2s-nasr w+pot clay nasr 3s-(pCOP+nasr)-
thought

tāga ākin̄i, gāla koj-ā
s.m clay see forest at-s.m
'How do you find pottery clay in the forest?' ('Thinking, "Is it pottery clay?" how do you find the clay in the forest?')

Example with a thought inside quoted speech:

(12.20)T "'ëé bó té zã madēk tî tì aka-å" ãop there tz nasr ls+nasr lizard big kill-s.m neg thought speech
bó ë-ga-å' māা kaj-å' kî-ip tz 2s-(pDEF+imp)-go-s.m (3s)-pPST+asr (3s)-involve-s.m ev-rcl speech

'"Go ahead without thinking about killing the Giant Lizard," he said to him.' (Though not underlined, everything preceding the particle kî-ip 'recalled evidence' is formally quoted speech, recalled from a traditional story.)

There appears to be no contrast between direct and indirect attributed speech/thoughts in Gavião. The speech/thought appears exactly as said or thought. In particular, third person prefixes within the attributed material do not indicate coreferentiality with the sentence subject as they do in subordinate clauses marked with -å. For example, in the sentence below the first person singular possessor of 'nature' is coreferential with the third person subject of the sentence, but the third person coreferential prefix does not occur on 'nature':

(12.21)T 'ë-gērē bēre mi-å" ĕēt 2s-exh+go ls+nature use-s.m (3s)-pPST+pDEF+pSJV+asr speech kî-nap ev-ndef.tm

'"Go do like me!" he said.'

There appears to be one exception to the generality that the
attributed material appears exactly as spoken or thought: at least
some demonstratives in say/think complex verbs can be interpreted as
indirect speech/thoughts:

(12.22) T eē' -ēēc jē-e-na ci-tē-e-na kīī
that-pl PST+nDEF+uDUR+pSJV+asr-th-lk 3s-with-th-lk ins
"aā-na-ā" teē kīī kī-nap
this-lk-s.m cont ins ev-ndef.tm
speech

'They were with him, talking like that.'

In (12.22) the people were not actually saying 'aā-na', which is, rather,
an anaphoric reference to what the people had said in the text
sentences immediately prior to (12.22).

A say/think construction is considered to be a complex verb be-
cause it distributes within the phrase like an elementary verb such
as, say, ibalā 'dance'. The VP immediately dominating the say/think
complex verb can be preposed like any other. It can be modified by
qualification particles such as ŋôp 'negation' in (12.20) above or
kīī 'intensification' in (12.22) above and can also be nominalized
by the particles màt or méne:

(12.23) A atē-ā màt 'someone who says "yes" a lot'
yes-s.m sb.nz

The utterance or thought to which the syntactic marker -ā is
attached will be designated formally as an Utterance/Thought. This
is a reasonably accurate and suggestive designation, but it should be
understood broadly so as to include noises which are not speech. The
phrase structure representation of the VP containing the attributed
thought in (12.20) is given below as (12.20a):
Phonology: 12.20a  ēē bō té zā madēk tīī aka-ā  ċōp  nēg
Utterance/Thought

\[ V \]

\[ VP \]

\[ VP \]

'not (thinking), "there I'll kill the Giant Lizard"

Phrase structure rule (12.24) generates say/think complex verbs:

\[ (12.24) \ V \rightarrow \text{Utterance/Thought} - \text{ā} \]

12.3 Complex Words and Complex Word Stems Derived from Elementary
   Words and Word Stems or from Complex Words

There are four (possibly five) Gavião particles which derive com-
plex words and complex word stems in a fully productive fashion from
elementary words and elementary word stems. One of these, tīī 'caus-
ative', can also form constructions with nonsubstantive elementary or
complex nouns. These derivational particles are each examined below.

12.3.1 Complex Adjective Stems Derived with dēē

The particle dēē 'past participle' derives complex adjective
stems from preceding elementary verb stems. The resulting complex
adjective stem translates as the past participle of the verb stem.
Example with the complex adjective stem (underlined) modifying a pre-
ceding noun stem:

\[ (12.25) \text{T ēē-na té pa-zōp pop ajāla dēē já,} \]

\[ \text{th-1k nasr lpi-remainder leave pst.prt pPST+nDEF+uDUR+} \]

\[ dīīn bīī ājere nā, icī-a āgō-a koc} \]

\[ \text{nasr name thing+in+front+of vz rock-ft.o heart-ft.o at} \]
'Thus were the left-behind rest of us, in front of Díím'bíí, inside the rock.'

In the above example the verb stem is transitive: ājālā 'leave'. Informants agree that déè can also follow cross-referencing verb stems:

(12.26)A paderè  āggà  déè
   person begin+morning pst.prt the morning

Since *paderè āggà is not a grammatical construction, the constituent structure of (12.26) must be as in (12.26a):

(12.26a) paderè  āggà  déè
   person begin+morning pst.prt

No qualification particles (e.g. ḗāp 'negation') can intervene between the V'st and déè. Complex verb stems cannot form constructions with déè. Clearly the left-hand immediate constituent of déè constructions is the preceding elementary verb stem. Complex stems formed with déè are considered to be adjective stems because (1) they distribute like elementary adjective stems within NPs, and (2) their third person singular prefixes, like those of elementary adjective stems, translate as an indefinite 'something' rather than as the third person possessors of noun stems, 'his, her, its'. Phrase structure rule (12.27) generates complex adjective stems derived with déè:

(12.27) Adj st← V'st - déè
12.3.2 Complex Verbs and Complex Verb Stems Derived with ma-tëé

The particle ma-tëé 'causative' derives complex verbs from preceding elementary verbs and derives complex verb stems from preceding elementary verb stems. This particle is phonetically identical to the transitive verb stem ma-tëé 'send, spend' (< //ma-// 'transitivization' + //të+ë// 'go, flow'), but informants claim there is no idea of 'send' in the causative constructions. Example with a double occurrence of ma-tëé (complex verb stem and complex verb underlined):

(12.28)T "méne tòot teët bó alòp màa a-maa-kàap
that attached excz tz 3s pPST+asr 3c-peanut-s.r.o
ígi ma-tëé bañà ma-tëé alé-ec kaj-å" kí-ip
take+out cause assemble cause 3s-pl involve-s.m ev-rcl

'That was the truth; he had them get together and harvest his peanuts.' (Either there is an error in the first three words or else the sentence is aberrant, having something in the sentence-initial DemP which is not a DemP.)

Notice that the causees, alé-ec 'them', are the object of the transitive verb stem kaç 'involve'. The particle ma-tëé is always preceded by an elementary verb or verb stem; nothing can intervene, supporting the claim that it forms constructions with these as the left-hand immediate constituent. In text examples ma-tëé follows verbs and transitive verb stems, as in (12.28). Informants claim elementary cross-referencing verb stems can also precede ma-tëé:

(12.29)A g-gerë ma-tëé e-màga 'You are making me sleep.'
ls-sleep cause 2s-asr

In these cases the Gavião prefer to use the transitivizing prefix, //ma-//:
(12.30) \[ \text{ó-ma-kérè e-mága} \quad \text{'You are making me sleep.'} \]

1s-tr-sleep 2s-asr

Complex verb stems derived with ma-téé would appear to always be transitive. The derived complex verbs of course take no objects and cannot be prefixed for person. The constituent structure of the VPs containing the complex verb stem and complex verb in (12.28) above are given as (12.28a):

(12.28a) \[ \text{a-maa-kááp ígí ma-téé bañà ma-téé} \]

3c-peanut-s.r.o take+out cause assemble cause

\[ \text{Ppfx N'\text{st}} \quad \text{V'\text{st}} \quad \text{V' V} \quad \text{VP} \]

'cause to assemble'

'cause to harvest his peanuts'

Phrase structure rule (12.31) generates complex verbs derived with ma-téé, and rule (12.32) generates complex transitive verb stems derived with ma-téé:

(12.31) \[ V \leftrightarrow V' - \text{ma-téé} \]

(12.32) \[ V \text{ st.t} \leftrightarrow V'\text{st} - \text{ma-téé} \]

12.3.3 **Complex Verbs and Complex Verb Stems Derived with tígí**

The particle tígí 'causative, cause to become' forms complex transitive verb stems with an immediately preceding elementary adjective stem. These complex verb stems translate as 'cause to become adjective stem'. Example with the complex verb stem underlined:
(12.33) T saa-bi pēêp tīgi  
3s-face black cause  
'to blacken its surface' (sentence fragment about firing pots)

The constituent structure of (12.33) is presumably as given in (12.33a):

(12.33a) saa-bi pēêp tīgi  
3s-face black cause  

Phrase structure rule (12.34) generates complex transitive verb stems derived from elementary adjective stems by tīgi:

(12.34) V st.t ← Adj'st - tīgi

The particle tīgi also forms causative constructions with immediately preceding nonsubstantive nominalizations. There are two types of nonsubstantive nominalizations, one morphologically derived and one syntactically derived. The suffix //ve// derives nonsubstantive elementary nouns from elementary verbs and derives nonsubstantive elementary noun stems from elementary verb or elementary adjective stems. These derived elementary noun stems are pARG, taking the preceding NP or person prefix as their argument. Example of a causative construction (underlined) containing a morphologically
derived nominal:

(12.35) T mat bō ēēt a-māpē-e tīgī
that (=he) tz pPST+pDEF+pSJV+asr 3c-shoot-nsb.nz cause

a-sāvāt-te-ē-na kī-nap
3c-jumping-become-th-1k ev-ndef.tm

'He jumped up, getting himself shot.'

The constituent structure of the VP containing the causative construction in (12.35) is possibly as given in (12.35a) or possibly as given in (12.35b):

(12.35a) a-māpē-e tīgī (12.35b) a-māpē-e tīgī
3c-shoot-nsb.nz cause 3c-shoot-nsb.nz cause

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ppfx</th>
<th>N'st</th>
<th>nSB</th>
<th>pARG</th>
<th>V st.t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

'get himself shot'

Either (12.35a) or (12.35b) seem possible on semantic grounds, and (12.35a) parallels the structure of (12.33a). However, I shall assume that (12.35b) is the correct analysis because that parallels the structure of causative constructions formed with nonsubstantive nominalizations syntactically derived by the particle mēne. Examples of those, with the causative complex verb underlined:

(12.36) T jē a-ma-'iī oō-c népo kā mēne
that 3c-poss-chica eat-actors arm in (=on) nsb.nz

tīgī kī-ā
cause ints-s.m
'causing (them) to be on the arms of those eaters of his chicha'  
(A sentence fragment. The host bids his daughters to dance with the guests.)

(12.37)T "aa-viì té māpit éêt ále-á" mēne
3c-die nasr ls+child pPST+pDEF+nasr explan-s.m nsb.nz
tīgī vāavgā māga ē-gac ále-á
cause shaman asr 2s-involve fut-s.m

'The shaman will make you think, "My son is dead."'

Notice that the causee in (12.37) is the object of the transitive
verb stem kāc 'involve'.

In (12.36) and (12.37) the particle tīgī would seem to be in
construction with the whole preceding complex noun derived with mēne.
The claim that the underlined constructions are complex verbs, each
dominated by a VP node, is supported by the occurrence of the intensi-
Fication particle, kīī, immediately after tīgī in (12.36) and by the
fact that the causative construction in (12.37) has been preposited.
Constituent structure of the causative construction in (12.37):

(12.37a) aa-viì té māpit éêt ále-á mēne tīgī
Utterance/Thought
V
VP
N
nSB
nFIN
V
VP

'cause to think, "My son is dead."'

Phrase structure rule (12.38) generates complex verbs derived
from nonsubstantive nouns by the particle țiğî:

(12.38)  
\[ V \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
N' \\
N \\
{\text{nSB}} \\
{\text{nFIN}} 
\end{cases} - țiğî \]

The negative value for the feature SB 'substantive' occurs on complex nouns derived with mène and on complex nouns whose head is an elementary noun stem derived with //ve/. It also occurs on elementary nouns derived with //ve/, e.g. ȉbalâ'e 'dance, dancing'. When țiğî occurs after a substantive noun it is interpreted as the phonetically identical transitive verb stem, țiğî 'knock down, singular object'. Rule (12.38) stipulates a negative value for a feature FIN 'finite' as a formal means of excluding S's nominalized with mène, which cannot occur in causative constructions.

12.3.4 Time and Place Constructions Derived with țiğî

The particle țiğî 'time', 'place' occasionally has a high second tone. The conditioning factor is uncertain, but the țiğî form appears to always precede a phonological word with initial high tone occurring in the same phrase (e.g. jè țiğî pî 'that place from', 'from there').

The particle țiğî forms constructions with preceding elementary noun stems which designate some sort of event. This restriction is expressed formally by assigning these noun stems a plus value for a feature EVENT. The resulting construction is a complex transitive verb stem which translates roughly as 'at the time that N'st of object occurs'. Examples with the complex verb stem underlined:
(12.39) "'mâ-'-iì kakíc tìgi ē-á kótkóör-á'
1s+poss-chicha desire time tag+Q-s.m uncle-s.m
mâa kaj-á" kí-ip
(3s)-pPST+asr (3s)-involve-s.m ev-rcl

"When I want my chicha, right, Uncle?" he said to him.
(The subject acknowledges being distracted by thoughts of food.)

(12.40) bêre tìgi 'when I feel like it'
1s+nature (=disposition) time

Elementary noun stems and nouns formed with the nominalization suffix //p// are pEVENT and can form constructions with tìgi. There are no text examples of this, but informants freely create and accept examples. Example with a derived elementary noun stem:

(12.41) iì va-p tìgi 'at the time of drinking chicha'
chicha drink-nz time

Elementary adjective stems also form complex transitive verb stems with tìgi:

(12.42) e-vōòp tìgi 'when you are red'
2s-red time

Demonstratives which do not indicate proximity (mâ 'some, other' and náapó 'past') form temporal complex verbs with tìgi:

(12.43) móoc akìtt tā-mâa má tìgi-á
one kill+dm 3p-pPST+asr other time-s.m
'They killed one another time.'

Two temporal elementary verbs contain tìgi:

(12.44) á-nâm-dìgi 'when'
which-number-time
'in ancient times'

Clearly tīgi does not have phrase scope since no qualification particles can immediately precede it. It could be argued in cases such as (12.41) above that the scope of the particle is the preceding complex noun, not the preceding elementary noun stem. This cannot be ruled out, but in cases such as (12.42) it seems more likely that the scope of tīgi is the preceding elementary (adjective) stem, not the whole NP', e-vō̂o. So I shall make the simplest assumption, that the scope of tīgi is the preceding elementary word or elementary word stem. Then the phrase structure of (12.41) is:

(12.41a) \[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{i}i \\
\text{chicha} \\
\text{drink-nz} \\
\text{time}
\end{array} \]

Temporal complex transitive verb stems derived by tīgi are generated by rule (12.45) below. The temporal complex verbs are generated by rule (12.46).

(12.45) \[ V \text{ st.t} \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{N' st} \\
pEVENT
\end{array} \right\} - \text{tīgi} \]

(12.46) \[ V \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{N'} \\
pEVENT \\
\text{Dem} \\
nPROX
\end{array} \right\} - \text{tīgi} \]
When a demonstrative which indicates proximity precedes tígí, the resulting construction indicates a specific location, not time:

(12.47)T áá  tígí  pí  ĝêt  ále-ć
this place from 2s-(pDEF+imp) future-s.m
'Do it from there.'

(12.48)T "'jē  tígí  mát  vā  kā  teé  ĝ-ga  ále-ā'
that place sb.nz hole in cont 2s-(pDEF+imp)-go
 tā-māa  kajā"  kī-ip
fut-s.m  3p-pPST+asr (3s)-involve-s.m ev-rcl
"Go into that hole," they said to him.'

The tígí construction in (12.48) is certainly a complex verb since it is nominalized by mát. Certainly the tígí construction in (12.47) is not verbal since it is the object of the postpositional transitive verb stem pí 'be from'. It would appear to be either a complex demonstrative or a complex noun, and in general there is little motivation for a category of complex demonstratives. 'Measurement' expressions (e.g. móoc 'one') distribute like both verbs and nouns. The 'place' complex words formed with tígí appear to parallel the measurement expressions, and I shall assume that these constructions can be either complex verbs or complex nouns:

(12.47a) áá  tígí  (12.48a) jē  tígí
this place that place

Phrase structure rules:
(12.49) N\rightarrow Dem - \text{tīgi}
p\text{PROX} \quad 'place' \\
(12.50) V\rightarrow Dem - \text{tīgi}
p\text{PROX} \quad 'place'

12.3.5 The Problematical Particle pāt

The particle pāt occurs after demonstratives which indicate proximity. It is not certain that this is a derivational particle as opposed to a qualification particle, possibly related to the contrastive qualification particle, pātpāt. Examples:

(12.51)T ja-’-ūp aka té pa-ā 
(3s)-eye-nonexistent+pl (=unaware) kill nasr lpi-nasr 
baalā eē pāt aka kį 
initially that ? kill again

'We kill that type when they are still unaware,'

(12.52)T eē pā-na té mā-i-jaāc jā-ā 
that ?-lk nasr ?-chicha-owner p\text{PST}+\text{nDEF}+\text{uDUR}+nasr-{s.m}

'Like that the host spoke?'

(12.53)T eē pāt āp māā kol-āp nā, 
that ? l.t.o p\text{PST}+\text{asr} flute-l.t.o vz 
ťā-jere nā kį-ā 
3p-thing+in+front+of vz again-{s.m}

'That thing (bamboo) was playing like a flute in front of them.'

The meaning of pāt seems to be contrastive or possibly 'type'.

The constructions it forms with demonstratives may well be demonstratives since only demonstratives are known to occur before the manner suffix, -na, as in (12.52). However, there are no examples at hand of these constructions occurring sentence initially as DemPs, nor of
their modifying NP's as demonstratives do. There is an elementary noun stem, pāt, meaning 'possession, thing':

(12.54)  e-bāt  'your thing'  e-bāt  cīt  'your flower'

The analysis of pāt will be deferred and not included in the grammatical rules.

12.4  Compound Complex Words and Word Stems

Compound complex words and word stems are in general less productive constructions than the derived complex words and word stems. The formation of compound complex nouns and noun stems and of compound complex cross-referencing verb stems is quite productive, but compound complex adjective stems are very marginal.

12.4.1  Compound Complex Nouns and Noun Stems

The very common compound complex nouns and noun stems are in principle indefinitely long, unlike compound elementary nouns and noun stems. As explained in Section 3.2 above, each elementary word stem belongs to one of four person prefix classes and each elementary noun stem also has certain values for the four nominal construction type subcategorization features, which determine the possible relations it may have with a preceding nominal expression: INAL 'inalienably possessed', ALN 'alienably possessed', MOD 'modified', and ARG 'takes preceding nominal as its argument'. The first two of these are discussed in Section 9.3.2 above.

Each compound complex noun stem has (1) the person prefix class and (2) the nominal construction type feature values of its leftmost
constituent elementary noun stem:

(12.55)  oɔ-co áąp  
|  |  
|  Is-soul  holw.o  
|  |  
|  Ppfx  N'st  N'st  
|  |  |  
|  pINAL  pMOD  
|  |  
|  N st  pINAL  
|  |  
|  NP'st  pINAL  
|  
|  NP'  

'my radio' 

In (12.55) the compound complex noun stem íco áąp 'radio' (the initial vowel deletes during person prefixation) is of the //eé//- person prefix class and is inalienably possessed since these are the properties of the leftmost noun stem, íco 'soul, likeness'. The compound complex noun stem 'radio' must be possessed, though one can speak of radios in general by using the first person plural inclusive prefix: paá-co áąp '(our) radio(s)'.

A compound complex noun accepts the pALN stem formative prefix, má-, if it begins with an elementary noun which accepts it:

(12.56)  e-má-poò  pîp  
|  |  |  
|  2s-poss-thing  holw.o+dm  
|  |  |  
|  Ppfx  pCTRL  
|  |  |  
|  N'  N'st  
|  |  |  
|  nCTRL  pMOD  
|  |  
|  N st  pALN  
|  |  
|  NP'st  pALN  
|  
|  NP'  

'your container'
In (12.56) the compound complex noun poó ꧀ ꧀ ꧀ ꧀ ꧀ 'container' accepts the prefix mā- since the elementary noun stem poó 'thing' does.

In nearly all text examples, the head of a compound complex noun or noun stem is an elementary noun stem. Most of these elementary noun stems are either pMOD or pARG, but a few compound complex nouns and noun stems have heads which are pINAL. In that case the preceding immediate constituent is always just an elementary noun or noun stem, however, not a full NP or NP':

(12.57) T bolip kābeē
fish rib
N' N'st
N pINAL

'pacu fish'

(12.58) T gāt ti
w+sun mother
N' N'st
N pINAL

'moon, month' (sun's mother)

In (12.58) 'moon' is a complex noun which has a corresponding complex noun stem, kāt ti. Phrase structure rule (12.59) generates complex nouns with pINAL heads. Rule (12.60) generates complex noun stems with pINAL heads:

(12.59) N \rightarrow N' - N'st pINAL (rare)

(12.60) N st \rightarrow N'st - N'st αINAL αINAL pINAL
       \    \BALN BALN
       \    \TIMOD TIMOD
       \    \SARG SARG

Two examples of compound complex nouns with pMOD elementary noun stem heads are given below. The head is modified by a noncontrol (nCTRL) NP', in these cases an elementary noun. This construction is
quite productive.

(12.61)A bákov-aá *típ
banana-ft.o tree

N' nCTRL
NP' nCTRL
N

(12.62)T zoc- w+rain
káp s.r.o

N' N'st
nCTRL pMOD
NP' nCTRL pMOD
N

'banana tree' 'hail stone'

There are three types of pMOD elementary noun stems. All are nINAL and nARG. The first type, exemplified by *típ 'tree' and by the other stems listed in (9.22), Section 9.3.2 above, have a phonetically identical corresponding elementary noun (e.g. *típ 'tree'). These stems are nALN, but a pALN stem can be formed with the prefix má- (e.g. má-*típ 'tree').

The second type, exemplified by a 'house, village' and by the other stems in (9.23) above, is pALN as well as pMOD. The corresponding noun is either phonetically identical, e.g. a 'house, village', or formed with the 'w' word-deriving prefix.

There is also a third type of pMOD elementary noun stem, exemplified by káp 'small, round object'. Most of these are shapes or forms. Some have corresponding pINAL stems, which, however, have a narrower, more concrete meaning. For example, káp means 'egg' as a pINAL elementary noun stem and can only be possessed by something which lays eggs. This third type of pMOD noun stem is always nALN and can only be alienably possessed indirectly using the dummy noun stem, pát 'thing, possession', e.g. e-bát káp 'your small, round
object (perhaps a bird's egg). As elementary nouns, words like kāp are often used for anaphoric reference to objects of the particular shape or form which they denote.

All of the reasonably clear examples of this third type of pMOD noun stem are listed below. Doubtful cases are indicated with a question mark, and any corresponding pINAL noun stems are listed with their glosses.

(12.63)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>N'st and N' pMOD</th>
<th>2s-N'st pINAL</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fruit-like object</td>
<td>aá</td>
<td>éê-'-aá</td>
<td>penis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long, thin object</td>
<td>ép</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hollow/convex object</td>
<td>āáp</td>
<td>e-'-āáp</td>
<td>vagina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liquid</td>
<td>ci</td>
<td>ē-ji (?)</td>
<td>sweat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insides</td>
<td>cábák (?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flower</td>
<td>ķît</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small, round object</td>
<td>kāp</td>
<td>ę-ɡáp</td>
<td>egg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beach</td>
<td>kāâp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long, thin object</td>
<td>kâlì</td>
<td>ę-ɡâlì</td>
<td>bone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cob</td>
<td>kjit (?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>string</td>
<td>kïtâp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>powder</td>
<td>kōôp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>root</td>
<td>págaâ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piece</td>
<td>pēkââp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bark-like object</td>
<td>sâbëë</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>root</td>
<td>sâgaâ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leaf-like object</td>
<td>sep</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The maximal construction which modifies a pMOD head is a NP' or N' since the modifying construction does not contain demonstratives or qualification particles but may contain elementary or complex adjectival stems:

(12.64)T  eé-na  gőc  koñõ  déẽ  va  ká  teé
          th-1k  ground  dig  pst.prt  hole  in  cont

tá-máge-é-na  máki-i-na  pőc  máki-i-na
3p-asr-th-1k  (3s)-make+pl.o-th-1k  (3s)-big  make+pl.o-th-1k

'Like that, in a hole dug in the ground they make (them), make big (ones).'

(12.65)T  "sép  kāc  kõop  avák  tígi  alé-ec
          hair  burnt  powder  scattered  cause  3s-pl

kaj-á"  kí-ip
involve-s.m  ev-rcl

'(Did it) to them (by) scattering the powder of the burnt hair.'
(sentence fragment explaining how the Nonhunter cursed the hunters by burning the hair of their game and scattering the ashes)

(12.64a)  gőc  koñõ  déẽ  va
          ground  dig  pst.prt  hole

|                  |  |  |
|------------------|--|--
| N'               | V'st.t | N' st
| nCTRL            | Adj st | pALN
| NP'              | nCTRL |

'hole dug in the ground'
The NP' modifying a pMOD noun stem can consist of a possessed NP' stem, providing that the NP' is noncontrolling:

Example of a possessed compound complex noun stem:
It would seem that the pMOD head of a compound complex noun or noun stem could itself be a compound complex noun stem, but there are no clear examples of this. So, assuming that the head is always an elementary noun stem, the phrase structure rules for compound complex nouns and noun stems with pMOD heads are as given below.

(12.68) \[ N \rightarrow \text{NP}' - N'st \]
\[ \text{nCTRL} \quad \text{pMOD} \]

(12.69) \[ N'st \rightarrow \text{NP}'s't - N'st \]
\[ \alpha\text{INAL} \quad \alpha\text{INAL} \quad \text{pMOD} \]
\[ \beta\text{ALN} \quad \beta\text{ALN} \]
\[ \gamma\text{MOD} \quad \gamma\text{MOD} \]
\[ \delta\text{ARG} \quad \delta\text{ARG} \]
\[ \text{nCTRL} \]

An example of a compound complex noun with a pARG elementary noun stem head is given in (12.70) below. The head takes the preceding person prefix or NP as its argument. This construction is very productive.

(12.70)\[ T \]
\[ \text{botop} \quad \text{men-ga-p} \quad \text{'rat trap'} \]
\[ \text{rat} \quad \text{seized-cause+become-nz} \]
\[ \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \]  

Elementary noun stems which are pARG are always negative for the other three nominal construction type features: \( \alpha \)INAL, \( \beta \)ALN, and \( \gamma \)MOD. They have no corresponding elementary nouns. They are distinguishable from \( \alpha \)INAL stems semantically and are far more productive of compound complex nouns.
Most elementary noun stems which are pARG are nominalizations, but some are not. The clear examples of non-derived stems are given below.

(12.71)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>N'st</th>
<th>2s-N'st</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>time period after argument</td>
<td>äbep</td>
<td>ėē-bep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>something in front of argument</td>
<td>ājerē</td>
<td>ėē-jerē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>owner of argument</td>
<td>ijaāc</td>
<td>ėē-jaāc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desire for argument</td>
<td>kakāc</td>
<td>ė-akāc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sign or omen of argument</td>
<td>kāzōp</td>
<td>ė-ązōp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eater of argument</td>
<td>ŏt</td>
<td>ė-őt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>message about argument</td>
<td>pēsēt</td>
<td>ė-bēsēt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of these, ijaāc 'owner', and ŏt 'eater' are possibly actor nominalizations of verb stems no longer extant.

All three Gavião nominalizing suffixes form pARG elementary noun stems, though two of them also produce nARG elementary noun stems. Nonsubstantive, abstract nominalizations are formed from elementary verb stems or elementary verbs by the suffix //ve// (underlined):

(12.72) tāga vē-i
clay cook-nsb.nz

(12.73) eē-kinē-i
2s-see-nsb.nz

'firing (pottery) clay'

'meeting you' ('seeing you')
The pARG nominalizations take as their arguments the same NPs or person prefixes which could be arguments of the verb stem which has been nominalized. In (12.72), tāga 'clay' can be the subject argument of the intransitive cross-referencing verb stem vii ‘cook, get cooked’. In (12.73), the person prefix eē- 'second person singular' can be the object of the transitive verb stem ākinī 'see'.

There is one example of a pARG noun stem formed from an adjective stem (gōp 'nonexistent') by //ve//:

(12.74)T tāga ̣gv-e  'lack of clay'
clay nonexistent-nbs.nz

Some of the elementary noun stems formed with the nominalizing suffix //p// are 'event' nominalizations and some are substantive. All of the 'event' stems are are pARG and some of the substantive stems (such as men-ga-p 'trap' in (12.70) above) are pARG also. An 'event' example:

(12.75)T gā koc tē ̣e-zā-ā ̣ té-teé tā-māā
 this at nasr ̣2s-nasr-s.m only ̣3p-PST+asr

ţ-gac, aa-kinī-p koc
is-involve 3c-see-nz at

'They just said, 'You're here?' to me upon (my) seeing them.'
(A Gavião meets the Cinta Larga Indians for the first time.)

Structure of the compound complex noun in (12.75):
(12.75a) aa-kinî-p
3c-see-nz

Pfx  N'st

N  pARG

'the actor suffix, //t//, derives pARG elementary noun stems:

(12.76)T  aza  akâ-t
paca  kill-actor

N'  N'st

NP'  pARG

NP

N

The pARG elementary noun stems form only compound complex nouns, not noun stems. However, if the compound complex noun begins with an elementary noun which accepts the possessor prefix, mâ-, then an alienably possessed compound complex noun stem can be derived:

(12.77)T  vğzet  mâ-pê-e  mâkî-i
woman  poss-thing-pl  make+pl.o-nsb.nz

N'  N'  N'st

NP'  pMA  pARG

NP'  NP

NP  pCTRL

N  pMA

N  pALN

NP'  NP'st

NP'  pALN

'women's work'
Because of the translation it is clear that the speaker intends the constituent structure of (12.77) to be as indicated, though formally a different constituent structure, giving the translation 'making women's things' is also possible.

Compound complex nouns with pARG heads very frequently modify pMOD noun stems:

(12.78)
\[
\begin{array}{l}
gō-bi \\
\text{is-face} \\
Ppfx \quad N'st \\
pCTRL \quad pINAL \\
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{l}
pogō-p \\
cover-nz \\
N'st \\
pARG \\
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{l}
sérek \\
cloth \\
N'st \\
pALN \\
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{l}
'my blanket' \\
pMOD \\
\end{array}
\]

Phrase structure rule (12.79) generates compound complex nouns with pARG heads:

(12.79)
\[
N \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
\{NP\} & - N'st \\
\{Ppfx\} & - pARG 
\end{cases}
\]

Phrase structure rule (12.80) accounts for the derivation of pALN stems from compound complex nouns. The feature MA indicates whether the noun accepts the prefix mā-.

(12.80) \[
N \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{st} \\
\text{pALN} \\
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
mā- \\
pMA \\
\end{array} - N
\]
There are a couple examples of what appear to be compound complex nouns formed from an elementary noun or noun stem followed by an elementary adjective stem:

\[(12.81) T \quad \text{glime} \quad \text{kōót} \quad \text{black+monkey gray}\]
\[(12.82) T \quad \text{nekó} \quad \text{sóót} \quad \text{cat putrid}\]

'gray monkey' ('macaco barrigudo') 'a kind of opossum' ('mucura')

These will be accounted for by phrase structure rules (12.83) and (12.84):

\[(12.83) \quad N \rightarrow N' - \text{Adj'st} \quad \text{(rare)}\]
\[(12.84) \quad N \text{ st} \rightarrow N' \text{ st} - \text{Adj'st} \quad \text{(rare)}\]
\[\alpha \text{INAL} \quad \alpha \text{INAL} \quad \beta \text{ALN} \quad \beta \text{ALN} \quad \gamma \text{MOD} \quad \gamma \text{MOD} \quad \delta \text{ARG} \quad \delta \text{ARG}\]

12.4.2 Measure and Indefinite Constructions

Measure and indefinite constructions are infrequent and no good analysis of them can be offered without more data. There are two types of measure expressions: (1) numbers, which (except for móóc 'one') are compound complex words of diverse composition, and (2) measure expressions derived from pPROX demonstratives by suffixation, which are elementary words. Some number examples:

\[(12.85) \quad 'one' \quad \text{móóc}\]
\[\quad \text{one}\]
\[\quad 'two' \quad \text{paá-ja-kāáp}\]
\[\quad \text{lpi-eye-s.r.o}\]
'three' aá̂́ sá̃no gő̂p
this (one's) brother nonexistent

'four' aá̂́ sá̃no píra mà̂t
this (one's) brother with sb.nz

'five' mó̃c pá̂be
one hand

'six' mó̃c mãg pà-bá̂be pí
one get lpi-hand from

The two suffixes which derive measure expressions are -náp ~ -nap
(conditioning factor for the tone is undetermined) 'number, count'
and -nát 'amount, extent'. The words formed by these suffixes do not
seem to be demonstratives because they do not modify a following NP'
nor appear in sentence-initial demonstrative phrases.

Both types of measure expressions distribute like nouns in that
they can occur as minimal NPs. Sometimes they form compound complex
nouns by modifying a following noun stem, but sometimes this is un-
grammatical. For example, of the numbers, 'one' can modify a follow-
ing noun stem, even if the stem is inalienably possessed, but 'two'
cannot necessarily modify the same stem:

(12.86)A mó̃c pá̂be 'five'
one hand

*pã-ja-ká̂̂p pá̂be 'two hands'
lpi-eye-s.r.o (=two) hand

Likewise, the measure expressions derived by suffixation can mod-
ify some noun stems:

(12.87)A á-náp á̂̂p té tããj-á
which-number holw.o nasr 3s-(pCOP+nasr)-s.m

'How many rooms is it?' (house)
However, some noun stems cannot be so modified:

(12.88)A  *á-náp  vít  'How much food?'  
           which-number food  
           *á-nát  vít  'How much food?'  
           which-number food

No composition rule can be given for numbers. Rule (12.89) simply states that the numbers above 'one' are complex measurement nouns:

(12.89)  N → Numbers >1  
         pMEAS

Rule (12.90) indicates that the measure expressions form complex nouns with some following elementary noun stems, but the selectional restrictions are undetermined:

(12.90)  N → \{N'\}  
         \{N\}  
         N'st  
         ???  
         pMEAS

Numbers also distribute like verbs, meaning 'number of times':

(12.91)T  pāá-ja-kā'p  teē máa  a-kerē-p  
         lpi-eye-s.r.o+dm (=two) cont (3s)-asr 3c-sleep-nz
         pā-la  kīlī  
         go+out-pl.X ints

'It sleeps twice.' (letting chicha ferment for two nights)

The measurement expressions derived from demonstratives also distribute like verbs:

(12.92)T  mēne kā bó tá-māā  "á-nát  teē té  
           that in tz 3p-pPST+asr which-amount cont nasr
ve sá-a" áá
it nasr-s.m s.m

'Then they asked, "How far is it?"

Rule (12.93) indicates that the numbers above 'one' are complex verbs (as well as complex nouns):

(12.93) V ← Numbers >1

Like the measurement expressions, the indefinite nPROX demonstrative, má 'some, other', can sometimes (but not always) modify a following noun stem:

(12.94) T té tá-jé-e-na,
(Q) nasr 3p-pPST+nDEF+uDUR+nasr-th-1k hesitation some

vá ká téé máge-é-na, áá pa-bére mi téé eé-na
hole in cont make-th-1k this 1pi-nature use cont th-1k

'Did they make them, uh, in a hole like we do?'

(12.95) T eé téét ma-káá
then excl (3s)-pPST+asr-ςο other arm (=branch)
ágáá-nií-á
support-?-s.m (=alight on)

'Then he went onto another branch.' (same tree)

These constructions are odd because they seem formally indistinguishable from possessive constructions such as:

(12.96) T má ája-káąp 'other person's eye'
other (one's) eye-s.r.o

In (12.97) below the demonstrative má possesses a noun stem. In (12.98) below it modifies a noun. The indefinite constructions in (12.94) and (12.95) above are formally like (12.97) or (12.96), but
semantically like (12.98):

(12.97)A mā sāp
       other house
       Dem N'st
       NP pALN
       NP' NP'st
       NP pALN
       pCTRL
       NP'
       NP

(12.98)A mā zap
       other w+house
       Dem N'
       NP'
       NP

'other house, some house'

'other's or someone's house'

The behavior of indefinite constructions such as (12.94) and (12.95) cannot be determined from the data at hand. Rule (12.99) states only that the indefinite demonstrative forms complex nouns with some following elementary noun stems, but the selectional restrictions are undetermined:

(12.99) N→ mā - N'st

???

12.4.3 Compound Complex Adjective Stems

There are two clear examples of compound complex adjective stems:

(12.100)T "pa-bocōc pātāa pē-a kōlolōk vīri tā-sop
       lpi-thin chest flat-ish skinny walking+dm 3p-father
māa tā-kalā-p koj-ā" kī-po-ā ŋāā
pCOP+asr 3p-want-nz at-s.m ev-rm.pst-s.m introduce+topic

'Their father was going around skinny and sunken-chested, missing them.'

(12.101)A pakop ōōp
(3s)-strength nonexistent (3s)-pCOP+asr
māā
'He's weak.'

These are accounted for by phrase structure rule (12.102):

(12.102) Adj st⇒ N'st - Adj'st (rare)

12.4.4 Compound Complex Verb Stems

There do not appear to be any compound complex verbs (other than numbers) or any compound complex transitive verb stems. However, compound complex cross-referencing verb stems are formed by two very productive processes: NP' stem incorporation and adjective stem incorporation.

12.4.4.1 NP' Stem Incorporation

Three examples of NP' stem incorporation are given below. The compound complex cross-referencing verb stems are underlined and cross-referencing agreement is indicated by a dotted line.

(12.103)T pa-vľt viľ té pa-zľ eľ pf kac lpi-food cook nasr lpi-nasr that beyond (3s)-involve

'After that we cook our food with it?' (pot)

(12.104)T bó mľľ a-posľľ vľneľ-a already (3s)-PST+asr 3c-wing come+out-s.m

'He was already sprouting wings.' (Hawkman's transformation)

(12.105)T eľ-na "gľę-p sot paľ teľ te-a th-lk lľ+dream-nz bad go+out cont nasr-1s+nasr

ki-bő-a" eľ teľ čľ-pārľľ ľčč ki-nap ev-rm.PST-s.m then excl 3p-good PST+PDEF+PSJ+asr ev-ndef.tm

'Then the best one of them said, "I'm having bad dreams."

Compare an elementary cross-referencing verb stem to a compound
complex cross-referencing verb stem formed by NP' stem incorporation:

\[(12.106)\] \(a-v\text{âne}e\)
\(3c\text{-come}+\text{out}\)
\(Ppfx.c\quad V'\text{st}c\)
\(VP\)

'comes out'

\[(12.107)\] \(a-p\text{ôsâ}a\)
\(v\text{âne}e\)
\(3c\text{-wing}\)
\(come+\text{out}\)
\(Ppfx.c\quad N'\text{st}\quad V'\text{st}c\)
\(NP'\text{st}\quad n\text{CTRL}\)
\(VP\)

'sprouts wings'

The incorporated nominal stem is considered to be a NP' stem, not just a noun stem, since adjective stems can potentially occur within it, as in (12.05) above. The incorporated NP' stem is always noncontrolling. It can always be the NP' stem of a possible subject NP argument of the head elementary cross-referencing verb stem. For example, the incorporated NP' stem in (12.104) is the elementary noun stem pôsâa 'wing', which occurs as the possessed NP' stem in the subject NP in (12.108) below. The verb stem vâne\text{e} occurs in the predicate:

\[(12.108)A\] \(c\text{-pôsâ}a\quad m\text{âa}\quad a-v\text{âne}e\)
\(3s\text{-wing}\quad p\text{PST}+\text{asr}\quad 3c\text{-come}+\text{out}\)

'His wings sprouted.'

This last selectional restriction is not formalized in phrase structure rule (12.109) below, which generates compound complex cross-referencing verb stems formed by NP' stem incorporation:

\[(12.109)\] \(V\text{st}c\Rightarrow NP'\text{st} - V\text{st}c\)
\(n\text{CTRL}\)
12.4.4.2 Adjective Stem Incorporation

Three examples of adjective stem incorporation are given below. The compound complex cross-referencing verb stem is underlined and cross-referencing agreement is indicated by a dotted line.

(12.110)̅ T aāv-ā ee tēēt tō-māā tō-bi'aā jī-ā yēs-s.m then exct 1pe-pPST+asr 1pe-tangled enter-s.m

'Yes. Then we fell in tangled up.' (A canoe capsized.)

(12.111)̅ T gō alōp máā a-mapir-aā abā-leēt-tā aff 3s. pPST+asr 3c-child-with suspended-pl.X-be

'(Adj'st) (V'st.c)

'She was pregnant, bulging.'

(12.112)̅ T tō-dātkāp vāneē tō-māā lpe-naked+pl come+out lpe-pPST+asr

'(Adj'st) (V'st.c)

'We came out naked.'

Compare an elementary cross-referencing verb stem to a compound complex cross-referencing verb stem formed by adjective stem incorporation:

(12.113)̅ T vāneē lpe-come+out

Ppfx.c V'st.c

VP 'come out'

(12.114)̅ T tō-dātkāp vāneē lpe-naked+pl come+out

Ppfx.c Adj'st V'st.c

VP 'come out naked'

According to informants there is no limit on the number of adjectivestems which can be incorporated into one compound complex cross-referencing verb stem. Locative adjective stems follow any others.
The incorporated adjective stems describe the subject of the clause. Example (12.115) below seems to be essentially equivalent semantically to (12.110) above:

(12.115)A ee téet tó-bi'aá maa tgo'-ji-á
then exct lpe-tangled PPST+asr lpe-enter-s.m

'Then we fell in tangled up.'

Phrase structure rule (12.116) below revises rule (12.109) above so as to include adjective stem incorporation.

(12.116) \[ V\text{ st.c} \rightarrow \begin{cases} \{ \text{NP' st} \} \\ \text{nCTRL} \end{cases} \quad \{ \text{Adj' st} \}^+ \quad \{ \text{Adj st} \} \rightarrow V\text{st.c} \]

12.5 **Summary of Phrase Structure Rules for Complex Words and Complex Word Stems**

The rules for the composition of the complex words and complex word stems given in section 12.0 are summarized below. The number of each rule as it originally appeared is given to the right. When two rules are collapsed both numbers are given. Rules of low productivity are marked 'rare'. Glosses are provided inside single quotes under the line.

\[ N\text{ st} \rightarrow \text{má-} \quad \text{'poss'} \quad N \]  
\[ \text{pALN} \quad \text{pMA} \quad (12.80) \]
APPENDIX A: PHONOLOGY

1.0 The Orthography

The consonant and vowel orthography is essentially a surface (taxonomic) phonemic transcription, though nasalization in Gavião does not lend itself well to surface phonemic analysis and the surface palatal contrasts are probably underdifferentiated. The tone orthography is a low-level morphophonemic transcription which is in the spirit of a surface phonemic analysis in that it recognizes the minimal number of contrasts needed to distinguish utterances without extensive grammatical information.

1.1 Orthographic Symbol Inventory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonants:</th>
<th>Vowels:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p t k '</td>
<td>i 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stops:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b d g</td>
<td>e 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricates:</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z j</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative: v</td>
<td>Nasalization: ˘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasals: m n ñ ã</td>
<td>(Nasalization is not marked on nasal vowels adjacent to nasal consonants.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquids: rŋ (y)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Junctures: = closed internal juncture
            -- open internal juncture

Tones:
Short:
    ~ high
Long alternating:
    ~ high
Short: ~ rising
    ~ low (no diacritic)
    ~ alternating

Long alternating:
    ~ rising
    ~ low

Long constant:
    ~ high
    ~ rising
    ~ low (no diacritics)
    ~ falling
    ~ rising-falling

1.2 Stops and Corresponding Nasals

Phonetically, p, t, and k are bilabial, dental, and velar voiceless stops, respectively; b, d, and g are bilabial, dental, and velar voiced stops, respectively; and m, n, and ŋ are bilabial, dental, and velar nasals, respectively. Of these only the voiceless stops occur word-finally. They are rather faint and entirely unreleased then. All stops (except the glottal stop) are somewhat prenasalized word-medially following nasal vowels. The voiceless stops are strongly prenasalized word-finally. The glottal stop, ʰ, occurs only word-medially.

1.3 Dental Affricates

Phonetically, s and z are voiceless and voiced dental affricates with grooved dental fricative release. They only occur word-initially and word-medially.

1.4 Palatals

A symbol ŋ is included in the inventory chart in parentheses
because it should probably be considered one of the surface phonemes. I know of no minimal pairs which necessitate distinguishing a surface phoneme /y/ from the palatal phonemes /c/, /j/, or /n/, and because of free variation any instance of /y/ could always be phonetically identical or very similar to another palatal phoneme. Without more information on free variation in the palatal phonemes a better analysis of them than is given in the orthography cannot be established with certainty. The phonetic value of the orthographic symbols is given below, followed by a hypothesis about /y/.

The symbol c is a voiceless palatal affricate with a slit fricative release word-initially and between vowels. Between vowels it is also prepalatalized. Before consonants and word-finally it is a palatal glide which finishes as a brief unreleased voiceless palatal stop. The glide portion is nasalized after nasal vowels.

The symbol j is a voiced palatal affricate with a slit fricative release word-initially. It can always have this quality intervocalically, but then in many instances it can optionally be a voiced palatal slit fricative or a palatal glide. Before consonants it is a palatal glide finishing as a brief voiced palatal stop.

The symbol n is a palatal nasal word-initially. It can always have this quality intervocalically, but then in many instances it can optionally be a nasalized voiced palatal slit fricative or a nasalized palatal glide. Before consonants it is a nasalized palatal glide which finishes as a palatal nasal.

As a hypothesis, a better analysis would postulate a /y/ phoneme in place of (1) c preconsonantally and word-finally, (2) j preconsonantally and when it shows free variation intervocalically, and (3)
n preconsonantally and when it shows free variation intervocally.

1.5 Fricative

The bilabial voiced fricative, \vy\, occurs word-initially and word-medially. When initial preceding a nasal vowel it is nasalized. Medially it may or may not be nasalized following or preceding a nasal vowel.

1.6 Liquids

The dental flap, \vr\, is always voiced and occurs only word-medially. Some speakers have nasalized allophones of \vr\. The lateral, \vl\, is somewhat retroflexed. It occurs only word-medially and word-finally. When final it ends in a brief unreleased homorganic voiceless stop. It is nasalized when medial between nasal vowels or when preconsonantal or word-final and preceded by a nasal vowel.

1.7 Vowels

The vowels form an asymmetric set of five. Each can occur either word-initially, word-medially, or word-finally, except that \va\ is never word initial unless it is the diminutive of an underlying //a//. These are described phonetically below in order of descending frequency.

The low central vowel, \va\, has much the same phonetic quality as its English equivalent. It is sometimes slightly raised, especially in closed syllables. The rounded mid back vowel, \vo\, is close in phonetic quality to its Portuguese equivalent, \vot\. It is occasionally raised somewhat, but never quite as high as, say, the back vowel in English 'put'. The high front vowel, \vi\, approximates its Portuguese equivalent in phonetic quality. It is optionally lowered in some
syllables, especially closed syllables. The mid front vowel, e, falls phonetically between the two English mid front vowels and is very close to the higher Portuguese mid front vowel, ê. The unrounded high central vowel, i, ranges between high and mid-high but is always central.

Oral vowels contrast with nasal vowels, but each oral vowel differs from its corresponding nasal vowel only in nasalization; otherwise the phonetic quality is the same.

1.8 Tone and Length

Length is considered to be an aspect of the tone system. There are three groups of tones recognized in the orthography: short tones, long alternating tones, and long constant tones. Some tones cause immediately following high tones to be downstepped to mid height.

There are no restrictions on the distribution of the high and low short tones, but the rising short tone is comparatively infrequent and can appear word-finally only in monosyllables. The alternating short tone occurs only word-finally. Short tones:

- high short
- rising short, optionally mid short immediately following a high tone, in which case it causes downstep
- low short
- alternating short: low immediately preceding high tones and silence, optionally high immediately preceding nonhigh tones

The long alternating tones are very common, especially word-finally. Long alternating tones:

- high long alternating: falling from high to low before silence;
long high elsewhere, causing downstep

rising long alternating: rising from low to mid and falling back
to low before silence; elsewhere rising from low to high, causing
downstep

low long alternating: long low before silence and high tones;
optionally rising from low to high before nonhigh tones

The long constant tones do not show the conditioned phonetic vari-
ation of the long alternating tones. The high and the rising long
contant tones are common, but the others are rather infrequent. Long
constant tones:

high long constant

rising long constant: rising from low to high

low long constant

falling long constant: falling from high to low

rising-falling long constant: rising from low to mid and falling
back to low, causing downstep

2.0 Systematic Phonology

Very brief characterizations of some major aspects of Gavião
systematic phonology are given below.

2.1 Inventory of Consonants and Vowels

The inventory of systematic segmental phonemes is the same as
the surface (orthographic) inventory except that the velar nasal, Resizable
and the palatal affricates and nasal, c, j, and n, do not exist at
the systematic phonemic level. The palatal glide, //y//, does.

The velar nasal is derived exclusively from morpheme-final //k//
preceded by a nasal vowel. The palatal affricates, c and j, appear
to have three sources: (1) dental affricates //s// and //z// palatal-
ized by an immediately adjacent //l// or //y//, (2) dental affricates
or stops which have been diminutivized, and (3) the palatal glide,
//y//, which becomes c when preceding an open juncture or when oral
preceding voiceless consonants, and which becomes j when oral else-
where. The palatal n derives exclusively from //y// when nasalized
and not preceding open juncture. The j and n derived from //y// are
optionally phonetically glides morpheme-noninitially between vowels.

Morpheme-initially all systematic phonemes occur except //s://,
//-//, //l//, and //r//. Morpheme-medially all systematic phonemes
occur. Only the palatal glide, //y//, occurs preceding other conso-
nants within the morpheme. There are a few instances of //t:// mor-
pheme-medially elsewhere the surface glottal stop is the phonetic
manifestation of internal open juncture intervocalically. Morpheme-
finally only the voiceless stops //p//, //t//, and //k// and the li-
quids //r//, //l//, and //y// occur. Of these, //r// is very marginal
morpheme-finally; it is recoverable only in the plural action and
adjective plural suffixes.

2.2 Nasalization

Nasal consonants //m// and //n// and autonomously nasal vowels
occur as systematic phonemes. Nasalization from any of these spreads
to the left and right within the morpheme until it is blocked by an
obstruent. Nasalization can continue to the right across closed in-
ternal juncture into the next morpheme under certain conditions which
are difficult to summarize.
2.3 Consonant Rules

The phonological rules altering consonants apply only within a morpheme or across a closed internal juncture. The major phonological rules affecting segmental phonemes are given briefly and rather crudely below in an ordered sequence. These affect consonants; the vowels are remarkably stable. Nasalization spread interacts with the segmental rules in an interesting way, though this is left aside. Rules:

(1) //p// deletes before //m// and //v//.
(2) //m// and //v// delete following consonants.
(3) Morpheme-final voiceless stops //p, t, k// become:
   (a.) voiced stops //b, d, g// when preceded by an oral vowel and followed by a voiced consonant;
   (b.) nasals //m, n, ñ// when preceded by a nasal vowel and followed by a consonant;
   (c.) continuants or voiced stops //v, r, g// when preceded by an oral vowel and followed by a vowel;
   (d.) nasalized continuants or nasals //v, n, ñ// when preceded by a nasal vowel and followed by a vowel.
(Elsewhere the voiceless stops //p, t, k// are unchanged.)
(4) Voiceless consonants //p, t, k, s// become voiced //b, d, g, z// following nasal sonorant consonants and certain person prefixes.
(5) Dental affricates //s, z// become palatal affricates //c, j// when immediately adjacent to //i// or //y//.
(6) The initial consonant of a homorganic consonant cluster deletes.
(7) The palatal glide //y// becomes //c, j, or ñ//, as explained in Section 2.1 of this appendix.
2.4 **Systematic Tone Phonemes**

At the systematic phonemic level there are four or perhaps five fewer tone phonemes than there are in the surface orthography. The alternating short tone appears to be a variant of the low short tone, produced when low short tone vowels are reduplicated by a stem formative process, e.g. *kerê* 'sleep'. The low long alternating tone is a fusion of a low short tone and an alternating short tone (e.g. *kăgă* 'get dry'), or else is the stem-final variant of the low long constant tone (e.g. *ciît* 'blood'). The rising short tone is almost always derived from shortened rising long tones or from the fusion of a 'floating' low tone and a following high tone, but there are some cases I cannot explain in this fashion. The falling and rising-falling long constant tones appear to be derived from tone fusion.

There are important grammatical restrictions on the distribution of systematic tone phonemes. With very few exceptions long tones occur only morpheme-finally. Noun roots must be analyzed synchronically as often having long final tones, but in general adjective roots and verb roots have short final tones which are lengthened by stem formative processes.

2.5 **Tone Rules**

Some low-level tone rules were given above in the description of the phonetic quality of the orthographic tone symbols. Other tone rules fall into three groups: (1) tone fusion, (2) tone raising and lowering, and (3) tone shortening and lengthening.

Tone fusion results mainly from syllable merger across internal closed juncture or syllable merger due to consonant deletion. The
resulting syllable has a maximum length of two moras. Fusion rules are numerous due to the large number of possible combinations and cannot be stated briefly.

Tone raising and lowering is for the most part grammatically conditioned. In particular, some person prefixes raise or lower stem-initial syllables, the transitivizing prefix may raise the tones of a whole stem, and cross-referencing verb roots of the //é-/ and //éé-/ prefix classes contain only low tones.

Lengthening and shortening rules affect elementary nouns and noun stems in particular, operating between but not across external open junctures:

(1) In elementary noun stems which are usually possessed (and in their corresponding nouns, if any), underlying long tones are shortened unless they occur finally before an open external juncture.

(2) In elementary noun stems which are not usually possessed and in their corresponding nouns, underlying long tones followed by short tones become short.

(3) In most bisyllabic noun stems which are not usually possessed and in their corresponding nouns, initial underlying short tones become long when followed by a long tone.
APPENDIX B: MORPHOLOGY

The brief sketch of Gavião morphology given below attempts to state only the main facts of person prefixation and the principal composition patterns of elementary word stems and elementary words. Particles, which have little morphology, are left aside. Auxiliary stem morphology is discussed in Section 6.2 above.

Stems differ from simple roots in that stems may contain more than one morpheme and are necessarily potentially free forms (potentially pronounceable in isolation and potentially bounded by open external junctures), whereas roots are monomorphemic and may be either potentially free (in which case they are also stems) or always bound. A complex root is a construction which contains a root and one or more other morphemes and which functions like a simple root.

Most roots belong to only one form class, but some belong to two or more. For example, the base form //sgt// is a noun root, an adjective root, and a cross-referencing verb root. It appears (1) with no stem formative as a noun stem, sgt 'putrid substance', (2) with the adjective stem formative //ûû// as an adjective stem, sōt 'putrid', and (3) with the //û// verb stem formative as a cross-referencing verb stem, sonò 'putrefy'.

1.0 Person Prefixation

The four person prefix classes are illustrated below with noun stems. Person prefixation is also discussed and illustrated in Section 3.3 above.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>//é-//</th>
<th>//e-//</th>
<th>//eë-//</th>
<th>//éë-//</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gloss</td>
<td>'hand'</td>
<td>'smell'</td>
<td>'mat'</td>
<td>'sister'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>//pábe//</td>
<td>//ka//</td>
<td>//ákápe//</td>
<td>//pàät//</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postnominal</td>
<td>pábe</td>
<td>ka</td>
<td>ákápe</td>
<td>pàät</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1s</td>
<td>bâbe</td>
<td>ǧ-ga</td>
<td>oó-kápe</td>
<td>ǧóo-bàāt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2s</td>
<td>ǧ-bâbe</td>
<td>ǧ-ga</td>
<td>eë-kápe</td>
<td>ĝë-bàāt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3s</td>
<td>ci-pábe</td>
<td>ci-ka</td>
<td>saa-kápe</td>
<td>cii-pàät</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c</td>
<td>a-pábe</td>
<td>a-ka</td>
<td>aa-kápe</td>
<td>aa-pàāt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pi</td>
<td>pa-bâbe</td>
<td>pa-ga</td>
<td>paâ-kápe</td>
<td>paa-bàāt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pe</td>
<td>tó-pábe</td>
<td>tó-ka</td>
<td>tóō-kápe</td>
<td>tóō-pàät</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2p</td>
<td>me-pábe</td>
<td>me-ka</td>
<td>meé-kápe</td>
<td>mee-pàāt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p</td>
<td>tá-pábe</td>
<td>tá-ka</td>
<td>táā-kápe</td>
<td>táa-pàāt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are two types of stems which begin with vowels. The first type begins with a monosyllabic morpheme. Person prefixes are joined to stems of this type by open internal juncture (e.g. e-'ôt 'something which eats you'). These stems may belong to any person prefix class except //éë-//. The second type begins with a morpheme which is not monosyllabic (e.g. ákápe 'mat' above). In these cases the initial vowel (/a// or //i// only) is deleted when preceded by a person prefix. All //eë-// class stems are of this type, and some //éë-// class stems are also.

It appears that initial //i// in the second type of stem is being regularized to a in Gavião, though older speakers use i. For older speakers stems of the second type which begin with //i// select person prefix allomorphs (except for the third person) which end in //y//, e.g. //oōy-// in oōc-kinī 'see me'. This is oō-kinī for younger
speakers.

When the initial segment of the base form of a stem is an obstruent it is almost always voiceless, though there are some voiced exceptions. The initial obstruent becomes voiced after the first person singular, second person singular, and first person plural inclusive prefixes. These same three prefixes then become nasalized preceding (1) stem-initial voiced obstruents or (2) stem-initial nasal consonants or vowels.

A stem of the //é-// or //éé-// person prefix classes never has high initial tone in its base form. The base form of an //e-// or //éé-// class stem may have either high or nonhigh initial tone, but following a nominal expression (postnominal) or following most person prefixes the initial tone becomes high. This tone raising does not occur after the third person singular and third person coreferential/cross-referencing prefixes. The third person singular prefix allomorph //si-// and the third person coreferential/cross-referencing prefix //a-// usually lower the initial tone of a following noun stem to low, though stems of other form classes are unaffected.

Initial stem syllables are usually underlyingly short, but they may also be long in stems of any person prefix class except //éé-//. A few //e-// class stems select long prefix allomorphs, e.g. ee-zāā 'your lower leg'.

The third person singular prefix has three base allomorphs whose occurrence is partly phonologically conditioned, partly grammatically conditioned: //si-//, //sa-//, and //∅-//. The form ci- occurs on most noun stems of the //e-// and //é-// person prefix classes, though some of these have a zero prefix instead, e.g. sērēk 'his skin'. The
zero prefix is usual for verb, adjective, and auxiliary stems of the
//e-// and //ē-// person prefix classes. The form cii- occurs on (1)
//ēē-// class stems which do not begin with //a// and (2) on //ēē-//
class stems which begin with //i// and whose second syllable has high
tone (if low, cii- occurs). On //ēē-// and //ēē-// class stems which
begin with //a// the form taa- occurs if the first consonant is dental;
otherwise saa- occurs.

2.0 Nouns and Noun Stems

The relationship between nouns and noun stems is explained in
Sections 9.3.2 and 12.4.1 above. Noun stems are spoken of below since
in general nouns have corresponding noun stems but the reverse is not
true. Noun stems contain no stem formative morphemes, so all poten-
tially free noun roots are noun stems.

The animate plural suffix, //-ēey//, occurs on animate nouns,
on pronouns, or on demonstratives whose referent is animate. This
suffix occurs on proper nouns with the meaning 'people of, group of',
e.g. boobō-a-'ēec 'people of the Waterfall Village'. There are numer-
ous allomorphs of //-ēey//, some of which replace final stem syllables
ending in -t, e.g. vazet 'woman', vazē-èc 'women'.

Compound noun stems can contain various combinations of noun roots
or stems, such as two bound roots (e.g. gérē-pāa 'spider'), two stems
(e.g. basanā-m-gāāp 'a kind of stone'), a bound root and a stem (e.g.
maa-kāāp 'peanut') or a stem and a bound root (e.g. bee-kāā 'clearing
on a path'). A compound noun stem can also contain a complex noun
root preceding a noun stem, the complex root consisting of either
a bound noun root and noun stem (e.g. teeteer-āāv-aā 'purple carā')
or a bound noun root and adjective stem (e.g. bâkop-vôôv-aâ 'red banana'). A few noun stems are composed of a noun stem and an adjective stem, e.g. pó-kââc 'fire'.

Three very productive suffixes derive noun stems or nouns from verb stems, verbs, or simple or complex verb roots. Event or substantive nouns or noun stems are derived with //-p//, e.g. kerê-p 'sleep', 'hammock', or 'bed'. The actor suffix //-t// (usually -t, sometimes -c) often raises the tone of the penultimate stem syllable, e.g. âkîini-t 'visitor'. The suffix //-ve// derives nonsubstantive nouns and noun stems from verbs and verb stems (e.g. ake-e 'killing') and derives noun stems from adjective stems (e.g. kar-e 'many things').

The prefix mâ- derives pALN, nMOD noun stems from nouns, e.g. mâ-bebe 'pig'. The prefix //ma-// derives pALN noun stems and nouns from some pINAL noun stems, usually those which can be eaten, e.g. ma-nôôp 'meat'.

3.0 Adjective Stems

Most adjective stems are composed of a simple or complex adjective root and a stem formative morpheme, though some adjective stems are simple or complex adjective roots without a stem formative (e.g. sot 'bad, ugly'). An adjective root may be marked for plural, marked for singular, or unmarked for number.

Some unmarked roots may be marked for plural by a plural stem formative. The plural stem formative is a zero morpheme on adjective roots ending in a closed syllable (e.g. sôvâp 'soft, plural') and is //-rû// (-r after front vowels, -l elsewhere) when the final syllable is open (e.g. patî-ri 'heavy, plural').
The nonplural stem formative, which is either unmarked for number or else singular, is usually tone suppletion, representable as //{-VV}// since final high tones become high long alternating tones (e.g. sōvāāp 'soft, singular') and final low tones become rising long alternating tones (e.g. parāāt 'good'). A few roots which end in closed syllables and are unmarked for plural occur with a stem formative which is the //{-VV}// tone suppletion followed by a reduplicated low tone vowel, //{-V}//, which shortens the preceding root-final syllable, e.g. kōro 'new'. A few adjective roots have a stem formative prefix, mā-, e.g. mā-gōlō 'many'.

There are three types of complex adjective roots (some of which are adjective stems by themselves, some of which occur with a stem formative): (1) a locative adjective root and the plural action suffix, //{-ēt}// (e.g. tōr-ēt 'attached, plural times'), (2) a noun stem and adjective root (e.g. pēre-kōlo 'without anyone'), and (3) a simple or complex cross-referencing verb root and the adjective-deriving suffix //{-p}// (e.g. tē-p 'flowing full').

The suffix -āā '-ish', 'characterized by' (plural: -ālā) derives adjective stems from adjective stems (e.g. vēv-āā 'swollen'), from adjective roots (e.g. dañ-āā 'dented'), or from noun stems (e.g. ci'-āā 'wet'). Two much rarer derivational suffixes, -at and -āāp, appear to be similar to -āā.

4.0 Transitive Verb Stems

Most simple or complex transitive verb roots occur with the usual verb stem formative morpheme, //{-V}//, which reduplicates the last root vowel and its tone, except that a reduplicated low tone is an
alternating tone, e.g. kalə 'want'. A few transitive verb roots occur
as stems by themselves, e.g. va 'bite'. Likewise most postpositional
transitive verb roots occur as stems with no stem formative morpheme,
though some occur with a low tone reduplicated vowel stem formative,
e.g. tāra 'atop'. Verb stems and verbs ending in long vowels may be
marked for plural action with the suffix //rV//, e.g. nō-lo 'give,
plural action'. Verb stems, verbs, and auxiliary stems all accept a
suffix, //eē+na// 'thus, like that', which is the bound form of the
elementary verb eē-na (< eē 'that' + -na 'manner').

Almost all cross-referencing verb roots can be transitzivized by
the prefix //ma-// e.g. mā-kejə 'dream of'. A few cross-referencing
verb roots are transitzivized by an infix of unpredictable form, e.g.
po-ro-cōjə, 'cause to get thin' (cf.: pocōjə 'get thin'). A complex
transitive verb root is composed of a noun root or noun stem followed
either by a simple transitive verb root (e.g. āgā-ni 'hop along on
top of') or by a transitzivized cross-referencing verb root (e.g.
ci-ma-bōo 'cause to be full').

The derivational suffix //ka// 'cause to become, singular action'
derives transitive verb stems from adjective roots (e.g. dac-ka
'dent, singular action') or from adjective stems (e.g. kīt-ka 'cause
to become white'). Its plural action counterpart, //a//, which is
less productive, also occurs on adjective roots (e.g. daā-a 'dent re-
peatedly') or on adjective stems (e.g. cīg-a 'make small, plural
times').

5.0 Cross-referencing Verb Stems

Simple or complex cross-referencing verb roots almost always
always occur with the //-ə// stem formative morpheme, described above. Cross-referencing verb roots are productively derived from transitive verb roots by the intransitivizing prefix vē- (e.g. vē-aka 'get self killed'). Complex cross-referencing verb roots mostly consist of a simple cross-referencing verb root preceded by a noun root (e.g. cī-bgō 'get full'), or by a noun stem (e.g. vi-jon-bāa 'fart').

The derivational suffix //-tē// 'become' derives cross-referencing verb stems from adjective roots (e.g. palī-teē 'become good') or from adjective stems (e.g. abāa-teē 'become suspended'). The suffix -tā 'be' similarly occurs on adjective roots (e.g. pepō-nē-dā 'take off flying, plural action') or on adjective stems (e.g. cīrōo-c-ta 'be blue/green'). This suffix can occur on about half of the adjective stems, somewhat fewer than //-tē//.

6.0 Verbs

Some verbs are verb roots with no stem formative morpheme (e.g. mēēt 'long ago'). Some others are simple or complex verb roots with the //-/ə// stem formative morpheme. An example with a simple root is gīlē 'in the afternoon'. The complex verb roots can be (1) the word-deriving prefix, 'w', plus a transitive verb root with tones lowered (e.g. basanē 'steal') or 'w' plus a cross-referencing verb root with tones lowered (e.g. gerē 'sleep elsewhere'), (2) a noun root and a transitive verb root (e.g. bā-toō 'chew up something and spit it out'), (3) a noun and a transitive verb root (e.g. bicaǎ-i 'at night'), or (4) the 'dummy noun' prefix //ve-// and a transitive verb root (e.g. ve-mi 'well').

Many verbs are high tone verb roots with a verb formative suffix
-ā, e.g. kīlīgā 'bite'. The verb root may often be reduplicated to indicate repeated action, e.g. kīc-–kīnā 'scratch repeatedly'. A few verbs are composed of a noun and a suffix -ā, e.g. zaan-ā 'make war' (cf.: zaat 'warrior').

Numbers (e.g. mōc 'one') or measurement expressions derived from demonstratives (e.g. aā-nāp 'this many', aā-nāt 'this much') function as verbs or as nouns. The manner suffix, -na, derives verbs from pPROX demonstratives, e.g. aā-na 'like this'.

7.0 Diminutives

Gavião diminutivization is similar to that of Portuguese except that words and word stems of all form classes except particles can be affected. In general, roots, stems, and at least some derivational suffixes can be diminutivized. I have no examples of prefix diminutives, and some root or stem syllables seem impervious to diminutivization. Vowels are raised by diminutivization, except that there is no back vowel higher than o. Diminutive examples (second column):

vēre vīri 'walking'
alā tīt 'fall'
koño koño-ōt 'dig'

Diminutivized dental affricates are palatalized:

sot cot 'bad'
zōvāāp jōv̥ēp 'ls-soft'

Usually, but not always, diminutivized word-final open syllables are closed with -t and tone suppletion replaces (1) high tones with
high long alternating tones and (2) nonhigh tones with rising long constant tones:

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\text{sá} & \text{cf-ìt} & \text{Aux'st, nasr} \\
\text{màà} & \text{mf-ìt} & \text{Aux'st, pCOP+asr} \\
\text{kalà} & \text{kì+ì-ìt} & \text{'like'} \\
\text{kaà} & \text{kì-ìt} & \text{'go'} \\
\end{array}
\]

A few adjective stems have irregular diminutives, e.g.:

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\text{tóòt} & \text{còroc} & \text{'attached'} \\
\end{array}
\]
APPENDIX C: AN ANALYZED TEXT

The following text, 'An Interview with Grandmother about Making Pottery', was recorded in June of 1977 in the house of Bojá ('Grandmother'), an elderly but very active Gavião woman. The interviewer and translator/analytic informant was a young Gavião man, João Sebirop da Silva (known as Cipiábìit or Basapeé in Gavião). A few days prior to the interview someone had brought Bojá clay from the forest. She decided it was suitable for pottery and began making pots again for the first time in a number of years.

The Portuguese translation is rendered into English as closely as possible. The letter 'J' after the sentence (or sentence fragment) number indicates that João is the speaker. The letter 'B' indicates that Bojá is the speaker.

Vacant nodes (e.g. a null Pre-S) are not shown in the structure diagrams. The matrix S node, which always dominates the matrix S', Pre-S, and Post-S nodes, is not shown except inside Utterance/Thoughts. The matrix S' node is likewise not shown (except inside Utterance/Thoughts), but its immediate constituents each have a short vertical line segment under them to indicate that they are immediately dominated by the matrix S'. Isolated particles are designated Prt.

Relevant nominal construction type features and values are given, but these are not shown on lower-ranking categories if they can be predicted from the feature values of higher-ranking categories. For example, the N'st head of a pALN NP'st must also be pALN. The feature CTRL 'control' and its value are indicated where relevant. Sentence functional type is indicated only on auxiliary stems and embedded clauses.
An Interview with Grandmother about Making Pottery

(1) J: ə-na té me-sé-e-na bosap mága bó bojá which-1k nasr 2p-nasr-th-1k w+pot make rm.pst grandmother
      Y' V' Ppfx N' Aux'st N' V'st.t adrse
      VP NP' NP
      Q VP
      Pre-S Post-S

'How is it that you make pots, Grandmother?'

(2) B: mága teé cont (3) B: mága teé tó-máge-é-na make (3s)-make cont 1pe-asr-th-1k
      Ppfx V'st.t Prt.q Ppfx V'st.t Prt.q Ppfx Aux'st
      VP VP
      VP

'Make (them).'</n' 'We make (them).'</n'

(4) J: ə-na té... (false start) mán-á té me-sé-e-na mága which-1k sb.nz-s.m nasr 2s-nasr-th-1k (3s)-make
      V' V' Ppfx Aux'st Ppfx V'st.t
      VP VP
      N N
      Utterance/Thought
      V VP
      Q
      Pre-S

'Why is it that you make (them)?' (more literally: 'You make (them) thinking what?')
(5) B: 
`tó-vit lpe-food' viič-p ná cook-nz vz

(6) B: 
`ií chicha cook-nz vz`

'To be something for making chicha.'

(7) B: 
`tó-vit lpe-food' ńāp ná k’é-á áá́ place vz conj-s.m s.m

'To be a place for our food also.'
'How do you find clay in the forest, thinking "Is it pottery clay?"'
'Seeing the greyish water from the clay in streaks.' (Water in a stream has greyish streaks if clay is there.)

'It makes greyish streaks in the water from the clay.'
(11) J: a-tāga ci kot a'āt-tā horizontal+dm-be té-akē-e-na nasr-3s+nasr-th-lk
3c-clay liq grey Ppfx N'st N'st N'st V'st.c Ppfx Aux'st-
N'st pMOD pMOD
NP'st nCTRL
N st
NP'st nCTRL
N st
NP'st nCTRL
V st.c

VP
Pre-S

"It has dirty greyish streaks in the water."

(12) B: mēne kā bó pa-māge-ē-na tāga īgi that in tz lpi-asr-th-lk clay remove
Pro V'st.t Ppfx Aux'st N' V'st.t
NP'

NP

VP

Pre-S

VP

"Then we take out the clay."
(13)B: méne ká bó pa-mága tz lpi-asr bosap tága té taâj-á nasr 3s-(pCOP+nasr)-s.m

Pro V'st.t Ppfx Aux'st N' N'st pMOD nCTRL Ppfx Aux'st S' S Utterance/Thought V VP

aa-viî 3c-cook ánêê (3s)-(pPST+pDEF)-nom méne ká nsb.nz in (=because)

Ppfx V'st.c Ppfx Aux'st V'st.t

S' nomS.F.TY N NP' NP VP

'Then we know that it is clay which can be fired.' or: 'Then we know it is pottery clay because it will fire.'
'How is it that you fire the clay?'

'In the fire.'

'We heat the clay in the fire.'
(17) B: pok...
(false start)

'in tree bark.'

(18) B:

'It heats in a fire of tree bark.'
'It heats in a fire of tree bark.'
a-kîlît mi-á
3c-white use-s.m

Ppfx Adj'st V'st.t

NP'

NP

VP

Post-S

'Yes. It heats in a bark fire, becoming white.'

(21)J:
á-na té pa-zé-e-na mága eé pi'-ê-na-á
which-1k nasr lpi-nasr-th-1k (3s)-make (=do) that after-th-1k-s.m

V'
Ppfx Aux'st Ppfx V'st.t

NP'

NP

VP

Dem V'st.t

Post-S

'What do we do with it after that?'

(22)B:
saa-bi mága
3s-face make

Ppfx N'st V'st.t

NP'st pINAL

NP'

NP

VP

'Make its walls.'
(23)B: saa-bi máa p-ga pō-kān-djk kā
3s-face make lpi-asr thing-burning-smoke in

'We make the walls, (put it) in the fire, in those things, making it become black.'

(24)B: eē pār-e kā kī, saa-bi pēep tīgī kī
that thing-pl in again 3c-face black cause again

'Ven then we do more with it.'
(25) B:
that after tz lpi-asr lpi-food cook (3s)-involve-s.m
Dem V'st.t Ppfx Aux'st Ppfx N'st V'st.c Ppfx V'st.t

VP

\[\text{NP'}\]

\[\text{NP}\]

'Then we cook food with it.'

(26) J:

cook nasr lpi-nasr that after (3s)-involve
Ppfx N'st V'st.c Ppfx Aux'st Dem V'st.t Ppfx V'st.t

NP'st nCTRL

\[\text{V'st.c}\]

\[\text{V'st.c}\]

\[\text{VP}\]

\[\text{Pre-S}\]

'After that we cook our food with it.'

(27) B:
that after lpi-asr-th-1k lpi-food tr-cook (3s)-involve-s.m
Dem V'st.t Ppfx Aux'st Ppfx N'st V'st.t Ppfx V'st.t

Ppfx pCTRL

\[\text{NP'st}\]

\[\text{pALN}\]

\[\text{VP}\]

'After that we cook our food with it.'
(28) B:
poò pāga mā-viḷ pa-māa .kaj-ā
thing offspring tr-cook lpi-asr (3s)-involve-s.m
N'     N'st V'st.t Ppf x Aux'st Ppf x V'st.t
|       |       |       |       |       |
|       |       |       |       |       |
NP'    NP'st pINAL
|       |       |       |       |       |
|       |       |       |       |       |
NP      NP
|       |       |       |       |       |
|       |       |       |       |       |
VP

'We cook game with it.'

(29) B:
bosap pōc kā pa-māge-ē-na mā-vi-ī-na
w+pot big in lpi-asr-th-1k (3s)-tr-cook-th-1k
N' Adj'st V'st.t Ppf x Aux'st Ppf x V'st.t
|       |       |       |       |       |
|       |       |       |       |       |
NP'    NP
|       |       |       |       |       |
|       |       |       |       |       |
VP

'We cook in a big pot.'

(30) J:
tē iī mā-viḷ pa-ā mé-e nā kaj-ā
(Q) nasr chicha tr-cook lpi-nasr other vz (3s)-involve-s.m
|       |       |       |       |       |       |
|       |       |       |       |       |       |
N' V'st.t Ppf x Aux'st N' -pl Ppf x V'st.t
|       |       |       |       |       |       |
|       |       |       |       |       |       |
Pre-S NP'    NP
|       |       |       |       |       |       |
|       |       |       |       |       |       |
NP      VP

'We cook chicha in it also.'
(31)B: má-viī pa-máa mé-e vá kaj-á
chicha tr-cook other-pl (3s)-involve-s.m

(32)B: mae-kāāp má-viī-á
maize-s.r.o tr-cook-s.m

(33)B: cibóój-aá má-viī-á
sweet+manioc-ft.o tr-cook-s.m

(34)B: kirínáá p-gā poó má-viī kaj-á
all lpi-asr thing tr-cook (3s)-involve-s.m

'We cook chicha in it also.'

'Cook maize.'

'Cook sweet manioc.'

'We cook everything with it.'
'Did you make (them) in the past, Grandmother?'

'Yes. I made (them) in the past.'

'In the past I made pots.'
'Now, without clay, I don't make (them).'

'In the old days we made (them) all.'
'How big did you make them?'
"We made big (ones), to cook things, big (ones), not little (ones)."

(42)B:
Other things?  
Other + exact  
other+  

'Other things we make small.'
(43) J: té mā-'éèc sá ve-mi kī'ī aánā
(Q) nasr other-pl nasr it-use (=do well) ints now

'alē-ec pi kī-ā ŭaac intros s.m intro+topic
Pro V'st.t Post-S

'Are there others among you who know how (to make pottery) now?'

(44) B: até-ā até mā-'éèc máa ve-mi kī'ī
aff-s.m aff other-pl asr it-use (=do well) ints

Prt Post-S

'Yes. There are others who know how.'

(45) B: ve-kal-e de tentative+negation taāc ści scope+mark
it-want-nz 3s-(pCOP+nasr) Post-S

(=something difficult)

N'

NP'

NP

Pre-S
'It's not difficult.'

(46)B: 
\[ \text{bô na té mà père-kââl-âá sá ve-kalâ} \]
\[ \text{which? tz? possible? nasr other nature-lack-ish nasr it-lack} \]
\[ (=could be) \]
\[ \text{Dem Adj'st Aux'st V'} \]
\[ \text{Pre-S NP' NP' VP} \]

'I think there are others who don't know how.'

(47)J: 
\[ \text{bô na which? tz? possible? (=could be)} \]
\[ \text{Prt?} \]

'I think so.'

(48)J: 
\[ \text{ee-na me-ñaâ pa-bát máki-ri kîi aâná kîi} \]
\[ \text{th-lk 2p-asr lpi-thing make+pl.o-pl.X now int} \]
\[ \text{V' Ppfx Aux'st Ppfx N'st V'st.t Prt.q V' Prt.q} \]
\[ \text{VP pCTRL NP'st pALN NP' VP VP} \]

kîi again

'Now you're making our things again.'
(49)B:

We're making (them) like this to fire.

(50)B:

We're making (them) to fire.

(51)J:

Yes.
'Did the Arara Indians make (pots) long ago?' (The Gavião sometimes refer to other Indians who do not speak the Gavião language as zaãr-êéc 'stupid ones'.)

'I think they made thick (ones).'

---

(52) J:

(53) B:

(54) B:
The constituent structure of each text sentence is given by its structural diagram. The rewrite rule which generates a particular constituent can be found by consulting the appropriate summary of phrase structure rules. There are four of these.

Section 8.1 (p. 137) lists the phrase structure rules from Sections 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0, where the rewrite rules for the following symbols are presented: S, S', Aux'st, Pre-S, DemP, Q, Post-S, and addressee.

Section 9.5 (p. 157) summarizes the phrase structure rules for NP constituents, presenting rewrite rules for the following categories: NP, NP', and NP'st.

Section 10.5 (p. 172) summarizes the possible rewrites of VP.

Section 12.5 (pp. 220-22) summarizes the phrase structure rules for complex words and word stems, presenting rewrite rules for the following categories: N st, N, Adj st, V st.t, V st.c and V.

Comments on the text sentences are given below. For each sentence, any insertion rules, transformational rules, or phonosyntactic rules which apply to produce it are listed by their numbers. Whenever a sentence does not end in the syntactic marker -á, rule (7.68), -á Deletion, has obviously occurred, so this minor phonosyntactic rule will not be mentioned.

Insertions, transformations, and phonosyntactic rules are summarized in Sections 8.2 (p. 137), 8.3 (p. 138), and 8.4 (p. 139), respectively. These are repeated below for easy reference:

(7.33) WH Insertion (p. 115)
(7.36) Discourse Pronoun Insertion (p. 116)
(6.63) Mood and Aspect Adjustment (p. 95)

(6.64) Auxiliary Stem Person Prefix S.I. Value Assignment (p. 96)

(7.37) Predicate NP Preposing within S' (revised) (p. 117)

(7.38) \{VP, S', S'-á} Preposing within S' (revised) (p. 118)

(7.45) Preposing into S (p. 121)

(7.52) Scope Marker Placement (p. 125)

(7.57) Topicalization Particle Attachment (p. 127)

(7.58) Third Person Singular Insertion (p. 127)

(7.66) Addressee Postposing (p. 135)

(7.68) -á Deletion (p. 135)

(7.70) á Epenthesis (p. 136)

Text Sentences: Comments and Rules

(1) Rules: (7.33), (6.64), (7.38), and (7.45).

(2) Sentence fragment.

(3) Rules: (6.63), (6.64), and (7.38).

(4) The attributed thought containing the demonstrative á 'which' is indirect; see Section 12.2.3, pp. 186-87. Rules: (7.33), (6.64), (7.38), and (7.45).

(5) Sentence fragment.

(6) Sentence fragment.

(7) Sentence fragment. The structure of constructions formed by kij 'conjunction' is uncertain; see Section 11.0, pp. 173-75. Rule: (7.70).

(8) Within the attributed thought the following rules apply: (6.64), (7.37), and (7.45). Outside the attributed thought the following rules apply: (7.33), (6.64), (7.38), and (7.45).
(9) Sentence fragment.

(10) Rules: (6.63), (6.64), and (7.38).

(11) Rules: (6.64), (7.38), and (7.45).

(12) Rules: (7.36), (6.63), (6.64), (7.38), (7.45), and (7.57).

(13) Two informants feel this sentence is awkward. They suggest that the first translation given is what Bojá meant, but the second translation is what she actually said. Notice the hypothetical past tense in the embedded S'. Rules within the attributed thought: (6.64), (7.37), and (7.45). Rules within the embedded S': (6.64) and (7.38). Rules elsewhere: (7.36), (6.63), (6.64), (7.38), (7.45), and (7.57).

(14) Rules: (7.33), (6.64), (7.38), and (7.45).

(15) Sentence fragment.

(16) Rules: (6.63), (6.64), and (7.38).

(17) Sentence fragment.

(18) Rules: (6.63), (6.64), and (7.38).

(19) Rules: (6.64), (7.38), and (7.45).

(20) Short answer followed by a sentence. Rules: (6.63), (6.64), and (7.38).

(21) Rules: (7.33), (6.64), (7.38), and (7.45).

(22) Sentence fragment.

(23) It is unclear if the morpheme glossed 'thing' in the third VP is the particle pât; see Section 12.3.5, pp. 199-200. Rules: (6.63), (6.64), and (7.38).

(24) Rules: (6.63), (6.64), and (7.57).

(25) Rules: (6.63), (6.64), (7.38), (7.45), and (7.57).

(26) Rules: (6.64), (7.38), and (7.45).
(27) Rules: (6.63), (6.64), and (7.38).
(28) Rules: (6.63), (6.64), and (7.38).
(29) Rules: (6.63), (6.64), and (7.38).
(30) Rules: (6.64) and (7.38).
(31) Rules: (6.63), (6.64), and (7.38).
(32) Sentence fragment.
(33) Sentence fragment.
(34) Rules: (6.63), (6.64), and (7.38).
(35) Rule: (6.64).
(36) Short answer followed by a sentence. Rules: (6.63), (6.64),
and (7.38).
(37) Rules: (6.63), (6.64), and (7.38).
(38) The time-of-evidence particle kí-náipo 'proximate time of evi-
dence' is used to remind the hearer, João, that he knew of the
lack of pottery production in recent times. This particle trig-
gers subjective mood. Rules: (6.63), (6.64), (7.38), (7.45),
and (7.57).
(39) Rules: (6.63), (6.64), and (7.38).
(40) Apparently the speaker added the direct object, bosap 'pot(s)',
as an afterthought. Possibly the sequence kí bō is an error
for kí-bō 'remote past time of evidence'. Rules: (7.33), (6.64),
(7.38), and (7.45).
(41) The structure of constructions formed with əo...kí (//ŋ'q...kí//)
is not yet determined, see Section 7.7, p. 128. Rules: (6.63),
(6.64), and (7.38).
(42) According to the informant, a-pat (apat?) means 'other things'.
The form class of this expression is undetermined. Rules:
(6.63), (6.64), possibly (7.38), possibly (7.45), and (7.57).

(43) No rules.

(44) Short answer followed by a sentence. Rule: (6.63).

(45) Rules: (6.64), (7.37), (7.45), and (7.52).

(46) The glosses of the component morphemes of the expression á bó na 'could be...' are perhaps correct, but the structural composition of the whole cannot be stated at this time. No rules.

(47) Short answer.

(48) Rules: (6.63), (6.64), and (7.38).

(49) Rules: (6.63), (6.64), and (7.38).

(50) Rules: (6.63), (6.64), and (7.38).

(51) Short answer.

(52) No rule.

(53) Short answer.

(54) Rule: (6.64).
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